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Jaguar 
Sacs for all seasons and all continents 
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Extension
Snowlock (Jaguar 7) 

5 models to suit 
every requirement 
Made in KS- lO0e (except Jaguar 2), these sacs are 
constructed on the renowned karrimor AERGO 
design giving comfort and performance second to none. 
Models 2, 4 and 6 are designed for the backpacker, mountain walker and 
globetrotters, whilst models 1 and 7 were created for the serious mountaineer. 
Top of the range Jaguar 7 is now joined by the smaller capacity (50 litres) Jaguar 1 
which is perfect for Alpine day climbing, Scottish winter routes and for the ladies. 
Both sacs have VERSATILITY for their second name ..... 
a) As supplied for a general Alpine sac and ski touring. 
b) Attach pockets to add up to 20 litres more capacity for load carrying. 
c) Carry skis with or without pockets. 
d) Convert it to a ·clean· high standard climbing sac by removing the hip belt, frame 

and pocket straps (don't forget, you can replace them with the 2-piece Beta belt 
and the fformat frame to achieve the "body-hugging" performance). 

Features common to all Jaguars are: · 
• AERGO construction with the rigid internal frame which maintains the air gap 

between body and sac - and top comfort! 
• True hip-load carrying capability with knuckle-jointed sac to belt attachment

giving body movement with complete lateral stability. 
• Unique back-panel design with foam pads wrapped in nylon, oversewn onto 

KS-1 OOe, and containing a special pocket for a karrimor sit mat. 
• Thickly padded and precisely shaped hip-belt with the karrimor "QR" (quick 

release) safety buckle for one finger release. 

JAGUAR: A PRODUCT OF KARRIMOR TECHNOLOGY 

'KS-lOOe' - THE WORLD'S FIRST 
WATERPROOF TEXTURISED RUCSAC FABRIC 
*(KS-lOOe is a registered trade mark of 
karrimor International ltd. 

Jaguar 7 Versatility 

For further details, and Technical Guide, write to Dept. M.J2, karrimor International ltd., Avenue Parade, Accrington 885 6PR, Lanes., England. 
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Another No. 1 
from karrimor . .. 
THEASOLO 
CHOUINARD CANYON 
Originally designed by Chouinard. 
Further developed by top Italian climber Franco Perlotto. 
Made by one of the worlds top manufacturers-ASOLO. 

e BUil T TO LAST 
e A NEW STANDARD 

IN ROCK BOOTS 

e DESIGNED TO CLIMB 
e LASTED FOR 

COMFORT & FIT. 

1'71 karrimor ... leaders in U technical excellence 
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FEATURES: 
I Friction: 
Made from the very best hysteresis rubber 
giving the highest co-efficient of friction. 
2 Rand: 
Highest specification for stretch and tear 
resistance with same co-efficient of friction as 
sole. 
3 Ringed eyelets: 
(not rose clenched) 
Won' t pull out. 
4 Leather upper - canvas lined: 
Comfort and no heat build-up. 
No perspiration - upper breathes. 
5 Leather-heel spine: 
Protection, support and durability. 
6 Specially shaped tongue: 
Doesn't slip down side of foot. 
7 Leather insole: 
Won't break up. 

2 3 

8 English last: 
Comfort - can be worn all day. 
Fit - foot is firmly gripped. 
9 Profile: 
Low profile at toe for narrow cracks. 
10 Unique sole support: 
Allows toe to heel bend but gives lateral 
strength for edge holds. Will retain its support 
indefinitely. 
11 Flexibility: 
Despite sole support boot can tum through 
90° at the instep to facilitate "toe-cracking". 

For further details. and Technical Guide. write to 
Dept M. A 1. karrimor International ltd., 
Avenue Parade, Accrington 885 6PR. 
Lanes.. England 
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FIELD&TREK 
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS 

SPECIAL OFFER 
F&T KERNMANTEL ROPE 

45x11mm 45x9mm 
£31 ·74 +£2.10p&p £25·39+£2.10p&p 

UIAA APPROVED 

We stock one of the largest ranges of quality climbing gear 
available in Britain at permanently discounted prices. 

CONTRACTANDEXPORT 
Our contract department specialises in club, expedition and 
educational orders and direct and personal export. 

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEERING 
Director : PETE BOARDMAN. Photo : PAT LITTLEJOHN, I.S.M . 1980. 

----------FILL IN COUPON 
FOR YOUR 
MAIL ORDER 
CATALOGUE 

TICK □ Mail order catalogue 
(Please enclose 30p postage) I 

BOX □ Backpacking gear guide (90p enclosed I 

NAME I 
ADDRESS-----------

8'.0CKCAPfTAtSPI..EASE M2 L I -----------

, tt~r 
/f.01J!.. NIA.1S F/?JM · · 

-n,~ /JIVIJfM& ,, 

Bivi Bags in GORE·TEX® by 
.@llol!~i::::::l!~p,;,:op:c,:-:tu::':d~f"-la::p::ov:::e::-,7,,::p~-.1,P\+-loop for Specialist gear for serious climbers, backpackers, fell runners etc 

l«-C""-..-R--90 .. ~-----s,, :ir1•~9 
:::f :/4~':1~~~,t;:t:r~1!J l ~Si:'1~7~n~~~~~i~fi~:;/~~;•s~~tl~g~~ 16ie8n~o~~ml:~=~~~lfu~io~~. the 

freedom unlike a s+'' 5 ,, Simple. practical design 1n 3oz GO~E-TEX waterproof yet breathable, tent 
o single point used by ....+ fabric ; doped seams: large hood with drawcords; 20oz complete with stuff 
• :::,. 2 pecple. D ,t .. sac; light blue only. 

INTE/f.NAL SI.INC.$ f6 
NOT PRov10ED \ . 2 Budget version as 1 except tor 3oz PU proofed, dark .blue nylon base; hood ?~flt,=a;;;;l!l;;....---:.....:..:.:. _ _jU, y and top of bag ,n GORE·TEX; only 18oz complete with stuff sac. 

E;j~{, ~1
~ 0c:6/~1;~1J!/~tfeo/::;~1~:-Sipup 3 Two man b1vi bag; GOR~-TEX h9od and bag top: 3oz PU nylon base; three 

=·.>.,,=:•:·.•.:::,,,x to 3 openings "nywhue, any size- black tape, 1500 lb break,nQ strain belay loops; 21b 8oz complete with stuff 
a head e"'ch side hands m centre- s1ha,.cs. s(A12ell 1 ,Go1 re·tex NOT available as you wouldn't like the pnce for ,a bag of 

cook. from the 'inside if1 com{'Ort 

Write tor details of stockists, overtrousers, mitts and our amazingly 
l1ghtwe1ghl •Kennels·- sturdy GORE-TEX tunnel tents,21b6oz & 51b 4oz 
,----------------------------------------------------------------
! WilllERgaar ! 
J The Old Boathouse. Llanfair Hall . Gnffiths Crossing, Nr Caernavon. ! 
L__0~~~:~9-~~~~--.!:~~t Dinorwic (0248) 670200 __________________ : 



K2AVIATION 
ALASKA EXPEDITIONS & WILDERNESS FLYING 

Glacier Pilots 
KITTY BANNER• KIMBALL FORREST 

P.O. BOX290 
T ALKEETNA, ALASKA 99676 
TELEPHONE (907) 733-2291 

CERTIFIED AND INSURED 

Jo Royle 8u1tton 
. . 
1s going 

'Up the Market' 
OLD 
SHOP 

MARKET PLACE 

JO ROYLE'S 
NEW SHOP 

TOWN 
HALL 

6, MARKET PLACE, BUXTON. Tel: (0298) 5824 

,tn all-new edition of the 
ft mountaineering classic. 

"The photographs 
are breathtaking:• 

-ALA Booklist 

Ascent retwns with an en
thralling Dave Roberts' 
novella, two stunning 
color photo essays, 
and more of the 

best climbing accounts, 
humor, fiction, photog-

raphy, and graphics. 
Edited by Allen Steck and Steve Rop_g 
272 pages. 8V2 x 11. 16 pages of color 
photos, 75 b/ w photos, 40 line 
illustrations. $l4 .95 paper 

A SIERRA CLUB BOOK 

MOUNTAIN BACK NUMBERS FOR SALE 
I have copies of almost all issues of Mountain available for sale. 
Copies also swapped and bought. International enquiries welcome. 
Dave Willson, 3 Harlesden Road, St. Albans, AL 1 4LE, England. 

WANTED . WORLD WIDE AGENTS/ DISTRIBUTORS/ 
RETAILERS to PROMOTE /SELL ESTABLISHED 
HIGH QUALITY MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT. 
For Details Write to : Ad . Box No. 1, c/o Mountain Magazine 

Ltd ., P.O . Box 184, Sheffield, S11 9DL. England. 

LANGLAUF 
TRY IT BEFORE 

YOU BUY IT 
LANGLAUFPACKAGE 

SKIS - BOOTS - BINDINGS - POLES 

PURCHASEPRICEONLY £49.95 
* HIRE CHARGES 

W/E £5,WEEK £10 
2 WEEKS £15,3 WEEKS £20 

PLUS 
FULL RANGE OF LANGLAUF AND 

WINTER MOUNTAINEERING ACCESSORIES 
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Galibier 
Superpro 

THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF QUALITY 

One piece reversed full grain upper including bellows 
tongue from the best European hides. Superb double tan
ning process for maximum wear and waterproofness. 
P.V.C. toecap protects against abrasion. Norwegian Welt 
construction. Stiffened soles utilising both steel and 
wooden shanks for ideal rigidity and thermal insulation. 
Ideally suited for crampons or delicate rock work. Well 
padded. Slight toe-lift to aid walking. Special Makalu sole. 
Gripper hooks and much more. In short the finest mat
erials, craftsmanship and design available anywhere. 
Further details on request. 

The latest from troll. The new 
super - lightweight Freestyle 
two - piece sit harness. 

FREESTYLE 
Based on the well known Troll Mark 5 Sit Harness, it 

is constructed from Troll 50 mm web, specially treated 
with a strength in excess of 2700 kg, and a waist buckle 
strength in excess of 2000 kg. This lightweight version may 
also, like its senior partner, be linked to a chest harness, 
thereby forming a body harness for complete protection 
in fall situations. 

t ro 11 MKs s1T HARNEss 

A very comfortable, 
versatile two piece sit 
harness which can easily 
be I inked to a chest harness 
to form a full body harness 
when required. Li.I.A.A. 
approved when so used. 
Thoroughly recommended 
for all advanced 
mountaineering techniques 
including unmentionable 
techniques like cheating 
and falling. 

SADDLEWEDGE ™ 
and 
WEDGE FAST TM 

A brilliant designed range of 

double tapered wedge shaped 

chocks from Campbell Mountain 

eering of the U.S.A. See them 

in the shops or write for a 

comprehensive booklet. 

Exclusive U.K. 0istributors. 

DID YOU 
KNOW? 
That Troll make a range of 
Canvas and Nylon Gaiters that 
are extremely good value for 
money. As gaiter weather is 
now upon us, why not ask tc 
see them in your local shop. 

Galibier 
PEUTEREY 

THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF QUALITY 

Wide fitting and low fit around the ankles, with very 
comfortable padding makes the Peuterey the ideal all 
round mountain boot. For maximum waterproofness 
and snug fit the upper and the bellows tongue are cut 
from one piece of leather of the finest quality, double 
tanned and reversed. Full length spoon shaped steel 
shank topped by a wooden shank for ideal rigidity and 
insulation. Great with crampons or on rock. Special 
Galibier sole. Need we go on? In short the finest 
materials, craftsmanship and design available 
anywhere. 

Further details on request. 



Tents for Mountain, 
Moor and Meadow. 
& ROBERT 

~SAUNDERS 
TopTcnt, (Chigwell) Limited. 

For catalogue send to:-
ROBERT SAUNDERS (CHIGWELL) LIMITED, 
Five Oaks Lane, Chigwell, Essex, England. 
Please enclose 1 Op. stamp to cover postage. 

CROSS-COUNTRY! 

Trak-Packer-s,eeps2 
A tent for the lighll.veight backpacker who needs an 
outfit not over 6-lbs. but with ample space for two 
adults. Weight: 6-lbs. (2. 72 kg.) (Above left) 

Hill packer 
Robert Saunders introduce their new Hillpacker tent 
which provides an extremely large and roomy bell
end, plus a two-man size inner with a total weight of 
6-lbs. 9-oz. (2. 96 kg. I (Top right) 

Backpacker 1- Sleeps . 
A solo tent on a smaller scale than the Backpacker 2 
but offering the same all weather protection. 
Weight: 3-lbs. 12-oz. 1. 69 kg.) (Lower right ) 

PACKAGE COMPLETE! 

PILZ 
SNOWRUNNER 

with PILZ cross country 
bindings and poles. 

£49.90 
This is an attractive touring ski 
with x-diamond, non-wax base, 
metal edges and ABS sidewalls. 
It is ideal for British Skiing where 
metal edges are almost essential 
with the rough terrain. 

Individually bought these{Gg 51 items add up to . . . . . . . . • 

Also full range of Downhill 
Skis by leading makers. 

Send for our catalogue! 

EVISPOR 
261 SAUCHIEHALL STREET, GLASGOW. 041 -332 4814 

72 HIGH STREET, FORT WILLIAM . 0397 4921 
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Our exciting/format frame is constructed ~ ~ from twin aluminium strips moulded into 
double thickness karrimat material with extra 
protective padding. It fits into a special frame 
pocket and is additional to the chevron- , 
stitched padded back. 
The /format can be shaped to fit you ----------------
personally. It enhances the superb comfort of 
the "bodyhuggers" and, coupled with the 
precisely located harness attachment points, 
ensures maximum stability in action It's tough, 
malleable and doubles as a bivi seat 

For further details, write to 
karrimor International Ud., Box BHM 

Avenue Parade, Accrington, 
Lancashire. 

... or visit your nearest 
karrimor specialist dealer 

The /format is only one of many important 
design improvements to the Alpiniste. 
Others are:-

• A new extendable flap. • A new 'S' cut 
back for stability and comfort • A rising base 
to keep the load close to the body and to reduce 
the risk of the sac catching on steep descents. 
• A narrower, yet thicker, harness for greater 
comfort • Double riveted haul loop for 
greater security. • The Haston tunnel for hip 
belt storage (i/{ustroted). • A new shape and a 
new colour in KS-lOOe ... the material specially 
developed for rucsacs by karrhnor. 



BRITISH 

GAURI SANKAR 

1979 
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CHINA 
1981 

Treks & Expeditions 
for very small groups 

Tibet-Qomolangma 
(Everest) Treks 

Sep 14-Occ 12 0cc 5-Nov 2 
Fly to Lhasa, the "Forbidden City" of 
Tibet, then journey to the spectacular 
north side of Mt. Everest to trek from 

Rongbuk Monastery (16,500') to the slopes 
of Everest. Plus tour Beijing and Xian. 

Mt. Anyemaqen Treks 
Jun 13-Jul 13 Jun 29-Jul 31 

14-day trek around the huge peak Mt. 
Anyemaqen (20,370') in the East Kun 

Lun Range, Enjoy an untouched culture 
of Tibetans, Mongols and Hui people. 

Plus tour Beijing and Lanzhou. 

Tian Shan/ 
Mt. Bodga Ola Treks 

Jul 4-Jul 24 Jul 18-Aug 9 
8-day trek around Mr. Bogda Ola 

(17,900 ') in the great Tian Shan Moun
tains. Visit remote lakes and glaciers, 

Cossack tent camps and other nomadic 
settlements. 

Mt. Kongur & 
Mt. Muztagata Trek 

Jun 1-Jun 29 
Visit Urumqi and historic Kashgar in 

remote Central Asia, then t rek to base 
camps on Mt. Kongur (25,230') and Mt. 

Muztagata (24,757') with yaks carrying the 
gear. Plus tour Beijing and Xian. 

Mt. Minya Konka Trek 
May 20-Jun 30 

A 28-day mountain trek which circum
vents the entire Minya Konka Range in 
Sichuan Province. Plus tours of Beijing 

and Chengdu. 

100 expeditions and outings on 5 con
tinents for hikers and adventurers. Send 
for FREE Adventures in China 1981 

brochure or write fo r 56-page 1981 
International Catalog or 24-page 1981 
North American Catalog (include $1 

for postage for each). 

Mountain Travel Australia 
P.O. Box 54 

Mosman, NS.W. 2088 
Australia 

Mountain Travel U .K. 
22 Church Street 

Twickenham TW I 3NW 
England 

Mountain Travel Canada 
737 Burley Drive 

West Vancouver, B.C. V7T 1Z7 

M~VJ:!Ji\~t'n:1:~~YEL 
I Albany, Ca. 94706•(415) 527-8100 I 
I Name __________ , 

I Street ___________ I 
I City ____ State __ Zip ___ I 
II Please send D China/Tibet brochure I 

D International Catalog 

'----~ North ~ m_:.'.:_i=::1..::_atal~I 
See Your Travel Agent 

"B ound to find its 
place among the epics 
of mountaineering 
sagas~' 

-San Francisco Chronicle 

The leader of the successful 1978 
American Women's Himalayan 
Expedition details the triumph 
and tragedy of 13 women in this 
traditionally male-dominated activity. 
8 color plates, 100 b/w photos. 

$14.95 

A SIERRA CLUB BOOK 

~ 
~ © 
mattresses 

Tough terrain? Enjoy sleeping comfort anywhere. 
Only Therm-a-Rest does so much Therm-a-Rest 
grves you more warmth and comfort than other 
mattresses and pads Just open the valve Therm-
a-Rest self-rnflates to 19""X47""X 1 v,-·. rolls to 4··x20·· 
for easy packrng. werghs only 1 v, lbs Full length 
mattress and Sportseat are also available Sold coast 
to coast 

THERM-A-REST /Cascade Designs, Inc., Dept. N 
568 1st Avenue S., Seattle, WA 98104 

© 1980 Vasque Drvrsron of Red Wrng Shoe Co . Red Wrng. MN 55066 



Total adjustability 
simpleasAB

see! 
Important Points in Load 
Carrying 

For the highest degree of com
fort in load carrying, certain 
features are essential. It must be 
possible to share the load between 
hips and shoulders through we! I-

designed shoulderstraps and hip 
harnesses, also to shape the back 
of the sac to conform to the 
wearer's anatomy. It is important 
that the sac be designed to incorp
orate carrying stability, this being 
even more important for skiers, 
climbers or scramblers, as an un
stable load can suddenly "shift" 
throwing the climber off balance 
with perhaps unpleasant results. 
It is also desirable for a sac to 
have features incorporated in the 
back design to allow some air 
flow, and thus prevent excessive 
sweating, especially during stren
uous use. Lastly, ability to adjust 
the back length is very important 
for many users. Because we con
sider these features to be so im
portant, we manufacture neither 
external tubular frames with 

packs, nor rigid internal 
frames, as we do not be! ieve 
that they measure up to our 

standards of comfort and 
stab ii ity . 

A.B. (Adjustable Back) 
System (Reg'd Design) 

The A.B. sacs incorporate 

conform to the wearer's back by 
shaping, but still allowing air flow 
over most of the back thus mini
mising sweating. Because the 
frame conforms to the anatomy, 
the centre of gravity of the load is 
kept as close as possible to the 
back, therefore the user maintains 
an upright, comfortable posture, 
unlike the bent forward posture 
necessary with many sacs. 
Much thought and testing has also 
gone into the design of the harn
ess system to provide maximum 
stability, particularly the luxuri-

ously padded lumbar pad and hip 
harness which give a positive 
'wrap-around' at the hips, provid
ing comfort and stability. 
The A.B. sacs are adjustable for 
back length by a very simple 
operation-(see illus.) making it 
easy to carry a light load high on 
the back, or a heavy load lower, 
transferring more weight onto the 
hips through the hip harness. The 
shoulder straps can also be remov
ed easily and put inside the sac for 
safe carriage or for sac hauling. 

Ask to see AB - the sac for the 
BO's at your specialist retailer or 
write for colour brochure to 
Dept. M. 

bcz,ghau, 

all these features, being 
designed for the user 

who doesn't com
promise on per

formance or 
quality. 

34 Dean Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NEl 1 PG, England. 

The semi-rigid 
x-shaped aluminium 

frame in the back, is meant to 

Telephone : (0632) 23561 . Telex : 537728 Bghaus G 
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INTERNATIONAL 
MAGAZINE GUIDE 

EUROPE 

ALPINISME & RANDONNEE 
7 Rue de Lille, 75007, Paris. 
Published 1 2 times a year 

ALPINISMUS 
Ortlerstrasse 8, 8000 Miinchen 70, Germany. 

Published 12 times a year. 

DER BERGSTEIGER 
Postfach 27, D-8000 Miinchen 20, Germany. 

Published 12 times a year. 

LAMONTAGNE 
9 rue la Boetie, 75008 Paris, France. 

Published 4 times a year. 

MONT AGNES 
122 rue des Allies, 381 00 Grenoble, France. 

Published 11 times a year. 

RIVISTA DELLA MONTAGNA 
Corso Moncalieri 23/d, 10131 Torino, Italy. 

Published 4 times a year. 

TATERNIK 
00-750 Warsaw, ul Nowosielecka 20m 18, Poland. 

Published 4 times a year. 

U.S.A. 

AMERICAN ALPINE JOURNAL 
113 East 90th St., New York, N.Y. 10028, U.S.A. 

Published once a year. 

CLIMBING 
Box E, Aspen. Col. 81611, U.S.A. 

Published 6 times a year. 

OFF BELAY 
15630 S.E. 124th Street, Renton, Washington 98055, 

U.S.A. Published 6 times a year. 

ASIA 

THE IWA TO YUKI 
Yama To Keikoku Sha Co. Ltd., 1-1-33 Shiba Daimon 

Minato Ku, Tokyo. (Contains English language summary.) 
Published 6 times a year. 

PEAKS 
P.O. Exeter, Tasmania 7 251, Australia. 

Published 4 times a year. 

INDIAN MOUNTAINEERING FOUNDATION 
JOURNAL 

1324 Sector XII, Ramakrishna Puram 
New Delhi 110022. India. , 
Published 2 times a year. 

.. 

... 

NTAIN 
Number 77 January/February 1981 UK 70p US $2.25 
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Cover during a winter attempt on The Shroud Direct, Grandes 
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GREATER HIMALAYA 

Poor Weather 
Post Monsoon 
NEPAL 

Everest & Lhotse 
The Nepal/Italy Joint Expedition 
led by Francesco Santon with 
Sirdar Lakpa Sherpa failed on the 
Original Route at the South 
Summit. Reinhold Messner who 
accompanied the expedition 
through the Khumbu lcefall into 
the Western Cwm failed in his 
attempt to solo Lhotse (25,600 ft) 
because of the strong winds in mid 
and late October which frustrated 
several other expeditions. 

Arna Dablam (22,493ft) 
The 6-man "Yeti" Dojin party of 
Tokyo, led by Yasuji Kato made the 
first ascent of the North Face peak. 
The climbing was disturbed by 
frequent avalanches and a 
member Hisao Fukushima (29) 
was hit by an avalanche at an early 
stage and had to be hospitalized. 
All the remaining members 
reached the top in the three days 
Nov. 7-9. A New Zealand 
Expedition got Russell Brice, 
Paddy Freaney, Rob Hall, Graham 
Elder and Bill King to the summit 
via the French North Ridge Route. 

Baruntse (23,687ft) 
The 8-man Utsunomiya Univ. 
party, led by Tetsuya Saito made 
the third ascent of the mountain by 
the South Ridge. Four camps were 
made for the route. The summit 

· was reached by Noriaki Ujiie, 
Motoi Nagashima and Pemba 
Norbu on Sep. 26, by Takashi 
Okumura and lsamu Nobuyasu on 
27th, and by leader Saito and a 
Sherpa member on 28th. 
The Eastern Sierra Himalayan 
Expedition failed on the North 
Ridge at 23,000ft on 17th October 
because_ of strong cold winds. 

Pumori (23,441 ft) 
The Japanese Tokyo expedition 
led by Yasuo lwazoe climbed the 
South Ridge. Ryoichi Hamada, 
Michie Sugawara and Hiroyuki. 
Mizeguchi reached the summit 
after establishing three camps and 
having one bivouac on the summit 
push. 

Langtang Li rung (23, 769ft) 
The 6-man "Free Style Climbers 
Club of Japan" party of Tokyo, led 
by lwao Ohtsuka were successful 
on the South Ridge and reached 
the top on Sep. 26. 

Manaslu (26, 758ft) 
Both the Czech Ladies Expedition 
led by Dr. Margita Sterbova on the 
South Ridge and the Styrian 
Himalayan Expedition led by 
Hanns Schell on the North East 
Face failed at around 23,000ft 
because of high winds. 

Makalu Group 
Doug Scott, Roger Baxter-Jones, 
George Bettembourg and Ariane 

Giobellina attempted both Makalu 
// and Makalu I. Scott, Baxter
Jones and Bettembourg climbed 
Makalu/1 (25, 131ft) by the South 
Ridge, Bettembourg skiing the 
descent. The team then moved 
round and attempted the South 
East Ridge to Makalu I (2 7, 824ft) 
After a very long traverse in alpine 
style they too were defeated by 
extreme winds at the 8,000 metre 
level. (See article p.42/3) 

Dhaulagiri I (26, 794ft) 
The American Women 's 
Expedition failed on the North Face 
Route at 23,300ft because of very 
strong winds. Regrettably Lyn 
Griffith was killed by an avalanche 
in Camp 2 on October 7th. After 
fruitless searching for her the 
Expedition was abandoned . The 
ENSA guides climbed the South 
Pillar (see photograph) but again 
were prevented from reaching the 
summit by the extreme winds. The 
Pillar which lies between 22,500 
and 24,250ft is comparable in 
difficulty to the Bonatti-Gobbi 
Grand Pitier D'Angle. About 200 
pitons were used on the difficult 
mixed climbing, thin snow on 
loose rock. Be"rnard Muller and 
Pierre Beghin ·abandoned further 
attempts to reach the summit 
when it took Beghin an hour and a 
half to descend one rope length, 
on terrain similar to the Bosses 
Arete of Mont Blanc, at 24,500ft. 

Annapurna I (26,545ft) 
The German Expedition led by 
Ludwig Greissl climbed the North 
Face to the middle summit 
(26,414ft) via a line to the left of 
the Dutch route. They abandoned 
an attempt on the Dutch route 
because of dangerous conditions. 

Annapurna Ill (24, 785ft) 
A Swiss Expedition led by Denis 
Bertholet completed the ascent of 
the North Face and East Ridge in 
the process climbing the East 
Summit (22,635ft) previously 
unclimbed. Jean-Pierre (sic) and 
Temba Sherpa gained the summit 
on 15th October and Denis 
Bertholet, Patrick Gailland and 
Bernard Pelli climbed the East 
Summit. 

Annapurna IV (24,688ft) 
A German Expedition led by Franz 
Kroell repeated the North West 
Ridge Route. Quirin Oellinger, Fritz 
Gertsch, Ang Passang Sherpa and 
Nga Temba Sherpa reached the 
summit on 23rd October and Franz 
Kroell (Leader), Josef Ressie and 
Adi Welsch on the 26th October. 

Ganesh 4/Pabil (23,300ft) 
The French Expedition led by 
Michel Feuillarade climbed the 
South Southwest Spur to South 
East Ridge to South Face with four 
bivouacs. Erik Decamp, Guy 
Dufour and Alain Richier reached 
the summit. 

Ganesh 3 (23,398ft) 
The 14-man Nepalese-Japanese 
joint party (two Nepalese 
members), led by Shoji Imai 
abandoned the attempt after a 
death avalanche accident. The 
party originally intended to climb 
Ganesh Himal 1 (24,297ft) but 
was advised to change to this 
mountain by the authority because 
the planned route was too near 
the border with China. A team of 
three (all Japanese) was hit by an 
avalanche on their descent from 
C 1 ( 19,000ft) to BC on Oct. 6 . 
Minoru Murase alone crawled out 
of the snow, but Hiroshi Terui (35), 
Masaru Mizuno (22) and Kaoru 
Kuroiwa (26) were lost. The rescue 
was abandoned on Oct . 16. 

Tilicho (23,405ft) 
A Swiss Expedition cli_mbed the 
North East Spur and North Ridge. 
Martin Braun and Walter Renner 
reaching the summit on October 
30 and Hans-Rudolf Zurfluh , Hein 
Werner, Giovanni Kappenberger 
and Sirdar Krishneswar Rai on 
October 31 . 

Tukuche (22, 703ft) 
The 7 -man Miyazaki Univ. party, 
led by Tatsuo Morimoto, climbed 
the mountain by South West Ridge. 
Shuichi Torii and 5 other Japanese 
with two Sherpa members 
reached the top on Sep . 28. 

KARAKORAM 

Gasherbrum 2 (26,361ft) 
The Spanish expedition from the 
Centre Excursionista Cata I unya 
were successful on the South 

Above : South Pillar Dhaulagiri 1 
Photo: ENSA. 

Ridge and Face. After placing 4 
camps Enric Font and Pere 
Aym eric h reached the summit 
together with three Japanese from 
the Bernina Club, Yokohama. Bad 
weather stopped repeat attempts. 

K2 (28,250ft) 
A Bri tish Expedition Pete 
Boardman, Dick Renshaw, Doug 
Scott and Joe Tasker re -a ttempted 
the Wes t Ridge line tried in 1978. 
They abandoned thi s at 23,000ft 
because of doubts as to the 
capacity of the team to ferry gear. 
Boardman, Renshaw and Tasker 
then attempted the Abruzzi Spur. 
They were defeated twice at the 
26,000ft level firstly by avalanche 
and secondly by storm. (See article 
pps 40/41) 

Skyang Kangri, (24, 750ft) 
Mike Kennedy and Geoff Lowe 
attempted the West Face which 
they abandoned because of poor 
rock, and the South Buttress, 
abandoned because of bad 
weather and deep snow. 

Nanga Parbat (26,660ft) 
Paul Moores, Adrian and Alan 
Burgess were beaten back by 
storms from 25,000ft on the 
Schell Route . They had 
unintentionally established a 
variation in the lower section 
whilst establishing four camps. 

Correspondents: Cheney/Hawley, 
/TY, Rams, Kennedy, Beghin. 
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THE ALPS 

VAL MASINO - BREGALIA 
AREA 

Pizzo Di Prata 
Ivan Geurini and Faeti made the 
first ascent of the North East wall in 

summer 1 980 (2,300ft V+, VI ). 
They call it, "a very wild place' " The 
same pair climbed the Pi!astro 
D'Argento on Cima Cavre (pt. 
2601) near Sasso Manduino 
(1,600ft V+ , VI , one pitch VII) . In 
1 979 Guerini with Manuela 
Manuel Ii climbed the Muro Delle 
Ombre in the same area, (VI) . Other 
very good climbs in this remote 
and partially unexplored area were 
the 1979 first ascent of South Wall 
(2,500ft V, VI) and South East Pillar 
(V, VI , one pitch VII) of Sasso 
Manduino the Wall by Guerini and 
Massimo Casaletti, the Pillar was 
soloed by Guerini. The South West 
Face of Manduino was climbed by 
Casaletti (V, VI) . 

Pizzo Cengalo 

The East Pillar, Anticima 
Meridionale was climbed for the 
first time by Giuseppe Miotti and 
Ludovico Mottarella, ( 1 ,OOOft V+) 
in summer 1 978 . In the same area 
Miotti with Guido Merizzi and 
Federico Madonna made the first 
ascent in 1979 of the very fine 
North West Pillar, Pta. Moraschini 
I 1, 1 00ft V+, VI) . 

Pizzo Del Ferro Centrale 
The beautiful South Pillar, Anticima 
Est, was climbed in 1 980 by Miotti 
Mottarella and Spini . A superb rock 
climb of about I 1,300ft V, VI) . The 
route is named II Popa/a Dell 
'Autunno. 

Picco Luigi Amedeo 
The first one day ascent of the 
Ta/do - Nusdeo, South East Face 
was made in 1 977 by Masa Paolo, 
Miotti and Merizzi. From the village 
of San Martino they reached the 
summit in thirteen hours: normal 
time four hours to the face and 
twenty hours climbing! The 
unexplored east side of Cameraccio 
revealed many new routes. The 
South Pilla (Pilastro Degli Def), Torre 
Meridiona/e Del Cameraccio was 
climbed by Guerini -Merizzi -Villa 
(VI -VII). On Picco Darwin, a 
beautiful spire under the Torre 
Meridiona!e Del Cameraccio, a new 
route was made on the East Face by 
Guerini , Merizzi , Neri (VI , VII , A3) 
in 1977. In 1978 Guerini'Merizzi 
Villa also climbed the East Wall, 
Rambo Delle Ga!assie (VI , VII) . 
On the beautiful Torre Moa,; a 
tower that resembles an Easter 
Island stone statue in profile, a new 
route was done by Miotti -Masa
Merizzi (1,000ft VI+, VII) . 
Other good climbs were done on 
Pizzo Ventina (D,sgrazia Group). 
The South East Pillar that starts in 
the bergschrund Cana/one Della 
Vergine (1 ,300ft V+, VI) was 
climbed by Miotti -Merizzi in 1979. 
Miotti and Pietro Scherini also 
climbed the Lower Pillar that 
reaches the East Arete half way 
I 1,000ft V, VI) . Another unexplored 
area in Centra l Alps is the Cime 
Piazzi Group. There are no huts and 
few bivouacs and with high walls 
like Cima Viola, South East Face. 
The first ascent was made by 
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Miotti -Cometti -Mitta. The wall is 
2,000ft high (V, - V+, a few moves 
Al) . 
The area is practically without 
routes, especially rock routes. 
Note: many of these routes were 
climbed only with nuts, a new 
thing for Italy, and the tendency is 
to climb in unexplored places and 
walls, trying to avoid aid climbing 
directly during the first ascent. 

Many interesting routes were made 
on cliffs and short walls (Val Di 
Mello, Sirta, Grigna) where free 
climbing, is now well known. 
A guide book to the rock climbs in 
the Val Masino is now available. 
Though in Italian it has photos and 
topos of all climbs. Sul Granito 
de/la Cal Masino (by Miotti and 
Mottarella) published by Mevio 
Washington and Figlio, Sondrio, 
Italy. Lira 8,000. 

Top : Lyskamm North Wall. For routes see Info. Photo: Gabarrou Collection. 
Left : Der Glasspalast (The Glass Palace). Upper ¼. Total length 1200ft. Photo: 
Lackner. Rig ht : Hosenscheisser (Trouser filler). Total length 600ft. Photo: 
Lackner. 

BERNESE OBER LAND 

Ebnefluh 

Patrick Gabarrou and Pierre-Alain 
Steiner climbed a new line on the 
North Face of the West Summit, 
25th September. They report a 
good route mainly on ice. 

Fiescherhorn 
Dutch climbers Gerhard Friele and 
Gerard Van Sprang climbed a 
Direct Line, just left of the Reiss 
route, North Face. The ascent took 
8 ½ hours July 28th . 

Trugberg 
Paul Bates and Trevor Briggs (UK) 
climbed a new gully line on the 
South Facit, August. 

Lauterbrunnen Breithorn 
Trevor Briggs made a so lo ascent 
(the firstl) of the van Al/men Route, 
North Face in 6 hours, August. 

Eiger: North Face 
Eric Jones (U.K.) made what is 
probably the second summer 
ascent of the 1938 Route over four 
days in September. Jones had 
been to attempt the solo several 
times over the last five years but 



conditions were unfavourable. This 
time he completed the ascent 
uneventfully. It was filmed both 
from the Face and from a 
helicopter by Leo Dickenson, who 
reports that his footage is 
excellent. 

PENNINE ALPS 

Weisshorn 
Patrick Gabarrou, Henri Roquette 
and Pierre-Alain Steiner climbed a 
new direct line on the North East 
Face, 16th September. It is 
reported to be a fine line on this 
magnificent Ice Face. 

Lyskamm 

Patrick Gabarrou and Pierre-Alain 
Steiner climbed a new route on !'he 
North Face, West Summit between 
the Diemberger-Stefan and the 
Hiebeler-Pokorsk,; 1 g September. 
The 3,000ft route presents 
difficulties on rock and mixed 
before rejoining the Diemberger
Stefan 700ft from the summit. The 
same pair also made the first 
ascent of a central line tackling the 
great rock band which divides the 
2½ mile wide North Wall, October 
4/5. The 3,000ft route gives varied 
climbing on mixed ground and · 
generally solid rock. The North 

AUSTRALIA 

Mt Arapiles 
Whilst the pace has slowed, a 
number of previously unreported 
routes, mainly by Kevin Lindorff, 
have come to light. Two of them, 
Clark Kent (23), seconded by Tony 
Marian and Curved Air (23), 
seconded by Dave Moss, are 
insignificant efforts, however. The 
former is a short problem rig ht of 
Kryptonite Crack and the latter a 
variant on Fail Safe. Slightly more 
substantial is his Scaredy Cat (22) 
left of Sandpiper, on which he was 
seconded by Peter Jacob. Another 
tiny effort is Wall of the Early 
Morning Wusses (23) by Glenn 
Tempest and Paul Aubrey which is 
on the face right of Golliwog's 
Cakewalk. 
The leading activist at present is 
Mark Moorhead who has done 
some bold and impressive new 
c limbs and repeated a number of . 
Carrigan's harder routes. His best 
new efforts include Mental Debris 
(24) with a series of hard pitches 
up the rig ht arete of Trojan, and 
Missus Abeat (23), a very spacey 
traverse starting up Thunder Crack 
and going right. The former was 
done in two parts and seconded by 
Chris Shepherd and Rod McKenzie 
respectively. Col Reece was the 
intrepid second on the latter. 
Moorhead, with Ed Ozols, also 
found Deep Freeze (24), in Central 
Gully. In the same general area he 
climbed a short unnamed new 
route (22) left of Dyslexia on which 
he was followed by Steve Lassche. 
Finally, on Mitre Rock, New 
Zealanders Brent Davis and 
Lassche, accompanied by 
Tempest, added a short problem 
Loudly Inferior (23): in 'honour' of 
a certain well -known local gear 
manufacturer who describes his 
products as 'quietly superior'! 
On a sadder note, Victoria's first 
climbing death occurred when Ian 
Cr jikshank took a ground-(all from 
Marmot's Mall ( 1 5). 

Face atmosphere is heightened by 
the presence of the Seracs which 
seem to surround the rock band. 

MONT BLANC 

Freney Face 
Gian-Carlo Grassi, Marco Bernardi 
and Renzo Luzzi climbed the 
impressive Upper Ice Fall of the 
Freney Couloir, 3rd September. The 
crux pitch at 14,750ft took five 
hours in appalling conditions. 
Arguably Europe's highest Ice 
Cascade. 

Aiguille de Blaitiere 
Patrick Gabarrou, Philippe Si Ivy 
and Pierre-Alain Steiner attempted 
the deep central rock gully on the 
West Face. The poor rock forced 
them out to the right to re-join the 
Rebuffat Route. They do not 
recommend the experience. 

PYRENEES 

Cirque de Gavarnie 
Dominique Julien sent further 
details of new routes he has done 
in the Cirque during Winter 1 980. 
La Freezante (TD, solo) is to the 
right of Banana Split. Ice Fa/le (ED) 
with Stephan Zeborski is to the left 
of Banzayous. Adrenaline (ED) with 

The Grampians 
Previously unreported was the first 
ascent of an exposed variant to RIP 
Corner on Mt Rosea by Tempest 
and Phillip Armstrong called Dry 
Reach (21 ). Further north, on the 
Asses Ears, Mike Stone, Dave 
Gairns and Baxter shared leads on 
one of the best lines in the 
Grampians: Triptych (22) is three 
pitches of finger cracks. In the far 
north Moorhead, Reece and Ozols 
freed the first two pitches (only) of 
The Seventh Pillar (22), by a 
variant, after first placing two 
bolts. When the rest of this route 
goes free it will be a remarkable 
climb. 

Rest of Victoria 
At Mt. Buffalo, Lindorf! freed the 
first pitch, only, of 1066 and All 
That at 20. On Seven Acre Rock he 
led Tempest and Jeremy Boreham 
up a totally unprotected Direct 
Finish (20) to Ralph the Snail and 
on Ben Cairn solved the ferocious 
groove problem Protagonist (24) 
after some bolts had been placed. 
Also on Ben Cairn, he seconded 
Tempest on the jamming problem 
Golden Years; again after bolts had 
been placed. 

Queensland 
At Frog Buttress there has been 
both activity and controversy. Tony 
Dignan, Dave Moss and Martin 
Beare claimed the first ascent of 
819 End Seizure (23). This line was 
named No Return by Rob 
Staszewski who claims to have 
climbed it previously; but one local 
pundit reports that 'this ascent is 
about as likely as the Maestri '59 
Cerro Torre route' 1 

Jeff Lamb (U.K.) added Day of the 
Jackie (23) with Beare a.rd Moss: 
probably his best on the cliff. He 
also put up Lamb's Fry (21) and 
Bloody Mary (21 ). 
Mark Moorhead straightened out 

Patrick Dufaur is to the right of 
Banzayous; and L 'eau, L 'eau, L 'eau, 
La (TD) with T. Bedel and B. Prat is 
between Rufette and Essuie Glace. 
In the Heas Valley some 10 
kilometres away he has climbed 
two routes: Les Six Troucs Givres 
(TD) with Patrick Dufaur and The 
Phantom of Parad 'Ice (TD) with 
Jean Louis Hourcadette and Ludo 
Zebroski. 

AUSTRIA 

Vienna has eslablished itself as a 
centre of hard water climbing on 
the continent. 
The outcome of 4 years 
experimenting on ice-falls varying 
between 1 50ft and 300ft in height 
at about 1 hour drive from Vienna 
was the ascent of a 1 200ft 
waterfall near Bad Gastein in 
Salzburg in January 1 980 was 
fully televised by the Austrian TV. 
F. Kromer, E. Lackner and J. Skone 
climbed the Gla/3palast in two days. 
The route was quite a serious 
undertaking as it required a 1 50ft 
abseil to gain the bottom of the 
gorge and the start of the climb. 
Escape could have proven serious, 
if a backrope could not have been 
placed across the canyon. 
The actual fal l varied in angle 
between 70° and 90° with two low 
angled snow fields between the 
steep sections. The vertical 
sections were often up to 60ft long 
and difficult to climb, due to the 

Steelfingers (22). It is now al most 
certain that this is the McGregor 
route Rack and Ruin. 
Beare emerged as the outstanding 
climber in Queensland. On Frog 
Buttress his new routes include 
Fawlty Towers (22) and Quietly 
Superior (24), the latter being a 
thin bridgi_ng·problem which has 
defied stron.g attempts to repeat it. 
Beare's maior effort, however, was 
to force a line through the 
overhang of Mt. Tibrogargen in the 
Glasshouse Mountains. After 
various attempts it was climbed by 
Beare and Rick White in a single 
day. With often poor protection, 
continually savage exposure and 
pitches of 22, 20, 24, 24 and A2, 
and now a direct finish of 23 by 
Beare and Moss, it is one of the 
most demanding routes in the 
country. It is certainly the major 
achievement in Australia since 
Sorenson's and Allen's visit in 
1979. With much traversing and 
continual overhangs the route 
requires a strong team. It is called 
Out of the Blue and into the Black. 
Chris Frost and Fred From finally 
climbed the 5 metre ceiling at Mt. 
Edwards - Comfortably Numb (22). 

New South Wales 
On Mt. York over a dozen new 
climbs have been recorded. Most 
are bolt -protected face climbs 
between the main lines. The 
hardest include Age of Reason 
(24), an extremely bold lead up a 
smooth wall by Warwick Baird 
who faced a 40 footer on the crux . 
Similar but much better protected 
is This Year's Model (24) by Ant 
Prehn and Rod Young which is 
right of Fargoid. Macho Man (23) 
by the same pair is less sustained. 
On the wall opposite Fargoidthey 
found Jargon (22): another fine 
wall route. Hunky Dory (22) saw 
Young in the lead on its steep thin 
crack and face climbing. It is on a 
new section of cliff below Barden's 

extreme brittleness of the ice. 
A six man team filmed the ascent 
partly by helicopter and partly on 
route. The film was shown on the 
major Austrian sports programme 
and achieved great public appeal. 
In February Erich and his wife 
Rosemary Lackner and Walter 
Siebert climbed the 600ft 
Hosenschei/3er fall in the 
Hinterglemm in Salzburg. Lackner 
claims this to be the hardest thing 
he has so far climbed on ice, with a 
60ft gently overhanging section 
which he climbed front -pointing 
only. His seconds had to climb this 
section using aid. 
In the same area the Lackners 
climbed the 500ft Schwimmschule 
on the Lofer -Saalfelden road. 
In Obervellach - Karinthia W. Preis 
and J. Skone climbed the 600ft 
Rauchkopffal in January. 
As mentioned before a great 
amount of activity has been taking 
place on the waterfalls and gullies 
near Vienna. The Rax and 
especially the Goller, this later 
being rather a ski -ing than a 
climbing mountain, offer many a 
fine iced -up gully. In the Goller area 
a hidden gorge is situated with a 
series of waterfalls up to and over 
300ft height. Approx. 20 
waterfalls have been climbed in 
this area. 

Correspondents: Miott,; Gabarrou, 
Julien, Skone. 

Lookout. Also In this area the same 
pair climbed the overhanging 
arete of Master Plan (22) . This pair, 
and others, added a number of 
other routes In the 20 -21 bracket. 
At the Zig Zag Young and Prehn 
scored a maior coup with their 
ascent of big corner anc( roof near 
the main waterfall. Bad Moon 
Rising (23) Is a particularly wild 
outing and has been described as 
def1n1tely one of the best hard 
climbs ,n the Blue Mountains'. The 
same pair added another 
sustained corner climb with Focal 
Pomt (22) near Catch the Wind. 
The under-developed Pindar, area 
of Mt. Victoria had seven routes, 
all cracks or corners, added to it by 
Young and Prehn. The best is Blind 
Ambition (22) which has two good 
pitches. They also include the 
steadily widening crack of No 
Action (22) and Death Syndrome 
(21) Prehn led the crux pitch on 
the latter. At the left end of the 
Koringa face Young and Mark 
Burton found the overhanging 
Maurice Road (21 ). Many Friends 
were used for protection. Young 
was involved in three new routes at 
Medi ow Bath, the best and hardest 
of which Is Running Gun Blues (21) 
a classic climb up the thin line 15 
metres left of Hard Day's Night. He 
was followed on it by Prehn and 
Burton . 
At lkara Young, Prehn and Burton 
climbed the sustained and classic 
finger crack right of Jezebel to give 
Aladmsane (22). 
By way of grading comparisons 
with the U.S.A., it is interesting to 
note that Kim Carrigan has done a 
number of harder Shawangunks 
climbs including the first one-day 
ascent of Super Crack which he 
said would be 29 on the Australian 
scale. He also repeated I /Cf' Wall 
(28) and Gravities Rainbow (27 /28) 
and did the first lead of Stupid 
Crack (26) 

Correspondents: Baxter, Carrigan. 
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I UNITED STATES 

North East Climbs 
THE NORTHEAST 

This season saw a redoubled 
interest in the exploration of the 
smaller, less accessible crags. 
Surprisingly, a number of new full 
length free climbs were discovered 
- not only in New Hampshire, but 
in Maine and Vermont as well. 

New Hampshire 
The renewed interest in exploration 
was no more evident than in New 
Hampshire. Also noticable were 
the increased number of foreign 
climbers - especially the Brits -
who seemed to be everywhere' In 
keeping with the tradition of 
"Wandering Englishmen", two 
British climbers, Pete Long and the 
notorious Roger "Strappo" Hughes 
added new climbs in the area. 
On Cathedral Ledge, Roger Hughes 
and Ed Webster climbed a bolt 
protected 5.10 face, Reverse 
Camber, a direct finish to Camber. 
Jimmy Dunn had top-roped the 
route earlier. Ed Webster and 
Susan Patenaude righted an old 
wrong when they climbed the 6 
pitch Voie De La Bicyc/ette (Ill 
5.11 ), avoiding the bolt placed on 
rappel. Golden (5 .10) is another 
more or less entirely new free climb 
on Cathedral, accomplished bl( 
Doug Madara and Paul Ross. Rick 
Fleming re- led the controversial 
route, the Arete (5.11 ). V\!h9se 
protection - originally placed on 
rappel - had been stripped to 
await a more "pure" ascent; this 
after the climb had become very 
popular. After days of determined 
effort, Fleming advanced local free 
climbing standards by pushing free 
a painful finger crack on the 
Airation Buttress, Heather (5.12~). 
This is now, no doubt, one of the 
East's hardest routes. On a less 
demanding note, Todd Swain 
"ferreted out" two more firsts on 
Cathedral, Repulsion (5.9+) with 
Brad White, and No Man's Land 
(5 .6) near Thin Air with Kim 
Speckman. 
The South Buttress of Whitehorse 
Ledge saw all the action. In the 
vicinity of The Ceiling are a host of 
new, enjoyable climbs: Crazy Horse 
(5.9) by Alan Chase and partner; 
Avenger (5.9) by Alain Comeau and 
Janot Mendler and Carolina Dream 
in (5.11) by Rob Rotert and Peter 
Beal. Several other climbs here 
were done with IMCS students, 
Short Order (5.8) by Webster and 
students Bryan and Richard 
Rossin; Schoolroom (5.4) by 
Webster and Kerry Hendrickson; 
and Ladies and Gentleman (5.9) by 
Paul Ross with students Hugo and 
Isabella Tosco. Many variations and 
short routes soon plugged all the 
"gaps". At the base of the cliff, Bill 
Demallie and his wife Lorraine 
climbed Arno's Corner (5.1 0). 
Noteworthy also is that Doug 
Madara free climbed Horse of a 
Different Color at 5.10 nearby. One 
route repeated several times was 
Hotter Than Hell, a 5.9 face pitch 
well protected by bolts, the work of 
Matt Peer and Craig Stemley. Ed 
Webster and Sue Patenaude made 
the first ascent of two severe 
climbs on the buttress, Revolt of the 
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Dike Brigade (5. 11 ), and the 
previously attempted Direct Finish 
to the Children's Crusade ( 111 
5.1 O+). A very aesthetic climb, the 
second ascent was later made by 
John Harlin. Lastly, after three days 
of effort, Ed Webster made the first 
free ascent of Science Friction Wall 
(5. 11). the last major climb on the 
Wonder Wall to retain any aid. A 
short variation was used on the 
crux pitch. 
Humphrey's Ledge, long 
overlooked, has yielded several 
new routes, including Vertical 
Venture (5.1 0) to Doug Madara 
and George Hurley. Madara also 
teamed with David Stone in 
climbing two other new 5.8s, 
Casablanca and Bogey. Meanwhile, 
the determined duo of Brad White 
and Todd Swain made the first 
ascents of Straight Up (5.9), an 
appealing face climb, and Darkness 
on the Edge of Town (5.8). 
Near the Kancamagus Highway on 
Sundown Ledge many superb, 
short free climbs have been 
discovered. Bot Rotert and Rick 
Fleming pioneered the hardest new 
route, Pressure Drop (5.11). located 
on the far right cliff, featuring a 
stupendous handcrack over a roof. 
Other free climbs include Flight of 
the Falcon (5. 1 O+) by Ed Webster 
and Sue Patenaude, a new 5.10 
crack by Mike Hatrich and Albert 
Dow, and Rhode Island 
Memorandum (5.7) by Ed Desanto 
and Bob Woodford. Hartrich and 
Dow climbed over a dozen other 
new climbs "out in the woods", but 
they aren't revealing the locations 
(perhaps wisely!) Todd Swain and 
Brad White made their mark also, 
with Wombat (5.8, A2). and Black 
Wolf(5.9, A2). Nearby on the 
friction orientated Rainbow Slabs, 
Paul Ross with students Hugo and 
Isabella Tosco put up two first 
ascents, Pot of Gold (5.6). and 
Whits End (5.8). Later, Ed Webster 
and Sue Patenaude climbed White 
Wave (5. 7) on the right'end of the 
slab, and returned the following 
day with Bob Rotert to climb both 
Take a Giant Step (5.8) and Crazy 
Woman Driver (5.9) - all very 
enjoyable face climbs, the former 
two climbs bolt protected, the 
latter featuring a near groundfall 
runout! · 
Outside of the Mt. Washington 
Valley area a few other good new 
climbs came to light. Most notable 
appears to be a very difficult and 
spectacular IV 5.9, A4 mixed route 
up the Pinnacle Buttress in 
Huntington Ravine on Mt. 
Washington. This eight pitch clir.1b 
was accomplished by Tom Dickey 
and Ralph Munn. Also, Bruce 
Hunter, Dennis Fitzgerald, and 
Mike Young were active on Mt. 
Hedgehog. At season's end, the 
indefatigable George Hurley and 
Paul Boissoneault climbed El 
Camino Real (5.8) on White's 
Ledge. Boissoneault and Rotert 
also made the FFa of True Grit 
(5.1 0+), on Frankenstein Cliff. 

Maine 
On the Jockey's Cap near Freyburg, 
Bob Parrot made the first free 
ascent of the often-tried Mako Roof 

Above: Ed Webster on 5. 11 Lay Back, Great Corner Route, Vermont. Photo: 
Sue Patenaude. 

(5.11 ). after two pegs were added 
for protection by an earlier team. In 
Acadia National Park, Mt. Desert 
Island, on the Coast of Maine, John 
Harlin, Tim Forsell, and Ed Webster 
had a very worthwhile, enjoyable 
trip. On Otter Cliffs, a granite sea 
cliff - one of the few of its kind in 
the country- Harlin and Webster 
climbed an exhilarating six pitch 
girdle traverse, High Tide (5.1 O+). 
moving left to right at 2/3s height. 
Later, a "Low Tide" girdle was 
found by Harlin and Tim Forsell. 
Another definite classic is the 
Appealing Ceiling (5.1 O+), a nine 
foot roof split by a perfect 
handcrack. First led by Tim Forsell, 
repeated shortly thereafter, the 
route lies on the sea cliffs in the 
vicinity of Thunder Hole. 

Many new, multi-pitch free routes 
were uncovered - sometimes 
literally - on the Precipice on 
Champlain Mountain. Ed Webster 
and local Doug Carver teamed for 2 
new climbs, Sea Anemone (5.6). 
and a spectacular face climb, 
Scrimshaw, (5.9+). These two 
climbs, as well as the next two, 
were all climbed on the impressive 
Manical Depression Buttress. 
Webster and Harlin added two 
difficult new 5.11 s, Small Crack 
Warning, a vicious finger crack, and 
Gale Face, a bolt protected direct 
start to Manical Depression. 
Another new 5.11 was Pirates of 
Penzance by Webster. In the centre 
of the cliff, to the left of High Plains 
Drifter, Harlin and Webster climbed 
Sea Gypsy (5.9+), and further left 
they added two other excellent 
routes, Black Beard (5.1 0). and 
Smooth Sailing, also 5.1 0. 

Vermont 
Near Lake Willoughby on the flanks 
of Mt. Wheeler, Ed Webster and 
Susan Patenaude made the first 
free ascent of the Great Corner 
Route, a climb pioneered by AM C 
groups many years past. Four 
pitches of delightful 5. 7 slab 
climbing led to the crux pitch, a 
long 5.11 lieback up the prominent 
diedre, which had formerly been 
nailed. 

COLORADO 

Black Canyon of the 
Gunneson 
In June Bill Forrest and Bill March 
climbed a Grade VI, Wild Bill's 
Wall, (A5, 5.9) route in three days 
on the Montrose side of Cross 
Fissures. The route follows the 
obvious chimney splitting the face 
which was gained by hard aid 
climbing up overhanging walls and 
a roof. This was a second attempt 
after a failure to do a winter ascent 
in February. 
Also in Colorado, Steve Monks 
(UK) soloed the Diamond Longs 
Peak (Casual Route) in 3 ½ hours, 
possibly the 2nd free solo. In 
humourous vein Monks adds, 
"Perhaps you'd like to add a note 
that I dropped my butties and 
Helly-Hansen jacket while doing 
this. Finder is welcome to butties if 
he returns the jacket (please)!" 

UTAH 

Zion National Park 
In June Bill Forrest and Bill March 
climbed the Northwest buttress of 
Timber Top Mesa (VI, A2, 5.9) in 



three days. The route was 
predominantly free and involved 
1 00ft of snow climbing to gain a 
chimney in the upper section, an 
unusual occurrence for Zion. 
March and Forrest state that on 
both climbs the National Park 
Rangers were extremely helpful 
even to the extent of ploughing out 
the road to the climbers 
snowbound car on the un
successful February attempt on the 
Black Canyon. 

ARIZONA 

Grand Canyon 
George Bain and Glenn Rink made 
the first ascent of The Dome. 
Located between Tuckup and Fern 
Glen, Canyon, the 5484ft high 
Dome is comprised of 200 feet of 
rock ("3 pitches of beautiful 
coconino sandstone") and 300 
vertical feet of dirt (4 pitches of 
"real hard rock glued together with 
mud"). Rated Grade Ill, 5.8 Bain 
characterized the Dome as a 
"grungy climb in a beautiful 
setting." (See List p. 35.) 
Evidence discovered by George 
Bain suggests at least one of the 
Canyon's temples proved to be a 
tempting target for U.S. Military 
pilots. During his October 23rd 
ascent of Vishnu Temple, Bain 
removed a 50 cal. copper-jacketed 
tracer bullet from the bottom of 
Vishnu's Coconino sandstone 
formation. In the past, pilots from 
Nevada's Nellis Air Force Base 
have been spotted flying their jets 
through the inner-Canyon below the 
Redwall formation. Bain, who has a 
Degree in Engineering thinks the 
shot came from the direction of 
either Rama Shrine or Lipan Point. 
Perhaps U.S. State Department 
ballistics experts could shed some 
light on this rare metallic fossil. In 
the meantime, canyoneers are 
herewith advised to sport flak 
jackets before climbing over 
Vishnu's needle-tipped summit! 

YOSEMITE 

Big Walls 
Greg Child (Australia), Nick 
Craddock (N.Z.) and Graham Everitt 
(U.K.) did the second ascent of 
Zenith (VI, A5) (see cover photo of 
Yosemite Climber) on the NW Face, 
Half Dome. Child said he found it 
harder than the Pacific Ocean or 
Iron Hawk. 

Free Climbs 
Max Jones and Tony Yanira 
climbed Dynamic Duo (5.12a), 
above Tips at Cascade Falls. Also at 
Cascade to the left of Cramming, 
Bruce Morris added Pink Banana 
(5.11 b), a two pitch thin to hand 
crack. 
Steve Monks cleaned and climbed 
a tips crack left of The Fin (Lower 
Yosemite Falls area): Auntie Gravity 
(5.11 d), the crack gets very thin at 
top and the last 3 runners are all 
no. 1 stoppers. I 
Randy Leavitt, Gary Zaccor and 
Tony Yanira did a fun new route on 
Washington Column Base 1 00ft 
right of the second pitch of _ 
Astroman. Terminal Research Is 
clean, short and 5.11 +. 
Tony Yanira and Dave Yerian 
climbed a new route on Little Wing 
Cliff towards the end of summer 
called Little Thing 5.11 c, a roof 
problem. 
In Tuolumne Meadows, Rob 
Settlemire climbed Tips Ahoy 
(5.11 a) up the face to the right of 
Hogwash on Daft Dome. 

Corrections 
Bruce Morris writes: 
"I wish to correct errors about 
Perfect Master in your Yosemite 
"Information" section in Mountain 
75. 
First. the route is 5.12c, not 5.1 2+. 
Second, although it is located 
slightly right of Lean Years, it is not 
two, but rather three pitches long. 
The first pitch (5. 1 2c) ends on a 
ledge beneath a roof, the second 
(5.1 2a) leads up to and out the 
roof, while the third (5. 1 2b) 
follows an undercling to a face 
traverse. This route has never been 
repeated in its entirety. 
In this same "Info" section, you 
mention that a new route to the 
right of the Calf went up, two 
pitches of 5.11 a-b face. The route 
you are referring to is called Dead 
Baby (5.11 b) and is actually one 
long pitch. It was put up by Dave 
Austin and Dimitri Barton in 
November 1978 and has, since 
then, become quite popular." 

Tony Yanira writes: 
"I don't like to participate in 
climbing magazine debates and 
pickiness but 3 errors were too 
much (Mountain 75). 
First of all I did Razors Edge 
(second not third ascent) yes, but 
I only seconded! Bill Price led it 
doesn't he deserve some credit? 
Secondly, I did use one layer of 
tape on Paisano Overhang - what 
your source probably meant was 
that I didn't use large amounts of 
tape and thick leather gloves the 
usual procedure for attempting 
Paisano Overhang! I know "big 
deal" but I have already been 
hassled by several climbers and I 
don't like being hassled by 'info
hounds'. 
Thirdly I find it amusing that 
climbers take out their agressions 
and jealosies in print, but when 
they start resorting to straight 
m1struths it bothers mel 
I am referring to the mis
representation of Tales of Power. 
When I went there with (with all 
modesty) Jim Collins, I had been 
there once before (a year and a half 
before) and did the climb that day 
in December with half the crack 
running with water and in a brief 
snow flurry. 
I don't know where these people 
get their information, but I wish 
they would get their info right 
before they send it to Mountain 
especially when they are going to 
make slanderous remarks 
insinuating that my friends are 
trying to deceive the world. 
Volleyball games don't usually 
bother me - unless I am the 
volleyball." 

Mountain adds that we too don't like 
being a volleyball and would ask 
correspondents to try not to be 
partisan in their reports: let the facts 
speak for themselves, and opinions 
add information not distortion. 

CALIFORNIA 

Tahoe Area 
At Lovers Leap, Tony Yanira 
climbed a line to the left of the 
Direct start to Surrealistic Pillar. The 
route ascends the vertical to 
overhanging face with bolt 
protection and is called Beer Can 
Alley (5.1 Oc). 
At Sugar/oafTony made the second 
ascent of Captain Fingers which 
was originally rated 5. 1 2 a/ b. 
However on a subsequent aid 
ascent (the route was originally 

,...,.. . .. 
Above : First Ascent Perfect Master, Glacier Point Apron. Photo : Morris 
Collection. 

called Stanborough Memorial and 
was A3 before Max Jones and 
Mark Hudon free climbed it) a 
crucial hold broke. Tony rated the 
climb 5.1 2 c/ d now. 

Tahquitz/Suicide 

At Tahquitz Rock in July Last 
Grapes, a four pitch 5.9 crack climb 
that starts to the left of My Pink 
Half Of The Drainpipe and crosses 
that route at the belay to continue 
straight to the summit was done by 
Dave Evans and Tom Beck. Just 
right of the above routes and next 
to the NE Face is A Liking To Lichen 
(5.10 A) by Chuck Cole, Dave 
Evans and Randy Vogel. This route 
follows a dirty hand crack on the 
side of the huge diehedral. The 
best find in many years was Chuck 
Cole's and Randy Vogel's Fred 
(5.1 OD/ 5.11 )_ This two pitch face 
route lies on the steep face 
between Human Fright and 
Switchbacks with climbing 
reminiscent of Middle Cathedral 
Rock. As of now it has had 4 
ascents, and 3 failures. My Pink 
Half Of The Drainpipe has had 
several ascents this year and is 
given it a more modest rating of 
5.1 OB, rather than 5.10 Das 
previously reported. 

A few new routes of note done late 
in the Summer are worthy of 
mention. The obvious crack right of 
the Y Crack was led by Mike 
Lechlinski (no followers). This very 
steep and continuous climb is 
called The Green Rosetta and is 
rated 5.11. John Long and Lynn 
Hall solved a long standing 
problem The Pharaoh, (5.11 +), 
which takes a direct start to the 
Vampire et al. The main difficulties 
involve laybacking and jamming up 
to the start of the Vampire. 
It's a Bummer Please, (5.9) takes 
the wide crack just right of Looking 
Backwards. Awkward moves over a 
roof at the crack's end is the main 
difficulty. The route joins Looking 
Backward near that route·s end. 
The first ascent was by Craig Fry, 
Dave Evans and Jim Angione. 
At Suicide Rock, Caliente' has had 
several ascents (most spearheaded 
by Eric Erickson) and concensus is 
now that the route should be given 
a 5.1 2 rating. 

Joshua Tree 
Like most climbing areas there is 
disagreement and controversy 
among local climbers. Questions of 
style and ethics continue to be 
hotly debated. However, the 
concensus of negative opinion is 

less concerned with style. (matters 
only of concern to individuals and 
particular ascents). than ethical 
considerations. which affect all. 
Most climbers feel top roping of 
routes (an issue of style) to be of 
little importance. while the 
increasing number of bolted routed 
being placed on rappel (an ethical 
matter) to be grave concern . The 
question of style needs less 
exposure and only draws attention 
away from ethical considerations 
which need to be addressed . 
A few new routes have been done 
in The Monument this season . 
They include Power Fingers (5.11 ), 
done by Keith Cunning and others. 
This route takes a dynamic line left 
of F,:gures on a Landscape. 
Unfortunately several bolts were 
placed on rappel. and some others 
with the use of aid . This does truly 
represent a severe decline in ethics. 
This kind of activity must be 
discouraged in Joshua Tree where 
the nature of the rock permits 
routes to be sandwiched every few 
feet . Clearly top roping may 
provide a partial answer to the 
desire to climb virgin rock, yet 
allowing others to enjoy climbs 
without feeling part of a three ring 
circus. This feeling of a carnival 
type atmosphere is not unfamiliar 
to climbers on Suicide's Weeping 
Wall. 
A last pitch. (5. 7) , to I Can·t Believe 
it's a Girdle was added by Phil 
Broscovak and Alan Bartlet. This 
addition now gives a climb of three 
pitches (5 9, 5.9+ and 5 7) of 
traversing along a thin dike system. 
Tony Yanira, in a tour de force, has 
led The Equinox. Rated 5.1 2+ as a 
top rope problem, it is considered 
solid 5.13 as a lead! 
Yanira and Randy Leavitt found a 
1 5 foot roof crack NW of Barker 
Dam. Starting out as a finger crack 
it becomes off width as one 
reaches the lip of the roof. It is 
rated 5.1 2. 

A 1 980 supplement of selected 
new routes (over 1 00) and a listing 
of recommended climbs (given 1 -5 
stars for quality) for Joshua Tree is 
now available. They can be ordered 
from Joshua Tree Routes. 1252 
Peacock Hill Dr. Santa Ana. Ca . 
92705, USA for $2.50 ($3 .00 
overseas) postpaid . New routes 
and first free ascent information 
should be sent to the above 
address for inclusion in any further 
supplements. 
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BRITISH ISLES 

Pembroke 
news report by Pat Littlejohn 
feature by Jim Perrin 
After the frantic activity last Easter 
on the crag -rich South Coast the 
pace of developments slowed 
down perceptibly - nevertheless 
there were well over 1 00 new 
routes recorded during the summer 
months and only the more 
important ones are mentioned 
below. The area is covered from 
West to East, beginning at Stack 
Rocks. 
In August, a weekend of trundling 
and climbing in The Cauldron 
transformed it into a major crag 
with about ten weighty routes. Ben 
and Marion Wintringham climbed 
a line of grooves up the big wall 
forming the West side of the bowl 
to give Bat Out Of Hell (E3) and 
directly opposite on the edge of the 
Toil and Trouble buttress Jim Perrin 
and Dick Swindon climbed Gate of 
Horn (E1). an impressive line which 
fell at a reasonable standard and 
was hailed as one of the prime 
routes of Pembroke. Two obvious 
bottomless cracks on the East Face 
of the buttress were led by Dick 
Turnbull to give Sympathy for the 
Devil and Fireburn (both E1) and 
these await impressive direct 
starts. On the slabby face forming 
the East side, Ace of Spades (VS), 
and Downbound Train (HVS) were 
added by Ken Wilson and Dave 
Cook respectively. One of the most 
unlikely lines in the area fell to 
Mick Fowler and Blob Wyvil I when 
they climbed a leftward slanting 
route above the great arch on the 
outside South Face of The Cauldron 
to give Stone Bridge (E3), and 
adjacent to this, on the West side of 
Flimston Ridge, Perrin and Swindon 
climbed the obvious open corner to 
give Nostradamus (E2) while the 
Wintringhams' climbed the crack 
to the right, giving Nostromo (E2). a 
very steep pitch . 
Flimston Bay saw some activity, the 
best discoveries being Janets Slab 
(HS) the obvious barrel -shaped 
slab behind the beach climbed by 
Dave Cook and party, and 
Sweetness and Light (HVS) a fine 
corner on the East side of the bay 
climbed by John Mothersele and 
Fred Lunnon. 
On Mosaic Wall, to the right of 
Crystal Slabs, Wal/banger now has 
a sister climb - Rollerwa/1 (E2) by 
Steve and Gary Lewis. Like 
Wal/banger it offers very steep 
climbing on excellent rock . On the 
East side of this the imposing and 
previously virgin Thunder Wall, 
perhaps the highest limestone 
buttress in Pembroke, was 
breached by two serious routes 
which proved fairly solid despite 
clear indications to the contrary. 
Concrete Jungle (E 1) was the work 
of Gary Lewis and Clive Curle, and 
Thunderbird (E1) was climbed by 
Charlie Heard and Steve Lewis. In 
May it was Mewsford Point which 
provided the focus of attention of 
the top teams and it is now 
generally reckoned to be the best 
crag in the Firing Range. Alyn 
Davies and Bob Crockett climbed 
Diving Board (E2) at the extreme 
left end of the cliff and several 
good routes were added to the 
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more amenable West Face by Mike 
Harber, Crockett and others, 
ranging in difficulty from Severe -
HVS. On the magnificent South 
Face (where almost every route is 
hailed as '3 -star') Steve Lewis and 
Heard climbed Return of the 
Natives and Sacrifice (both E2). two 
obvious lines breaking out of the 
cave to the right of Descent 
Chimney. Jim Perrin and the 
Wintringhams climbed Pleasure 
Principle (E 1) directly from the first 
stance of Idle Threats, and on his 
first visit to the area Phil Burke 
went straight for a superb line 
crossing Idle Threats and following 
a striking thin groove in an 
impending wall - Heaven Can Wait 
(E4). He was partnered on this by 
Bob Toogood as also on Spaman 
(E3) and Blackjack (E2) which take 
groove and chimney lines 70-80 
yards further right. At the extreme 
right -hand end of the South Face, 
before it swings into the great sea 
caves of Mewsford Arches, the 
Wintringhams added A Taste of 
Honey and Bagatelle (both HVS), 
fine pitches which provide the 
easiest escape from the tidal 
platform beneath the South Face 
when the base of Descent Chimney 
becomes seawashed. 
On Crickmail Point (B-Team 
Buttress) the previously unclimbed 
West Face was breached by two 
fine routes - Opening Night (E2) by 
Heard and Gary Lewis, and Good 
Companions (E2) by Fowler and 
Heard . The lower of the two 
obvious traverse lines on this face 
gave Secret Stratosphere (HVS, 
Steve Lewis and Heard) while the 
higher line was snatched by North 
Wales visitors 'Smiler' Cuthbertson 
and Alan Baker, giving Footloose 
and Fancy Free (HVS). Both girdles 
are characterised by exposed 
strenuous climbing with good 
protection and little technical 
difficulty. A very prominent 
chimney in the East Face was 
climbed by Chris Jackson and W. 
Wintrip and named A Present From 
The Valley (VS). the route being 
improved by Mick Fowler who 
discovered a direct start by 
following a tunnel into the cliff and 
emerging on the first stance! 
On the left side of Triple Overhang 
Buttress the Wintringhams made 
two interesting discoveries with 
Pas de Deux and Midnight Express 
(both E 1) and just to the East an 
extensive new cliff - Blockhouse 
Buttrss - was developed by Mike 
Harber and Bob Crockett with 
about ten first ascents ranging in 
difficulty from Severe to HVS. 
Space Buttress took quite a 
hammering, with several claims 
and counter claims being made to 
the same lines by different teams. 
It now seems that the credits 
should be as follows. The big 
groove rising above a cave on the 
front of the buttress is Luna Bug 
(HVS) first climbed by Richard 
Crewe and P. Finelaire. The 
smooth - looking West Face is taken 
by Planet Waves (E2) by Littlejohn 
and Heard, and the obvious 
traverse line rising across the 

Above: Ben Winteringham on first ascent Star Wars. Photo: C. Heard. 

whole buttress was the work of 
Jackson and Wintrip - Rising 
Damp (HVS). The prize went to 
Steve Lewis and Heard however 
who climbed the first route on the 
imposing East Face - Outer Entity 
(E2) a route of sustained interest 
on unusual but solid rock. On 
Buckspool Down, the jumble of 
cliffs running East from Space 
Buttress, Alun Richardson added 
Luciferase (HVS) the obvious line 
left of Time Out, Littlejohn and 
Heard climbed Slave Driver (E1) up 
the left side of the enormous prow 
further right, and 50 yds further 
right again a somewhat disjointed 
line - Wounded Knee (HVS) - was 
climbed by P. Butler and P. 
Thompson . 
The Castle was the scene of major 
developments. On the wall running 
North from the great through cave 
the Wintringhams added four 
difficult routes. First was a 
conspicuous rising traverse line -
Wild Country (E 1) - a potential 
classic, then going from West to 
East, Byway (E2) goes diagonally 
left from the first stance of Wild 
Country, Wings (E2) crosses Wild 
Country at 1 / 3 height, and Gods 
Country (E2), lead shared with 
Perrin) is an obvious line through 
the overhang half way along the 
Wild Country traverse. On the right 
hand section of the cliff, just 
outside the through cave, Cook and 
Baker climbed Dixie Fried and 
Warmonger (both VS) taking fine 
crack systems, and inside the 
through cave itself Perrin and 
Martir. Boysen climbed 
Ouvrobovros (E2) a uniquely 
atmospheric route which takes an 
obvious groove then emerges 
through the large hole in the cave 
roof. At the southern entrance of 
the cave the Wintringhams 
climbed Portcullis (HVS) and The 
Keep (E1) and were also 

instrumental in developing the 
shorter but extensive East Face, 
which is fast gaining status thanks 
to a series of interest-packed 
routes on perfect rock. 
On Rusty Walls, which ran out tc, 
the headland to the East of The 
Castle, Litt lejohn and Heard made 
a superb chance discovery with 
Lucky Strike (E2) which follows a 
diagonal line of sma ll incut holds 
up a steep, grey wall between two 
obvious corners. The great cleft 
further right gave Solar Quest 
(HVS) to Heard and Lewis, and 
Chris Gibson and Crockett climbed 
the prominent groove to the right 
again - Fear and Loathing (VS). 
Around the corner in Hollow Caves 
Bay some interesting discoveries 
were made in the Great Central 
Hole - a remarkable collapsed 
cavern 200 yds West of Saddle 
Head. Hugh Clarke and Frank 
Cannings were the first to explore 
and they climbed Kub/a Khan 
(HVS) which traverses out to a 
crack on the left wa ll. The 
Wintringhams climbed The 
Dungeon (E1) which takes a groove 
on the left wall of the inner cave, 
but the prime line is Faded Glory 
(E3) which takes an overhanging 
crack and groove on the seaward 
face of the pillar supporting the 
cave roof. It was first led by Ben 
Wintringham with 3 aid points, 
then Steve Lewis swooped in for a 
free ascent. 
Boshers/on Head saw further 
development with Jon de Montjoye 
and Tom Leppert climbing the 
blank wall left of Springboard to 
give Keelhaul (E2). and Littlejohn, 
Heard, and Lewis climbing Ivory 
Tower (E2) up the elegant rib to the 
right of Crocodile. Chris Gibson 
added two routes on the South 
Face - Frigid Digits (E 1 ), which 
takes a fine line up the right -hand 



side of the Telekinesis Wall, and 
Dayglow Saracen (E2) a line which 
appears to steer dangerously close 
to Ocean Passage. The 
Wintringhams with Charlie Heard 
climbed the superlative Star Wars 
(E3) up the narrow face to the right 
of Steeplechase, then Heard took 
over the lead for Deerhunter (HVS). 
the narrow groove right at the 
entrance to Huntsman's Leap. 
Inside The Leap, Andy Sharp added 
to his impressive collection of 
routes by climbing Wild Frontier 
(E2). up the face to the right of 
Shape-up, with J_ohn Harwood. 
One of the few remaining lines on 
Stennis Head fell to the 
Wintringhams when they climbed 
the steep cracks directly above the 
start of Stennis Pillar to give .Gold 
Fever (E2), and in Stennis Ford, 
Littlejohn. Lewis and Heard 
completed a very steep counter 
diagonal to Mysteries which was 
begun some time ago by Jeff Lamb 
- Suspense (E3). The blatantly 
obvious girdle line in Stennis Ford 
was bagged by Hugh Clarke and 
Pete Thompson minutes after 
arriving in Pembroke for the first 
time. and it proved a very fine route 
with exposed and strenuous 
climbing In Your Dreams (E1 ). 
In the St Govan 's area, where less 
was done than usual due to the 
relative maturity of the accessible 
cliffs, Pete O'Sullivan and M. 
Dunstan climbed a steep pitch 
through roofs and caves on the left 
side of Chapel Point - Freedom of 
Choice (E2) and also solved a 
spectacular roof problem on the 
less developed Trevallen Cliff, 
which extends from Chapel Cove to 
St Gavan's Head. This was 
Australia, Australia (E3), taking an 
obvious roof crack some 1 00 yds 
West of the St Gavan's descent 
chimney. In the same area Ed 
Cleasby and Rob Matheson girdled 
the Sun/over's Wall with Along the 

Waterfront (E1) which gives good 
climbing along the obvious fault at 
two-thirds height. On St Gavan's 
Head itself Al Evans and Sid 
Siddiqui put the finishing touches 
to the area of rock near the descent 
chimney by climbing some 
attractive lines between Munchies 
and Test Case. Desire (E 1) is the 
steep open corner, Piggy's Crack 
(E1) is the wide crack in its right 
wall, and Charisma (E2) takes the 
vanishing ramp and wall to the 
right - an impressive pitch 
requiring one aid point. The 
shattered face to the left of Goad 
provided Cleasby and Matheson 
with A Raging Calm (E2). the 
relationship of which to two 
unrecorded routes by Rab 
Carrington being uncertain. 
While the Wintringhams were 
making the first ascent of The 
Whistler (E 1) towards the left side 
of Gun Cliff, just across the bay 
Perrin was giving Joe Brown one of 
the worst possible introductions to 
Pembrokeshire climbing on the 
crumbling left-hand section of 
Mowing Word's West Face. When 
cries for rescue were ignored they 
were forced to complete the line of 
Fools Rush In (HVS) which takes a 
perfect jamming crack leading to 
loose and treacherous terrain . The 
superb but neglected West Face of 
Stackpole provided Littlejohn and 
Chris Pound with a powerful route 
entitled Iron Maiden (E3) up the 
imposing crack system 30ft right 
of The Big Sleep. 
The Castlemartin cliffs have clearly 
evolved as the main climbing area 
in Pembroke and it can be 
confidently predicted that they will 
soon offer more routes than all the 
other cliffs in Pembrokeshire 
combined. A full guide should be 
available by Easter and this is 
expected to trigger off another 
wave of development. 

Above: Ken Wilson and Dave Cook at the start of Pitch 2 finding out why 
Mysteries, ET, 5b got its name! Photo: D. Swindon. Below: Pat Littlejohn and 
Steve Lewis on first ascent Suspense £3, Stennis Ford. Photo: C. Heard. 
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Above : Steve Lewis on first ascent Ivory Tower, E2, 5c, Bosherston Head. Below: Charlie Heard on first ascent 
Lucky Strike; E2, 5c, Rusty Walls. Photos: Littlejohn. 

The Gate of Horn 
There are two gates of Sleep; the one is made of horn 
they say, and affords the outlet for genuine 
apparitions. Virgil, Aeneid VI, 893/4 . 

There was an inauspicious feel to this day. It 
began badly. All the jollities of the previous night. 
all its jousting and shrieking and lechery had 
brought down on us the exceedingly polite wrath 
of the Vicar, in whose field we were camping. He 
requested that we leave. Even Mrs. Weston in the 
Bosherston cafe was something less than her 
friendly self. The Sunday papers had no report on 
Boycott's century in the Roses match. It was a 
sunny morning and we all felt ill. Dicky and I had 
been climbing together all week, gradually getting 
so mellow that by now we'd almost ceased to 
move. Where the momentum came from to get us 
to the Cauldron I don't know, but that was where 
we went. 

Of course. we· d had great ideas. There was this 
line right of the groove and we'd put it together, 
wow them all. show them who was the pedigree 
team. But when we saw it in the clear light of 
morning allwecouldthinkwas. '!Whatthefuck ... " 
Dicky and Kath lay in the sun . Ben and Ken and 
Dave threw ropes down here and there and 
ploughed down them. I fretted and mooched and 
thought, "Oh. well. I'll go down here." 

The Cauldron is a huge hole in the headland, 
something over 150 feet deep. At the bottom the 
sea comes in through an archway on one side, and 
through a great cleft on the other. The pool at the 
bottom is at most fifty yards across. Today it was 
still as emerald and glinting with reflected 
sunlight. Until they started gardening, that is. 

I tried to put in another belay stake for my abseil. 
It wouldn 't go in. The others sloped towards where 
I wanted to go. I tied them off and tried to make 
myself think. " So what if they do fail?" Three bits of 
wood, two of them splintered broom handle : I put a 
rope to the edge, tied the abseil rope to it, and 
threw it down the arete. By this time Ben and Ken 
and Dave were making the sea boil, whooping and 
cheering and crashing . Formation gardening . In 
this amphitheatre my head felt like a stricken 
submarine with depth charges being laid all 
around it. 

The route lay down a groove just right of the 
arete of a tower on the landward face of the 
Cauldron . Within ten feet I knew it wasn't on ; it was 
just too loose and too scrappy to be worth doing. I 
carried on down. kicking and prising off the odd 
block in a desultory sort of manner. My 150 foot 
rope ended twenty or so feet above the sea and I'd 
forgotten to tie a knot in it, so after ah undred feet I 
stopped and muttered across to Ben, thirty feet 
away on the far wall. that I wasn't going to bother, 
shit route. not worth doing, going back up, and got 
my prussikers on the rope. On impulse I looked 
round the corner into the cleft . I hadn't remotely 
considered the possibility of a route up this wall , 
which overhung at a constant five or ten degrees 
beyond the vertical for over 1 50feet straight out of 
the sea . "Jesus Christ. " I was dumbstruck and 
juddered my way back up the rope fast as I could to 
the top. I re-arranged the belay, threw the rope 
down, and set off. Within a few feet I was hanging 
right out from the rock in the middle of the cleft 
gazing at a perfect, sound, straight crack. Not even 
a crack really ; a plumb line of weakness with 
pockets and holds leading down to a cave and 
kittiwake ledge. Beneath that a crescent line of 
holds curved down and round to the sound lower 
section of the arete. I slid down and set myself 
swinging in the middle of the cleft until I could 
grab hold of the rock. Letting go, I almost hit the far 
wall , and this t ime made a total mess out of getting 
from the Sticht plate into the prussikers. Back to 
the top I went, with the rope tangled in everything. 
I couldn't believe it. What would it be like? How 
would those holds feel when you were on them? 
Could you get to them from round the arete? I 
pulled the ropes up and ran round the top to Dicky. 



He was somewhere beiween sleeping and 
waking. 

"Well I'll go down if you want to go down, but I 
feel really sick." 

I said maybe we could do it tomorrow and that it 
was stupendous and that I just had to go fora shit, I 
was so frightened. And I was, so I ran off, leaving it 
at that, and ran and ran, and crouched behind a 
bank and shat. After that I felt better and ran along 
the track, and all the time I could imagine myself 
launching out across that wall, so I ran a bit more 
till my chest wasn't so tight and I was breathing 
easily and I ran over to Dicky. 

"Let's go for it now." 
He came along. There was no sullenness or con

descension about it. We both knew how each 
other felt. I knew he was feeling stale, tired, and a 
bit delicate, and that he'd rather lie in the sun with 
Kath, but that he'd come along and blast in there, 
supremely competent, and be happy to have done 
it. And he knew that I was on some sort of high and 
gripped out of my head and on to something big. 
So he brought round his gear and I was obsessive 
about big nuts and Friends and scrounged some of 
his chalk and he set up the rope and went down 
first whilst I fretted about how cold it would be 
down there and should I wear shorts or Polar 
pants. Then I followed him down. He was belayed 
beneath a little groove we'd seen in the base of the 
arete. I'd sort of bribed him on top by saying I'd go 
for the middle pitch and the rest would be easier, 
and though I was under a compulsion to go for that 
pitch, I was thinking what a good climber he is, and 
how much easier it would all be for him. But off he 
went up the first pitch, a sixty-foot slim crack, 
steep and solid. I was cold, belaying, and really 
worried, thinking I'd get stiff and tight and not be 
able to do it. But he wasn't long; he just drifted up it 
in his easy way and got belayed. I came up to join 
him on his pedestal: 

"We must go round the arete somewhere about 
here." 

I bridged up past him, very awkward and 
intimate, hoping I didn't smell too badly after a 
week in a tent. Above his head I got a couple of nuts 
in a crack, and felt around for holds on the wall. 
Bridging wide, I could get some, smallish but 
good. The wall overhung as much as the one round 
the corner. I peered round: 

"Oh, shit! Oh, Jesus!" 
"What's up?" 
"It's just incredibly beautiful." 
"What?" 
"The colour of the water." 
He shrieked with laughter. 
"What's up with you?" I asked, a bit peeved. 
"Shit!Thereyou are on a fucking 6a move and all 

you can think about is the colour of the water." 
"It's not 6a," I said, "I just make it look that way. 

It's about 5b. Anyway, have a look." 
He did. Through the cleft you looked out into the 

bay beyond through dark green walls, and out in 
the daylight the water was an incandescent glow 
of green, more emanation than substance, 
shockingly beautiful, visionary, an acid trip of sun
light. 

Back bridging in my littl e corner, I was shit
scared. The wall round there was unbelievably 
steep. I had a not her half-hearted sally out onto the 
arete. It was really tiring. I told Dicky to watch me 
and set off back. The top runner came out just as I 
was thinking of jumping off onto it. I was shaking: 

"Oh, fucking hell, Dicky." 
"Cold down here," he said, I aconically, shivering 

in his vest. I had to go for it. I put the runner back 
and another by it, moved back to the arete, groped 
across for a hold, and shuffled then swung down 
and round. The runner I tried to get in was the 
wrong size. There was a voice in my head saying, 
"Go for it. Go for it." Outside and over there I could 
hear Ben on his route talking to Dicky: 

" He's powering up it. Christ! It looks fantastic. 
The holds must be incredible." 

And Oh God! They were. I stopped to put in a 
wire, and a Friend just above it. It was all so cool 
and good, I was so strong and concentrated, and 
the ledge came almost before I wanted it. 

"I think he's O.K. now. He's at a ledge." 
"Oh, Jesus, Dicky, this is so good." 
I sidled into the cave. It was flat, deep, and com

forting. There was a big thread. I tied on and 
shouted down that I was safe. The place stank of 
birds. I kicked off a rotting, precarious nest, and 
underneath insects crawled and squirmed. The 
nest hit the water with a dull flack. Dicky's turn 
now. He was a bit apprehensive: 

"Watch the ropes. I've just taken the runners off 
and I'm moving across." 

He was round on the wall, grinning and gurgling: 

"Incredible ... Unbelievable It makes Deep 
Space look pathetic ... This Friend's really good ... 
Oh, Man! It's so bold. " 

He was up with me, clipped into the belay, and so 
happy. He could hardly wait to get on the top pitch. 
You could see it in him, he was hungry for it as he 
sorted out the gear and half-listened to what I'd 
seen about it. Then he was away: 

"Oh, God! God I I don't want it to stop. This is so 
good". 

He was playing with the crack, delightedly. Ken 
peered over the top. 

"What's it like, Dicky?" 
He was climbing slowly to make it last, every 

move in exquisitely considered slow-motion: 
"5a and fantastic," he shouted to Ken. Then he 

was up and tied on and I followed up this soaring 
line out of the cleft with the wall dropping away 
green and shadowy beneath. At the top his eyes 
were shining. We were inarticulate. I believe we so 
far forgot ourselves as to hug each other and 
scream with laughter. And there it was, a supreme 
fiction, an experience lived through together 
which all the memorial words, all the splintered 

Right: Jim Perrin on Pitch 2, Gate of Horn. Photo: 
Swindon Collection. 

shards of definition we vainly tried to gather could 
never approach. Something quite beautiful, 
searing, and beyond. That evening Ken and I left to 
drive to Bangor. All the way he talked politics and 
my head was singing: 
... like a black globe 
Viewed by sons of Eternity, standing 
On the shore of the infinite ocean, 
Like a human heart struggling and beating, 
The vast world of Urizen appeared. 

Before I slept I was hanging there again in that 
great cleft, watching the sun on the water, as 
though, waking, I had passed through the Gate of 
Horn . 

Summary 
1st ascent of The Gate of Horn (E2,4c,5b,5a) 

in The Cauldron, Stack Rocks area, 
Pembrokeshire. Jim Perrin and Dick Swindon, 
August 1980. A 
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CLOWNS on Polar Circus 
by Bill March & Rusty Baillie 

March /Orh, 4.00 a.m.: Driving hard 
northwards on the BanfT/Jasper highway. A 
hangover and an avalanche warning ringing in my 
head; the former from a heavy night on the ale and 
the latter from the BanfT Park Warden 's Office. 
Rusty Baillie and I were on our way to 'look at' 
Polar Circus, one of the great classic waterfall 
climbs in the Canadian Rockies. A veritable grade 
VJ ice route which, according to local pundits, 
would make most Scottish Grade V men wet their 
pants. To 'look at' was a euphemism coined by 
Rusty which roughly translated meant we would 
climb the route come hell or high water. It had 
been a thin winter for me - only one ice route in 
the past four months - Takkakaw Falls,a beautiful 
Grade VJ, which I was told was a Grade V when 
Rusty and I succeeded in climbing it in one day' 
You just can't keep up with the younger genera
tion. 

The rradition is you have to.feel hungover, bleary
eyed and evil-tempered on a real alpine start. Well, 
.firstly I've always had rhis quai/11, Peter Pan adven
rurous.feeling about early starrs and I rhoroughly 
enjoy rhe whole dim rhing. Secondly, I had raken a 
!or of pains to be.fir and ready for this mome/11. I 
could sense rhar my climbing !(le was heaving up./or 
anorher "peak experience". My early years on ice, 
rhe ha{f'remembered era of chopped steps andfrozen 
srances had given me a myrhica/ respect for steep 
slick ice. Zero and Point Fivehadsusrainedthemyrh 
ofinaccessibili1y wirh weather and avalanche and 
Colorado's Bridal Veil had gotten me arrested 
before I even got going. And now all rhose lif'etimes 
were coming imo.forns.for rhis one great rumulruous 
re-birrh. 

Dawn was just beginning to break as we parked 
beneath Cirrus Mountain looking up into the 
great 3,000 foot cleft which gave birth to our 
intended route. We fined our skis, shouldered our 
packs heavy with bivvy gear, food and fuel fit for 
the cold winter bivouacs which accompany 
Canadian ice climbs. The route started a few 
hundred yards from the road and it was not long 
before I realized I had the wrong wax! Rusty had 
skins and skied effortlessly to the beginning of the 
route whilst I floundered up behind him carrying 
my useless skis. I changed into icy cold double 
boots whilst Rusty waited patiently. 

"Save a bit of time if we solo this first pitch", he 
muttered. 

"Sure", I said as I asked him to help me on with 
my pack. 

We climbed silently making good time - the 
packs were awkward for climbing and we 
eventually discarded them and hauled them up 
behind us. The first roped-up pitch was steep. I 
belayed in a cave and Rusty led up vertical ice for 
30 feet then he vanished from sight. Ever 
conscious of time, he fixed a rope and hauled his 
pack whilst I jumared carrying my own gear. At a 
hundred feet my jumars clogged with ice and I 
began a disconcerting involuntary descent which 
only ended as I leaped onto the ice with crampons 
and axes. My pack was heavy and I was somewhat 
scared but the fear gave me energy and I made my 
way up to Rusty. 'You can stufTthisjumaring'. We 
never were able to use them on the route! 
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The angle of the climb eased and we made our 
way up an open snow gully. So far so good -
nothing too hard. Above, a short steep step led to a 
leftward slanting runnel of ice with an overlap at 
130 feet. My lead - I dumped mypackandclimbed 
the step direct placing a screw at 30 feet - the 
runnel was thin ice. I delicately made my way up a 
runnerless 100 feet, the rock was compact and 
fissureless to the overlap. I managed to place a peg 
between two loose blocks which prevented them 
from falling on Rusty. Very carefully I inched over 
the overlap and rather like a suspect drunk 
walking a straight line, I tiptoed up a four inch 
runnel of ice. No place for the nouveau smash and 
crash ice brigade who claim that ice climbing is all 
balls and biceps. I reached the first of the only two 
pegs we found en route. The next hour was a 
hassle of snagged packs and curses and yells 
between Rusty and myself as we struggled to push 
and pull our packs over the overlapping steps 
bordering the ice runnel. 

Learning is humbling! How many pitches and 
how many Big Walls had we hauled and how many 
snags had we _/i-eed? And here we are halted by a 
weirdly-slanting ice hose, strategically placed rough 
limestone overlaps and a _/i-ozen jumar rope. 
Climbing is nor that dull a hobby really! 

Above was an easy snow slog (a lot of snow on 
this Grade VJ). Another ice pitch led up to the 
'pencil', a thin stem of ice which had never been 
climbed. Under the thin ice conditions this was 
just a stumpy stalagmiteofice. The route traversed 
up and right and then left in a great zigzag over 
broad open steep slopes of deep soft snow. Belays 
were few and far between as we floundered 
upwards sometimes up to our waists in snow. The 
silence was broken by a series of booming sounds 
followed by ominous thundering roars. 
Avalanche! A bell rang in my brain - not exactly 
the best place to be - I looked across the valley and 
saw a helicopter flying towards us. They were 
blasting avalanche slopes to prevent excessive 
snow build-up. The chopper flew nearer and I 
hoped they would not drop a charge in our gully. 
In one of those esoteric moments Rusty reached a 
tree belay and the chopper veered away to the 
north. Waist deep in snow with a purely 
psychological standing belay I breathed a sigh of 
relief. 

Deep, bolfom/ess, unconsolidated powder snow. 
A specialryofrhe high, d,y Rockies. The closest thing 
roimpossibili1ylknow. Youcan'tbombit, bolritor 
even blow ir up ! Anorher reason why thesebigfrozen 
wateifalls are more rhanjusr climbs. 

Another few hundred feet and we reached the 
bivouac cave beneath the impressive upper ice 
pitches. The cave was definitely a five star hotel 
and we had no need of bivouac sacks. Within a 
very short time we were comfortably settled in and 
consuming numerous hot brews and my wife's 
delicious fruit cake. It was a good bivouac. Rusty 
and I had not seen each other for many years and 
we reminisced and compared our Scottish and 
Canadian experiences. 

First light found us at the foot of the first of a 
great series of steep ice pitches. The hors 
d'oeuvres were finished, today was the main 

course, a series of two double pitches followed by 
a final impressive triple ice pitch system which was 
the crux. 

The first pitch was a choice between thin ice on 
the left with a possibility of runners in the 
bordering rock wall or a steeper route with ice 
scew runners. My Scottish training forced me left 
to the inevitable 60 foot runnerless lead to a (thank 
God) chockstone. Another 90 feet of mixed 
climbing on rock and ice brought me to a peg! I 
ensconced myself in a small alcove hanging on my 
anchor pegs acutely conscious of the bulging ice 
above. Rusty climbed swiftly and led through a 
full rope length to the welcome snow ledge. 
Another steep ice lead up a wall, a short traverse 
into a slot and 60 feetofbeautiful back and footing, 
rock behind and ice in front, brought me to a small 
stance below an immense IOOO foot vertical wall 
encompassing the ice flow. I could not reach the 
anchor peg, it was a long way up the wall so I 
belayed on ice screws. A high-pitched hum broke 
the silence and a small stone smashed into the ice 
inches from my hand. High above the sun was just 
touching the crest of the rock rim and melting the 
ice and snow which was holding the shattered 
limestone together. I huddl ed under an imaginary 
rock bulge and warned Rusty 

Danger! The proximiry of death or rhe perils of 
nor-risking ? J,J/here do rhe rocks comeJ,-om? J,J/here 
do rhey srrike? J,Jlhar trajecto,y and sequence? Th e 
dara churns around, .foc11ses awareness on rhe 
problem and unlocks stored memo1y associarions 
rhar evemually move rhe bocly zigzagging upwards. 
Ir's O.K. 

Now we were on the last snow ledge and here we 
held a short council of war and melted out our ice 
screws, using a small gaz stove. A short easy pitch 
led up to a deceptively steep section giving hard 
sustained climbing. I realized I was tired and for 
the first time slipped my fifi hook onto my wrist 
loop and sat back resting my arms and calves. 
From this point it was a simple matter to place a 
screw to protect the next 30 feet. The stance was in 
a deep cave on the righthand side of the gully 
walled with icicles. Rusty's lead looked hard - this 
was more like the climbing I had anticipated. 

So this is it. The Catharsis? Ir has come up so 
quierly and sublimely. Thankfully, the situation 
discourages pedagogy and the profundiry is 
channelled i1110 a gear check and rope untwist. A 
quick chee,y word to Bill (glaring at his bombproof 
anchor screws with rhe Scotrish climbers distrust of 
pure ice belays) and I initiare a breathing sequenc6' 
and swing o.fion my voyage. An ocean of ice, with 
what new worlds to discover? 

I would like to manage this with some style; to 
strerch myseifwithin controlled limits, to balance on 
rhe brink bur not teeter there, to play a game with the 
mou111ai11 and not war against it. 

Therearedelicatefeatures I.follow, a small crease 
and a kind of ripple that 'lets me stand in tenuous 
balance while I place a screw. But up ahead it is "true 
verrical". Trueverrical! ls that a myth too? Each time 
we reach/or the ultimate, technologyortechniqueor 
sometimes plain courage will tilt back the angle so 
that the dance can go on. 



What I do know for sure, is that up there /will have 
to hang on my tools to place protection. 

And there's been an awful lotofbullshitproduced 
about "Canadian ice aid". True, many of the 
Pioneersdiduse sti"upson their terrors and they did 
take a long time on some routes', but the extreme 
conditions leave me amazed that they survived, let 
alone climbed up and down such places. There are 
many variations of "resting", varying from short 
connections to the tools (which is then almost semi
aid) to the hastily rigged "panic hang". My own rules 
of play involve not taking any tension at all while I 
climb, but being able to clip into both tools fairly 
quickly on vertical or honeycomb terrain that needs 
protecting. 

So up into the nether region! Once you start 
hanging on your arms you either ]lame out very 
quietly or you learn to relax and soar. The martial 
arts have taught meafew tricks about staying cool in 
the thick of things and I am pleasantly surprised to 
find lifeflowingpeacefully by. 

Then a snarled rope demands a reaction and I 
hang to sort it out. I become aware of deteriorating 
conditions. Many things are happening, any one of 
whih could about call a halt to progress. First, the 
blindingglaremakes it hard to concentrate and nigh 
impossible to scout the route ahead; then there is 
water cascading down thefinal section - wetting my 
gear and further blinding my vision; also the ice is 
becoming pretty soft with the prospect of good 
runners tenuous and a hanging ice belay 
unattractive. Canadian ingredients with that old 
Scottishflavour! 

But, "Easy", I think, "A challenge you wanted, 
and what could be better than this?" 

Purge Breaths ease the inter-costal muscles, 
dissipate the distractions and ice starts flowing by 
again. It's a .bother rather than a relief to stop for 
protection and, whilst it may be stretching things a 
bit to say that I'm disappointed when thefinal bulge 
is topped and a fine rock anchor found, I do taste 
that bitter-sweet flavour of a goal won and a 
destination lost. 

It was cold in my icecaveandafterwhatseemed 
a long period the call to climb echoed off the icy 
walls. The transformation from icy stance to the 
blazing white of sun on ice on the penultimate 
pitch was incredible. I was blinded and the ice was 
soft and soggy offering poor purchase. Rusty's 
Terrodactyl had broken and I had given him my 
Serac Sabre axe which I used as a third tool on 
steep ice, for removing screws. Hanging on one 
tool I proceeded to remove the first screw. It pulled 
out in my hand - the metal had heated and melted 
the surrounding ice. With frequent yells of"tight 
rope" I bombed the pitch and with freezing hands 
from gripping my gear so tightly, arrived at the 
belay stance. A short lead brought up to the top. It 
was a peculiarfeelingofanti-climax - The Top was 
a flat bottomed snow basin, not some towering 
mountain peak. !twas four o'clock as wesetofTon 
rappel and four hours later we were drinking beer 
in a Lake Louise bar. 

This must be a Grade VI I thought, since it had 
taken two days of climbing. A sneaking thought 
came into my mind - we could climb it in one day 
ata pinch but then that would make it Grade Vand 
we would have to find yet another Grade VI. Ah, 
what the hell! As I have said before, there are two 
grades in mountaineering - you can climb it or 
you can't climb it. 

Summary 
An account oftheascentof Polar Circus (Cirrus 

Gully) in the Rocky Mountains, Alberta, Canada. 
The route was first done in 1976 and is one of the 
world classic ice gullies. 

Above: The 1st steep pitch. Photo: Baillie. Below: 
The gully from the Trans-Canada Highway and 
(right) the upper section. Photos: March. 
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Some Days in the Life 
by Graham Desroy 

Wednesday 
"Carbohydrate overload; that's · the secret. 

You've got to get your body's metabolism 
switched on to energy release. " 

Sounds scientific and enjoyable. 
Like two kids allowed into the forbidden 

orchard we hit Chamonix and went on the gastro
nomic rampage. Steak and chips, chips, 
patisseries, chips, packets of biscuits, chips, 
crepes, chips, ice creams, more chips; anything 
edible disappeared down the hatch. 

"Are you sure this method works?" said one 
greengilled dustbin to the other. 

"I hope so", replied the other," 'cos it's costing 
me a fortune. 

The ' Meteo ' was not encouraging; bad weather 
Friday, improving over the weekend. 

"God I hope we do it. I don't think I could stand 
another overload session." 

In a somewhat bloated state we rolled our 
adopted concrete hula hoop back towards Snell's 
Field, taking turns to ride inside it 

"This is daft. Just why are we rolling each other 
along inside a sewer pipe, making ourselves ill?" 

" Because it's there." 
"I think I'm going to be sick." 

Thursday 
A perfect morning. I emerge. Tidy up the tent by 

shoving my mess onto the other side of the tent. 
The 'o ther side' of the tent stirs, grunts and speaks. 

"Untidy sod". And promptly shoves it all back 
including his mess, so completing the ritual tent 
tidying session. 

" I need more food". 
Another loaf of bread and jam, a packet of 

biscuits and an egg sandwich. I go to the shed with 
a hole in the floor and so earn myself another 
medal for bravery beyond the normal call of duty. 

Amy shambles over, his mouth trying to 
accommodate oceans of muesli. 

"Sort out the gear, shall we?" he splutters. 
" Yeah, why not," I reply, as I pick off bits of 

raisins and oats that he has managed to plaster 
over my face with his utterance. 

One 9mm rope, 2 pegs, 2 nuts and 3 ice screws 
later and the hardware is packed. A lightweight 
push is one thing, but on a new route up the 
Droites? This is going to be another Strapcans/ 
Desroy epic. 

We add to our pitiful gear selection with a 
guaranteed leaky bivvi tent, one self destruct 
stove, space filling pits and my trusty camera - a 
marvel of sophisticated electronic gadgetry which 
has decided never to turn off its light meter as part 
of some mysterious deal with a battery company. 

"I don't think you'll need your E.B. 's on ice, 
Graham," informs Amy as I subconsciously pack 
them by force of habit. 

" ICE!" I knewtherewasacatch. That's cold and 
slippery and ... and I can't ice climb anyway." 

"Good, that means I do all the leading." 
Thinks: he's crazy - he enjoys that nasty stuff. 
The green richness of the valley disappears 

below us as we glide silently upwards towards our 
land of living. 

"You feel alright?" queries Amy innocently. 
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"Yes, why shouldn't I?" 
"Oh nothing; I just thought I saw your hand 

shaking." 
"Sod off, you cheeky rat," as I realise he is 

referring to a minor problem of alcoholic 
poisoning I had acquired at the Grand Montets 
station a week earlier. 

We stop and watch in awe as some idiot armed 
with a giant multicoloured handkerchiefleaps off 
the balcony to soar effortlessly across the 
sparkling whiteness. He'll be down in an hour. I 
wonder when we'll be down. 

We scamper off down to the Argenti ere glacier, 
bickering over who has the heavier sac. 

"Bloody hell fire, its big!" I say, referring to the 
climb I am to be dragged up. 

I try to imagine myself on the face ; how small 
will I look? How steep is it? Just how big is it? My 
poor brain overloads as I try to picture how many 
Almscliffs would fit into this route. I give up and 
instead I con Amy into posing by a glacier stream 
for the camera <\lld succeed in my puerile plan of 
splashing him with a rock. The next quarter of a 
mile is done rather quickly until the retaliation 
gives up. 

We find the bivvy boulder is already inhabited 
by two foreigners. They don't speak any language 
we understand (which doesn't mean very much). 
They might as well be Martians. However the 
point is that they have the best doss spot and we 
don't. We grub around and find a lesser orifice to 
house us. · 

More food is disposed of as we lie basking in the 
evening sun. Gradually the distant clouds gather 
and steal our sun in an orgy of colour. The stage is 
set, the house lights are dimming and the.curtain 
is about to rise. 

Friday 
It doesn 't. The Meteo is right and we're wet. 

Scores of rivulets have traced their way across our 
ceiling and are cascading down onto us. We lick 
condensed milk and devour more biscuits in the 
soggy darkness, too apathetic to move. It's light, 
cloudy and windy. We reluctantly emerge. The 
Droites are hidden. Perhaps they've gone away. 

Standingliketwo .. er .. pillar-boxes(well , it isa 
family magazine) we dry our pits in the "over the 
head and looking stupid" position. Due to the 
inherent vision problems with this method, we 
spend most of the time tripping over and generally 
getting our pits covered in grit. After 
metamorphosis we notice a group of bewildered 
clients and their guide looking and pointing at us 
from the glacier. No doubt he is explaining to 
them the foolishness of the English, of sleeping 
out under boulders, hypothermia and the fact that 
all this could have been avoided if they had spent 
lots of money and stayed in the hut. 

It starts to hail, so we sneak into the hut. A 
handful of French clients eye us in ourobviously 
non-regulation dress. Just how can you expect to 
climb proper routes wearing headbands and dirty 
rags. They return to their Cordon Bleu cooking. 

We play snap, sleep, smell, and idly glance at a 
local newspaper cutting ... 

"The bastard! The rotten slimy bastard! He's 

done our route 1" 

A full half page, plus photograph with the 
appropriate dotted line, reveal to us that the local 
hero Jean-Marc Boivin has claimed the route two 
weeks earlier. And all because we're not properly 
dressed. 

Gloom. Despondent gloom. We gaze 
miserably at the cloud-enveloped Droites, as the 
truth sinks in. 

We blow the rest of our money on a meal in the 
hut, stashing away the free bread for tomorrow. 
Tomorrow, for what? A miserable 2nd ascent, if 
we're lucky. (In fact it was to be a second of the 
lower part and a third of the Colton/Brooks line in 
the upper part.) 

A Frog hops over and asks us what we're off to 
do. We tell him disinterestedly. Immediately 
we're heroes and an awe inspired crowd gathers 
round us. The language barrier proves a little 
tricky as they somehow understand that I've 
soloed Point Five and Zero Gully when I thought 
I'd said yes, I have heard of those climbs, and no 
I'd never even been there. Oh well, I don't 
suppose they would have been impressed by my 
real ice achievements - all three of them. I 
continue to bullshit the Frogs asAmycan'tunder
stand a word we're saying. 

"Dru Couloir, Eiger Direct in winter, Yosemite 
Falls, yes, oui." 

We depart and move to the Royal suite area of 
the boulder as the Martians have teleported down. 

Saturday 2.45 a.m. 
"Are you awake?" 
"No." 
"Good, I'll lie here until you are." 

3.00a.m. 
"I think I can smell roasting flesh." 
"Well somebody has to make the bloody brew," 

retorts the martyr. 
All the other stars are out, so we join them. 

Cloudless and windless. We grovel around, 
knocking our heads on the rocky roof and cursing 
in the chaos. Eventually we blunder onto the 
glacier. It's quiet and eerie. We stomp our way 
across to the distant bergschrund. 

4.00a.m. 
A full pitch to cross the bergschrund. Christ, it 

must be vast, I think as I look up at the dark face. I 
fumble and drop a glove. I search for my spare 
one. Bugger, it must be back at the boulder. Amy 
lends the clumsy novice his spare one. 

"We'll move together on the ice field to save 
time. I'll put in a screw every so often." 

Every so often? With 3 ice screws? Every so 
often turns out to be approximately equal to 150 
feet. 

We see each other every 500 odd feet. In the 
meantime my world consists of a torch beam. I 
sweat and struggle to keep up with the pace. At 
least the ice is good. A snow chute as large as the 
Cresta run has to be crossed. I feel very vulnerable 
and helpless against anything that might already 
be thundering down from the blackness above. I 
peer upwards and wonderwhy carbohydrate over
load works for him and not for me. 

The stars have faded and the cold blue of the 



Above: Frozen exposure, the 1st 2,000ft of the Droites North Face, a true glacis of 55-60 degree ice. Photo: Desroy. 

f\10rning is growing. Already the sense of scale has 
gone. The ice field sweeps up and down in 
magnitude. Somewhere above, the mixed ground 
starts, and somewhere above that there is an ice 
ramp and somewhere above that is a snow arete 
and more mixed ground, and somewhere just 
somewhere above that there might be a summit I 
think about a retreat, but with one rope and only 
three ice screws it has to be up. 

"Three and a half hours for the ice field, not 
bad", calculates Amy. 

"Wonderful", I enthuse unenthusiastically, 
wondering where they put the flat ledges on ice 
fields. 

"We'd better start betaying now, as we're on the 
mixed ground," informs my mentor, and 
disappears leaving me happy in the knowledge 
that I can have 150 foot's worth of rest and a 
cigarette. 

A hundred and fifty feet of rope have gone and 
stopped. I wait patiently. Nothing. No movement 
or sound from above. I look round. Colour. 
'Beautiful colour. Peaks bathed in sunshine. 
Warmth. I feel cold and realize that north faces 
don't get the sun. Still no movement. 

"You alright up there?" 
"Just having a crap." 
This is confirmed seconds later by a whistling 

sound followed by a skidding splat and a brown 
stain next to me. 

"All brown brown stains around us are sent 
from bums above" I sing tunelessly. 

The mixed ground has more meaning to me. I 
feel better for seeing the rocks poking through. An 
axe rebounds out of the thin veneer of ice. I feel 
uncomfortable again. Oh well, at least its a 
novelty. I suppose it will wear off. 

"Did you enjoy that wee pitch, laddie", asks 
Amy. . 

"Och, it was nae too bad, Jimmy," I reply. The 
phony Scottish accents used by British climbers in 
such places are kept until we reach Chamonix. 
Amy bounds off again, brimming with 

confidence. I.thought you were only good on rock, 
you swine. To prove his versatility he drives an ice 
screw into a rock crack. I curse as I try to remove 
this ludicrous placement. 

Another hard run out follows. My Terra gets 
metal fatigue and bends sideways at 90 . I re
straighten it far too easily. The problem reoccurs 
every 20 blows for the rest of the climb. I mightjust 
as well have had a rubber axe. The ice is hard and 
plating. Its taking three hits to get a placement. 
Front points are constantly skidding. 

"That was a grade five pitch," Amy informs me 
with relish. I make a mental note to avoid them in 
future. 

A final 150' traverse leads to the bottom of the 
ice ramp. I gibber as I try to work out how to 
traverse on 70 ice. The ice is thin, underneath are 
smooth slabs. 

"You'd make a good photo just there," taunts 
Amy. 

"!!!!,just hold the rope and I'll take the photos." 
We celebrate reaching the ice ramp with a bar of 

chocolate. A droning noise below distracts us. 
After much searching the proverbial tiny insect 
like plane is just visible buzzing around above the 
glacier far below. 

God knows when. p.m. 
I stand resigned to my predicament of 

discomfort. I hang off my belay to take the weight 
off my legs. My harness digs into my hips. I stand 
on my front points to take the weight off my hips. 
My legs ache immediately. I pretend to be 
enjoying myself. His lordship is above hacking 
1 umps office which shower down onto my head. I 
devise a game. Clunk. Amy's axe goes in. Whistle, 
clatter, clatter. Ice hits me. Wait 2 seconds. Look 
up and count. Clunk. Whistle, clatter, clatter. I 
duck. 5 seconds oflooking up, without flinching. 
After extending the looking up period to an 
incredible 7 seconds and taking several lumps in 
my face, I am convinced the seven second barrier 

cannot be broken and I give up. Space Invaders is 
easier and safer. 

After scraping my way up what little ice remains 
I rejoin Amy. 

"My lovely new helmet is all scratched, thanks 
to you," I grizzle, with as much conviction as I can 
muster. "I mean, people will be calling me scruffy 
next." 

Amy apologises with unnecessary profuseness 
and promises to let me lead if! don't shut up. 

"And anyway," he continues, "I haven't sent 
you any of Mick Fowler's shoulder-smashers 
down yet - referring to what Fowler achieved on 
what was a promising second ascent in Scotland 
last winter. 

I feel so I ucky and grateful. 
Amy leads off, chops off two rather sizeable 

lumps of ice which smash into my shoulder. I 
make a mental note to buy a bigger helmet; 
preferably one which encases the whole of my 
body. 

The rest of the ice ramp proves rather 
monotonous and hard. Tiredness is setting in and 
Amy drops a sling. 

I fail to catch it but am forgiven as "It's only an 
old one I found last week." That really inspires 
confidence in meas itwasoneofthe better looking 
slings. If Alan Blackshaw could see us now, he'd 
probably think we'd bought all our gear at Oxfam. 

"Aargh!" 
!jolt into action, clench the rope, drop my cigar

ette and brace myself. 
Nothing. "What are you playing at?" I shout. 
"l'vejus knocked moi bludy cap ove moi toof," 

comes the slurred reply. 
When I arrive at the stance all is revealed. Amy 

looks incredibly stupid; like some pugnacious 
school boy. 

"Aw doesn't he look sweet," I taunt. 
"Piff off," lisps Amy struggling tocometo terms 

with the result of his careless axe placement. 
Even later p. m. 

The last pitch of the ice ramp. Amy gives a 
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Above: Arnie Strapcans. Photo: Gordon Jenkin. 

triumphant whoop as he steps onto the snow arete 
and belays in the fading sun. 

I reach his belay just as the sun slips off the 
belay. Our second and final bar of chocolate is 
consumed. 

"Only 500ft to the top, we'll be down tonight." 
"Dream on, darling," I reply remembering the 

last time Amy made the same prediction and the 
storm blasted bivvy that followed. 

We head towards a -large boulder on the final 
section of mixed ground which hopefully will 
provide a biwy site. 

"Hey, you'll enjoy this," chortles Amy as he per
forms rather gymnastic moves to surmount the 
boulder. 

I didn't enjoy "this". I could have done; on a 
warm summers evening on the Caley boulder, 
wearing EB's. Butatnearly4000m with crampons 
and axes, 6A moves over a roof after 19 hours of 
snow plodding, well it didn't have quite the same 
appeal. 

"My right crampon fell off at just the right 
point," informs Amy, "and I rocked over on a 
pebble." 

"Why don't my crampons fall off at the right 
time?" I moan. 

"Years of practice and training." 
"But I've been climbing longer than you have." 
Our bivvy ledge doesn't exist, so we invent it. 

The leaky biwy tent is unfurled. 
"How the hell does this thing work?" grumbles 

Amy as he teeters on the edge of the ledge, 
enveloped in acres of green nylon. 

After half an hour of wrestling with the 
offending object we are triumphant. An 
amorphous verdant mass has been tamed and 
"secured" to the ledge. (The word 'secure' is 
defined as four axes each one of which must have 
been driven at least a quarter of an inch into the 
steel like ice.) Anyway we're proud of our efforts 
and Amy offers to carry me over the threshold. I 
decline. 
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Inside is bliss. Its womblike and "safe". We can 
switch off from the strain of the surroundings. 

Sunset 
Amy goes all slushy and poetic, extolling the 

virtues of the situations. 
"Eee, its just like the paintbox of the world," he 

drivels. 
I cringe at this most hideous expression which 

he created some years back. 
A few more minutes of similar ghastly 

chocolate box remarks and we've both had 
enough of this particular line of conversation. 

3.00a.m. 
We're both awake. 
"Fancy a brew, G?'' 
"Amongst many other things, yes." 
"Well keep still then." 
I obey, as the amazing brew making pyramid 

goes into action. At the bottom there is me, stoi
cally supporting the structure and absorbing 
melting snow through tent floor below me. Next 
comes the brewer who due to the space shortage 
had been sleeping on top of me (Honest!). 
Between the brewer's knees is the temperamental 
stove, its flexible gas pipe continually undoing 
and igniting, causing tenth degree burns to the 
brewers privates. And finally is the pan of 
unmelting snow which keeps falling to the bottom 
of the pyramid. 

I doze off, or temporarily suffocate. 
"Brews up" cries out number two in the 

pyramid. 
"ls it good," the base asks, impatient to get a 

good hot swig of fresh tea. 
"Magic, get a load of this." 
I do. 
"Its bloody water!" I wail, "and only luke 

warm." 
"Well I thought we'd save the tea bag for the 

morning." 

" 'Luxury, bloody luxury', I used to dream 
about biwies like this." 

Rather later than an Alpine start time. 
Chaos. We must be the most disorganised 

biwy-ites around. Amy stomps around in his 
crampons chopping the rope up like spaghetti 
whilst I grovel around inside the tent trying to 
extract the gear. The tent has the appearance of the 
inside of a washing machine - a soggy mess. 

Breakfast is a slice of dry bread. Our last food . 
The last 300 feet take an eternity. Will we ever get 
to that bloody summit My big toes are numb with 
their constant bashing into hard ice. And then 
suddenly we are there. Released from the sloping 
prison. 

All around is blue, warmth and peaks. 
Everything seems to be below us. A beautiful pan
orama encompassing the Jorasses, Dent de 
Geant, Mont Blanc, and - what are those little 
lumpy bits, way down. Christ, its the Aiguilles; 
they' re minute. 

I feel warm, happy and suddenly very tired. 

The Descent 
"Going to take us a long time abbing on one 

9mm." 
"It's alright I've just found another, and it's 

brand new," whoops Amy. "It must be Boivins, 
and he got it stuck on the first abseil. 

We shuttle down the abs, collecting more of the 
unknown unfortunates slings and gear. 

The descent couloir - steep, soggy and 
frightening. I gibber down for hours. Amy 
bounds down with impunity. 

The bergschrund - a straight 25 foot drop at its 
shortest. We jump it, hoping the landing will be 
soft. It was. 

We slither and bum our way down the lesser 
slopes to the glacier. We untie. We're individuals 
again. No more worrying about dragging your 
partner off. 

A stream. 6. 00 p.m. 
We strip off and lie in total happiness in the 

evening sun, dangling our smashed feet in the 
soothing stream. Happy in the knowledge that we 
don't have to race for the last train down from 
Montenvers. Its too late. Unhappy in the 
knowledge that we'll have to walk the whole way 
down. 

The Mer der GI ace 
I hate the place. I remember the last time when 

Amy nearly disappeared downwards when we got 
lost. 

We get lost again. Amy teeters along a knife 
edged ice bridge, and "jockeys" his way across 
another. I try to find my own way and fall off 
another. As I clatter downwards I pray it will close 
up. It doesn't but I land on ajammed block 30ft 
lower. Amy is nowhere in sight. I get myself out, 
leaving a red trail to mark my achievement. I'm 
too tired to care. 

We stumble into Snells at l0.00 p.m., eat 
everything in sight, gorge ourselves in Cham on 
steak and chips and beer and chips. 

Finally we roll back in our sewer pipe. Life went 
on. One of ours didn't. 

Amis Strapcans was lost soloing on the Brenva 
Face of Mont Blanc a few days later in bad 
weather. Only memories never die. 

Summary 
An account of an early ascent of a direct line on 

the West peak of Les Droites ·via the North face. 
The story is by way of being a memorial for Amis 
Strapcans. & 



Paul Davidson on the Twilight Traverse, Zoroaster SW Face, 2nd ascent.Midnight Crack above. Photo: Hardwick. 

Climbs in the Grand Canyon 
by John Annerino 

It was May. The hour was late, snow had begun 
to fall, and the wind would not let up. 

We had come prepared for the heat, that intense 
sort of heat which begins to sweep over the inner 
Canyon this time of year like a great simoon, not 
the last vestiges of a brutal winter still frothing 
down off the Canyon's north rim. 

Standing there shivering, we had to make a 
decision. I had to make a decision: to continue 
climbing toward the summit and a certain cold 
and sleepless bivouac or to make a long and 
dangerous retreat down the southwest face of 
Zoroaster Temple. The 'temple' is a 700 ft high, 
Coconino sandstone spire which shoots up out of 
the Grand Canyon's Hermit formation like the 
very swifts and swallows which soar up and down 
its sheer walls. 

Ganci had been here 20 years earlier; a pioneer 
of technical climbing in the Grand, he'd made the 
first ascent of Zoroaster Temple. So a first ascent 
of the Southwest Face wasn't as important to him 
as it was to me. Besides, his guts were still 
rumbling, having hastily drunk from an old tinaja 
(rain pocket) found earlier in the day. 

And Bain, he'd been here a little over a yearago 
to climb a new, more direct line up Zoroaster's 
north side. He could live with that for another year 
or so. 

Me, I'd never been on Zoroaster except in my 
mind, on a bar stool, with these two fellows. 

Still, if I decided to push on, the three of us 

would need to entera second race; like most other 
temple climbers we'd already entered the first: 
with water, or the almost total lack ofit Natural 
springs and perennial streams are as few in the 
Grand Canyon as they are difficult to reach. Con
sequently, that water which is needed must be 
carried on your back: a gallon a day per head, 8½ 
pounds a gallon. Unless, of course, you're lucky 
enough to find a tina)a. But if the water's been 
sitting around too long, like the one Ganci dipped 
into, and you forgot to pack the iodine, you're 
liable to quaff a devastating surprise: likegiardia,a 
vicious little amoeba that once consumed, will 
avalanche the inner walls of your intestines. 

We'd been on Zoroaster since sun-up, slowly 
and methodically free climbing our way up five 
pitches of the whitest sandstone any of us had 
been on in over a year - absorbing the 
luminescent rays of sunshine, savoring each of the 
leads, and knowing we were someplace special. 
But none of us had had any water since noon, and 
that was only a mouthful. Just enough to keep the 
saliva flowing. It was now 5 :28 PM and the three 
litre fluid deficit I figured each ofus was working 
on was beginning to exact its toll, ever more so for 
Ganci who'd been ravaged by acute G.I. 's since 
lunch. Even in the failing light, I could see my 
companion's lips were turning white along their 
outer edges. Obviously, we were losing the first 
race. 

But darkness, that was the question now. 

Nevermind that snow was accumulating all 
around us. If night caught us up before we reached 
the Toroweap summit blocks, neither Bain nor I 
would beanymorefitto lead than Ganci now was. 
And up until the moment, night dim bing had not 
been our speciality. 

Ganci and Bain continued looking at me. I 
could see in their indifferent expressions they'd go 
either way. Up or down, it was my choice. 

"Goddamnit, make a decision Annerino ... 
we're freezing our asses off." 

Slowly, Ganci turned towards me ·and shot 
somethingatmel'd shouted at him, trying to goad 
him into doing a difficult move, "John, it's not as 
hard as it looks." 

Bain laughed. I smiled, then looked down on 
the Long Arm ofBuddha which both pointed and 
didn't point at the route we'd taken just to reach 
Zoroaster's Hermit Shale base: a two day 
approach from the South Rim, involving intricate 
route finding with full packs over steep and 
uncompromising ground. On our descent from 
the South Rim we'd had the heavily used Kaibab 
trail to guide us down through the Kaibab, 
Coconino, Supai, Redwall and Vishnu 
formations to the Colorado River. Like the South 
Rim's Bright Angel trail, the Kaibab is so heavily 
saturated with mule piss, we'd have been betteroff 
wearing galoshes or rubber boots than 
mountaineering boots. But most of the nine miles 
and 4,200 vertical feet we'd climbed back up to 
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reach Zoroaster's base was marked onJy with the 
occasional cairn and Bain's and Ganci's previous 
experience on the route. 

Though I couldn't see it from my vantage, I 
knew up from the Long Arm of Buddha was its 
origin: Buddha Temple, another truly monolithic 
Coconino sandstone temple. Like Zoraster, 
Mencius, Confucious, Brahma and numerous 
other temples, Buddha is a major mountain 
within the Grand Canyory that requires an ascent 
of four of the Canyon's five big formations to 
reach its base. Buddha's also the kind of temple 
which sits Lotus-like over an entire cloister of 
disciples: Hattan and Manu temples, Cheops 
pyramid, and Sumner, Hall's, Shellbach and 
Clement Powell buttes. Only after a previous 
reconnaissance and extensive preparation did 
Bruce Grubbs, Mark Brown, and Chuck Parker 
succeed in climbing Buddha's NortheastArete in 
1973 (Grade III, 5.8, A-3, freeclimbedat5.9by Joe 
Sharber and George Bain during the second 
ascent in 1979). 

Across the bay to the east was Angel's Gate, 
now cast an ethereal orange in the setting sun. Up 
until today, Ganci had been trying to pursuade 
Bain and me into doing its two unclimbed 
summits. (The two summits were climbed by two 
Flagstaff, Arizona climbers Glen Rink and John 
Mattson during the spring, 1980). With good 
reason. Ganci and Phoenix climber Chuck Graff 
had done the first ascents of Angel's Gate's two 
highest summits almost six years ago. But the trek 
to Angel's Gate is half-again-as difficult as it is to 
either Buddha or Zoroaster: requiringwater hauls 
from Clear Creek, five miles and 4,000 feet below; 
and Fifth Class climbing through the Supai 
sandstone to reach its base. "One temple at a 
time," I'd told him. 

Behind me I knew stood Braham Temple, 
vanguard of the Ottoman Amphitheatre. At 
7,551 ft Brahma is higher than the South Rim and 
certainly one of the highest temples within the 
Canyon. First climbed by Donald David and 
"Doc" Ellis in 1965, Chris Keith, our ground crew 
of one, was the first known woman to climb its 
summit 

Before me and all around me were other divine 
temples with names like TowerofRa, Shiva, Isis, 
Holy Grail, Rama Shrine, Osiris that others like 
Trieber, Clubb, Butchart and Cureton had stood 
on previous to this day. Some of them "walk-ups" 
once the mountaineering problem of reaching 
their base had been surmounted. Others Sixth 
Class, requiring aU the hard- and software that 
goes into big wall climbing. 

Before I got on Zoroaster, there was a certain 
mystique to the temple names, a come-hither 
quality. Now in the coming twilight, two pitches 
below the summit - the snow starting to back off, 
the wind pressing a little harder - it was easy to 
understand why Clarence Dutton, one of the first 
men to map the Grand Canyon, named so many 
of these sandstone and limestone temples after 
the stupas and chedis he'd visited in the Orient 
during the 1800's. They were too sublime to be 
named after mortals. 

I looked from Bain to Ganci, probing their 
glassy eyes for the faintest hint as what to do. 
Obviously, it was my choice. Yet ifwe pushed on 
and succeeded in climbing the remaining two 
pitches before dark, the three of us would be 
forced to bivouac on the wind-swept summit, in 
the snow, without sleeping gear. A discomforting 
thought when I realized a vertical mile below 
neoprene leviathans were deboating passengers 

on the first commercial river trips of the season. I 
envisioned balmy temperatures, laughter, the 
sweet sound of water rushing. 
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"George, got any matches?" Even before I 
asked, I knew what the answer would be. But it 
was the kind of situation that demanded 
reassurance of some kind. Like Bain's hoarse 
voice carrying above the howl. 

"Yep ... " The word hung there momentarily, 
only to be swept away by the bitter wind. 

"Uagg," I stammered. Couldn't use the no
matches-for-a-fire excuse. To press on or to back 
off, which will it be? Just hurry up. 

"Alright, I'll make you a deal?" I said. 
"What's that?" Bain yelled, ever wary of my 

business acumen on a climb. 
"You lead that," I said pointing to a 

horrendous-looking, downward leaning traverse, 
"and I'll lead the last pitch." There, that'll get 'im. 
Nobody would willingly lead that. 

Bain looked up, his light parka flapping, his 
stomping feet as numb as Dave's and mine. He 
saw what I'd seen earlier: two casket-sized blocks 
threatening to dislodge and embed themselves in 
the ledge on which we were standing ifhe chose 
the easier alternative than the traverse and 
climbed over the top of them. He looked back at 
me in disgust, silently waiting for ... well, if not a 
play-by-play account of how I'd do it, at least the 
subtle merits of leading such a frightening pitch. 

Naturally, I saw the route! would take, had I the 
panache, and so pointed it out to him - much like a 
used car salesman. 'Yessir, this little pitch is a 
beaut Low miles, new paint, has all the fine lines 
of the later models. And I'm going to do you a 
favor, George, today only. I'm gonna let you have 
it cheap.' 

As cold and impatient as I now was, !wouldn't 
have the finesse to do the traverse with out choking 
at least one move. And on delicate face climbing I 
need all the time in the world, or at least the 
attitude that{ did. Now, I didn't. Watching Bain's 
eyes, it was easy to see that he wasn't exactly 
enchanted with the possibilities either. Ifheblewa 
move on this pitch, it'd be difficult for him to 
recover, and would result in a flesh ripping, bone 
crushing pendulum into the wall. I knew. The 
throbbing pain in my left ankle was a constant 
reminderof a move I'd blown some years ago on a 
rotten desert climb called 'Suicide'. 

Having seemingly worked out the moves in his 
head, much like a martial artist might review his 
elaborate katas, soft parries and hidden counters 
before doing battle, Bain looked even further up, 
beyond his lead and into mine: an unprotectable 
scramble over vertical mud, into a squezze 
chimney, ending in a nasty-looking off-width 
crack leading to the summit blocks. 

"You want it bad enough to lead that, in the 
dark?" He said. 

"I'd ratherclimbat night than rapell at night," I 
said. Nobody would argue witl) that, not in this 
bunch. 

"You lead the traverse, George, and I'll do the 
rest." That's it,just close the sale. Worry about the 
last pitch after he does the traverse. 

Each ofus held the key foroneanother; without 
them both, the door to the summit would remain 
closed. And the two of us, along with Ganci, 
would be forced to make a nauseating retreat 
down the Southwest Face in the dead of night. 
Clad only in flimsy parkas and heavy sweaters, we 
were too cold to remain at an impasse. Not that we 
didn't bring bivouac gear to Zoroaster's base. It's 
just that we'd thought the Southwest Face would 
go in a day. B<::5ides, Bain did have the matches, 
and there was plenty offirewood a mere 200 feet 
above us. We'd worry about the National Park 
Service rangers slapping a fine on us for having a 
fire in a No Fire Area later. We could always tell 
them we were really making a pilgrimage to 

Ahuramazda to ignite the Perpetual Flame of 
Zorastrianism, Grand Canyon Chapter. Only 
trouble with that is, I didn't think our Persian 
accents would make the nut. Not by the time we 
crawled off of here. 

Buffeted by strong, irregular gusts of wind, red
bearded gold-earringed Bain started up a pitch I 
had no desire to lead, either now or at some 
unspecified future date. Unquestionably, the best 
man for the job. 

Each of his movements were as deliberate as 
they were cautious, because climbing on the 
friable likes of Grand Canyon rock is at the other 
end of the spectrum on which glacier-polished 
granite climbing is played. What is usually a full 
belay stance on Yosemite granite is on Coconino, 
Supai and Tapeats sandstone and Kaibab and 
Redwall limestone often a jug-handled bulge 
ready to weather at the slightest provocation. 
Watching Bain's conservative techniques, I 
couldn'tholp thinking about what we'd read in the 
official National Park Service brochure for the 
Grand Canyon: "Climbing in the Canyon is 
dangerous: technical experts won't attempt it, so 
unskilled climbers shouldn't either." 

In his otherwise enJightening book, "Grand 
Canyon": Today and All Its Yesterdays", Joseph 
Wood Krutch notes: "Many of the buttes have 
never, so far as known, been climbed ... " 

Like any mountaineering problem where 
objective dangers can often play the upper hand, 
climbing in the Canyon can be dangerous. But no 
matter what the National Park Service brain-trust 
and natural historians would have us believe, the 
truth of the matter is that below the north and 
south rims of the Grand Canyon, there are some 
150 named temples, spires, towers, castles, crests 
and buttes - and 40 to 50 unnamed ones - that 
'technical experts' like Dave Ganci, LarryTrieber, 
Bruce Grubbs, Joe Sharber and dozens of others 
have been climbing since the late 50's. And non
technical climbers like Merrell Clubb, Harvey 
Butchart, Al Doty, Donald Davis and crew have 
been climbing since the late 40's. 

Sagittarius Ridge, Vulcan's Throne, Krishna 
Shrine, Dragon Head, Tower of Set, Hindu 
Amphitheater, Vesta Temple ... The Names, 
themselves, are enough to lure one - if not to 
attempt a climb up one of the temples, or a hike 
down one of the 20 or so non-maintained miner 
trails that descend into the Canyon - to one of the 
more remote vistas for a closer, more personal 
look. That look you take after your film is spent, 
when you suddenly realize, "it really isn't a 
postcard". For its these very temples that give 
dimension and perspective to the Grand Canyon. 
Without them, the Canyon's seemingly infinite 
spatial dimension would remain incomprehens
ible to the mind 's eye of 20th century man. 

Historical summary 
Climbing in the Grand Canyon began 

somewhere around a thousand years ago when 
Pueblo Indians, using onJy their hands and feet, 
negotiated the descent off what is now known as 
Tiyo Point and succeeded in climbing to the table
top summitofShiva Temple. Unlike modern man 
who has to go outofhisway to touch the earth and 
howl in the wind, the Pueblos pawed their way up 
Shiva in search of the flint they knew to be 
embedded in the Kaibab limestone formation 
which caps many of the Canyon's higher ' islands 
in the sky'. This fact was verified by the American 
Museum of Natural History expedition to Shiva 
in 1937. Lead by Museum Curator of Animals, 
Dr. Harold Anthony, and accompanied by 
American Geographic Society mountaineers, 



they discovered atop Shiva pieces· of pottery, 
primitive tools, and ruins hundreds of years old. 
They also couldn't help noticing rock cairns left by 
Emory Kolb, one time Canyon explorer, lecturer 
and photographer. He claimed both the first and 
second non-Indian ascents of Shiva several weeks 
prior to the American Museum's ascent, having 
been rebuffed by them as a possible expedition 
member. 

But Dr. Anthony and crew weren't out looking 
for arrowheads or pot shards, nor was bagging a 
summit their prime consideration. Rather, they 
were attempting to find proof for the Park Service 
theory at the time that perhaps "sidetracked 
descendants, somewhat different from mammals 
living today" still roamed atop forested Shiva 
Temple. 

The well publicized American Museum party 
didn't find dinosaurs atop Wotan's Throne, 
either; though they did claim the first non-Indian 
ascent of this forested, inner-canyon plateau 
several weeks after climbing Shiva. 

In addition to Shiva Temple and Wotan's 
Throne, evidence has recently been discovered by 
canyoneers Harvey Butchart and Donald Davis 
that the Pueblos succeeded in climbing Elaine 
Castle and Guinevere Castle: two Coconino 
sandstone temples overlooking the North Rim's 
Modred Abyss. Who's to say how many other 
temples they climbed, whether in search offlint, 
making a "rite of passage" into manhood, or 
eluding marauding enemies? 

Certainly not the scores of fever-struck 
prospectors who arrived at the South Rim during 
the late 1800's. Responsible for constructing the 
84 trails that once snaked down into the Canyon, 
these argonauts were too busy scouring the 
Canyon's depths for pay dirt in the form of gold, 
silver, copper and asbestos. 

Once their g!oryholes played out and it was 
generally agreed upon that the Grand Canyon was 
devoid of any real mineral wealth, or it was going 
to cost more to pack the low grade ore out than its 
assayed worth, miners like 'Captain' John Hance 
and William Wallace Bass took up the more 
profitable profession of guest ranching and 
guiding tourist down their hand-forged trails . 
With this influx of the Canyon's first tourists came 
the first recorded ascents of Canyon temples: with 
Bass and tourist climbing Mt. Huethawli before 
1900 and a Hance guest climbing Coronado Butte 
in the late 1890's. Other temples were climbed 
during the same period by dudes and prospectors 
alike. Harvey Butchart, the old master of 
canyoneering, believes these to be Apollo 
Temple, Cope Butte, Sumner Point, Dana Butte, 
Coronado Butte, Lookout Point, and Escalante 
and Cardenas Buttes. Though I think the Hopi or 
Anasazi can be credited with the first ascents of 
both Cardenas and Escalante, as there's a pre
historic Indian route threading the pass between 
the two buttes. It's no more than a half-hour 
scramble up the east sides of either Escalante or 
Cardenas for the excellent vantage that both 
provide. 

No matter how you look at it, though, the first 
posthumous "ascent" of a Grand Canyon temple 
has to go to William Wallace Bass. After his death 
in 1933, his ashes were scattered from an airplane 
over Holy Grail Temple. Sometimes known as 
Bass Tomb, Holy Grail is the focal point for the 
Shinumo Amphitheater. 

But all this is the very beginning of climbing in 
the Grand Canyon. Things didn't really get 
serious until a math professor from Northern 
Arizona University came along in the fall of 1945 
and took his first hike into the Canyon. Little did 
he know at the time that there before him stood 

Above: S. Face, Buddha. The 4 pitch crack, left, is 5.9. Photo: Bain. 

waiting a lifetime of adventure. His name - and 
it's one you should remember if you have any 
ambitious plans for the Canyon - is J. Harvey 
Butchart Since that first hike down the Kaibab 
trail, Butchart has spent over 800 days of 
weekends, semester breaks, and summer 
"acations coming to know the Grand Canyon like 
no other modern man. During that time, he's 
logged well over 15,000 miles of trekking in the 
Canyon - much ofit off-trail; discovered 96 rim
to-river routes, (in 1882 the noted geologist 
Clarence Dutton proclaimed there were only four, 
each within a day'sjourneyofthe next) ; pioneered 
154 breaks through the Redwall formation, the 
most formidable - and rotten - of the Canyon's 
major barriers; and climbed to the summits -
eitheraloneorwith others - of78 temples, close to 
fifty of them being recorded as first ascents. 

Butchart's not one to brag, however. On the 
contrary he's a modest man, probably too modest 
for what he's accomplished. "I've only poked 
around a little," he told me in a recent 
conversation. 

If you 've ever been off-trail in the Canyon, even 
for a few minutes, you'll realizejust how much of 
an understatement that is. Especially if you 've 
seen Harvey's crumpled old map of the Grand 
Canyon. It's mind boggling, for it's virtually 
covered with felt tipped lines and dashes, X's and 
dates for bivouacs and summits, and Wsforwater 
sources. Looking at it, mouth agape, you begin to 
realize earth's grandest maze has been worked out 
on foot by one man who's had no more than two 
close calls du ring his thirty-odd years of hiking 
and climbing in the Canyon. 

Even at 73 years of age the now-retired math 
professor is not one to sit on his duff and wait for 
the golden years to catch up with him. During the 

heat of June 1978, Butchart hiked up and down 
the length of the Canyon's seldom-visited Kanab 
Creek ... at his unusually rapid pace. Many a story 
has been told by experienced climbers and hikers, 
40 to 50 years younger, about trying to stay on the 
heels of this "old man. " Again, it's The Map; one 
only has to hear about it to understand why 
Butchart's so fast. No supplementary jogging or 
swimming for this fellow - straight canyoneering. 
Even the Park Service would like to get their hands 
on Harvey's map to display for the 3½ million 
tourists who visit the Grand Canyon each year. 
Because on his map all the questions have been 
worked out - physically. But again, it's Butchart's 
kind modesty, preferring to stay out of the 
limelight, offhandedly noting that those who do 
technical climbs in the Canyon "are after quality 
climbs. I'm just doing the easy ones." Right. 

The future for Harvey: "I'd still like to do 
Vishnu Temple and Claude Birdseye Point. But 
first I'm going to do Manu and, if! can find a way, 
Schellbach Butte." No doubt Harvey Butchartwill 
find a way: the same way he's managed to do 
everything else he's done in the Canyon in his 
spare time; the same way he's managed to climb 
over forty of Colorado's 53 Fourteener's (14,000 
foot peaks) during the last half-dozen summers. 

Even Butchart had a predecessor, though, and 
that was Merrell Clubb, a onetime professor of 
Old English (specializing in Be.owulf) at the 
University of Kansas. Before Butchart climbed 
Shiva Temple in 1957, his first, Clubb had already 
climbed ten and was laying the groundwork for 
numerous other first ascents in the Canyon. Like 
Cheops Pyramid, King Arthur's Castle, Vishnu 
Temple, Wotan's Throne, and others. Though the 
1937 American Museum of Natural History 
expedition claimed the first non-Indian ascent of 
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Above: Comanche Poinr Pinnacle, rhe Losr Arrow Spire of 
the Grand Canyon. Below: Angel's Gate (left) Brahma 
Temple (centre) Zoroaster Temple. Photos: Annerino. 
Right: David Ganci on a spectacular friction pitch, Angel's 
Gate. Photo: Ganci collection. 
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217 miles long ... 4 to 13 miles wide 
• . . up to 7,000ft deep . . . the Inner 
Canyon is a desert . . . it can be as 
unforgiving as any high altitude 
objective ... 
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Wotan, Clubb doubted their success for two 
reasons. First, they'd promised to build a signal 
fire atop Wotan's Throne; they did not Secondly, 
Clubb, who's been to the top of Wotan on three 
seperate occasions - no easy feat - doubts the 
American Museum party could have climbed 
Wotan as fast as was published in a 1937 issue of 
the American Alpine Journal. Butchart, who's 
climbed to the top of Wotan and back to the North 
Rim in 29½ hours, however, believes it was 
possible for the American Museum party to have 
climbed Wotan. And that Walter Wood, leaderof 
the climbing party, said "I wouldn't have 
endangered the forest by lighting a fire on the 
summit of Wotan." No matter, the Pueblos got 
there first. 

Along in September of 1959 came a sometime 
adventurer who'd worked his way on a tuna boat 
from Panama all the way to Valparaiso to climb 
Chile's 22,835' high Aconcagua. Dave Ganci 
returned to the Grand Canyon with plans to do "its 
first real rock climb." His objective, the then 
unclimbed Zoroaster. But the actual climb would 
only be half the problem. At the time not even 
Butchart had discovered the key to getting 
through that unrelenting, sometimes 
overhanging Redwall barrier. Ganci and his 
partner, Rick Tidrick, did much groping, back
tracking, and re-ascending to pioneer the now 
standard Fourth Class approach through the 
Red wall. Remarkable, in and of itself, considering 
the loads they were carrying and the month during 
which they did it Even in the cooler month of 
September, the climb up to Zoroaster's base is not 
considered one of your more pleasurable Canyon 
strolls. Sun-up to sunset, most of the route is 
bathed in sunlight; in the Zoroaster Amphitheater 
during September, that can mean FIO0 plus 
degrees. 

Once atop the Redwall, Ganci and Tidrick 
picked their way through vertical and 
overhanging sections of the Supai formation, 
eventually arriving exhausted at Zoroaster's base 
at the end of Day 2. The following morning, still 
suffering from the approach, they quickly picked 
out what they thought to be Zoroaster's weakest 
line. With vintage climbing gear and a quart of 
water apiece, the two of them started up 
Zoroaster's north side, climbing through the heat 
of the day and into the late afternoon of Day 3. Still 
three pitches below the summit, Ganci and 
Tidrick were faced with The Decision: to retreat, 
or to bivouac_ where they were and try to finish the 
climb the next morning. They were out of water 
and possi bly,j ust possibly, the quart of water each 
of them had stashed in their packs 400 feet below 
wou Id get them all the way back down to Phantom 
Ranch where they could drown themselves in the 
icy waters of Bright Angel Creek. 

Knowing others were "standing in line to do 
Zoro," Ganci and Tidrick decided to burn their 
bridges. 

Their summer of running up and down Squaw 
Peak and skulking around the Arizona Sonoran 
desert - midday - payed off. At 11.05 AM on 11 
September, 1959, Dave Ganci and Rick Tidrick 
completed the 1st ascent of what is now regarded 
by many temple climbers to be the classic Canyon 
climb. (Grade III, 5.7). 

The 60's onward 
Once Butchartand Clubb had pioneered many 

of the approaches, Redwall notches, and 3rd and 
4th Class temples, and Ganci and Tidrick proved 
that technical climbs in the Canyon could be 
successful - given the speed and tenacity - the 
temples started to fall. One-by-one, both technical 
and non-technical, over forty temple summits 
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were climbed for the "first" time by the likes of 
Merrell Clubb, Donald David, Allyn Cureton 
(who once held the record for running the 20.6 
miles from the North to South Rims in 3 hours, 56 
minutes), Butchart, and others. Butchart set the 
record, having climbed 5 temples in six days 
during July, 1965; they are Chuar Lava Hill, 
Espejo and Lava Buttes, and Apollo and Venus 
Temples, and are located on the Canyon's east 
end. 

During this same period Ganci and Jerry 
Robertson, a Hughes Airwest pilot, were making 
serious plans for another major first ascent. This 
time Mt. Sinyala, which looms over the colorful 
and heavily travelled Havasu Creek on the 
Canyon's west end. After three seperate attempts, 
spread over a periodoffive months during the first 
half of 1969, Ganci and Robertson finally reached 
the5434' summitofMt. Sinyala, only to discover a 
four foot high cairn and a note "U.C.L.A 1958." 
Needless to say, they were not amused. Nor was 
this the last time temple climbers discovered 
summit cairns while putting down a first ascent. 
As late as 1977, climbers have found evidence 
atop Canyon temples predating their first ascent. 
After several prior attempts by experienced 
Flagstaff, Arizona climbers, Mark Ohlman, Ken 
Walters, and Neal Kershtlink eventually 
succeeded in doing thefirstascentofDana Butte,a 
less-than-solid Redwall limestone temple 
situated 2,000 feet below the South Rim's Hopi 
Point. Once atop the 5030' high summit of Dana, 
the Ohlman party discovered large pieces of old 
rope. To say the least, they were baffied. I asked 
Harvey Butchart about this and he said, "in 1919 
one of the Canyon's more ambitious 
entrepreneurs wanted to·build a scenic tramway 
across the Canyon ... from Hopi Point down to 
Dana, across the river to the Tower of Set, and 
back up to Tiyo Point." No minor undertaking. 

Next to Zoroaster Temple, Mt. Hayden off the 
North Rim's Point Imperial is probablyoneofthe 
most photographed temples in the Grand. Being 
400 feet of Coconino sandstone, undisputedly the 
best Canyon rock to climb on, also made Mt. 
Hayden a classic Canyon temple. Another factor 
that made Hayden such a plumb and a popular 
temple climb today, was its more enjoyable 2½ 
hour approach, versus one-to-two days for most 
other Canyon temples. Ushering in a new wave of 
climbing in the Canyon, Bob Sigler and Rick 
Petrillo succeeded in climbing this truly 
magnificent piece of'coke' during October 1969. 
(Grade Ill, 5. 7). 

Led by Larry Trieber, one of Arizona's most 
prolific rock climbers, the 70's in the Grand 
Canyon turned into a mad scramble for anything 
that hadn't already been climbed. Close to fifty 
temples were climbed for the first time: with 
Trieber, Grubbs, and crew doing Fifth Class 
ascents of Malgosa Crest, Holy Grail Temple, 
Brady Peak, and Cardenas ( or Wo If) Pinnacle - all 
at the 5.8 level or above. Butchart claimed nine 
summits in the 4th Class range; ~hile Flagstaff 
climber Mark Ohlman also claimed nine in both 
4th and 5th Class. In fact, ifButchart were to look 
over either shoulder, he'd see Ohlman nipping at 
his heels like an eager protege, Ohlman having 
climbed over 60 temples during this period. 
Ganci, accompanied by fellow Phoenix climber 
Chuck Graff, displayed his usual tenacity and 
inherent reptilian qualities by doing the first 
ascent of the difficult-to-reach-from-either-rim 
Angel's Gate during April 1972: an otherwise 
attractive Coconino sandstone temple that had 
repulsed a group of Colorado climbers 2 years 
earlier. 

Surprisingly few climbers from outside the 

southwestern United States haveactuallyclimbed 
in the Grand Canyon. Except for a group ofBri tish 
Columbia climbers who did the first ascent of 
O'Neil Butte at the end of the South Rim's Cedar 
Ridge in 1962; and Englismen Pat Littlejohn and 
John Mothersele who put up the difficult (5.10) 
Book of Genesis, alsoofftheSouth Rim. But even 
climbers ofLittlejohn's and Mothersele's calibre 
failed to recognize the Canyon's climbing 
potential other than what lines might be picked 
out on the hundred's of miles of the 350 foot high 
Coconino sandstone band which rims the 
Canyon on both sides. Perhaps, it's engrained in 
the psyche, 'Hike to the bottom of the Canyon And 
back'. That's all! After all, that is what it is, a ho le. 

Of all the Canyon climbers I've spoken with, 
Larry Trieber best capsulizes why people climb in 
the Grand Canyon. 

"The problems of climbing temples in the 
Canyon are as complex as those found in remote 
mountain ranges. Only the climbs are located in a 
vast canyon, and are on desert mountains." 

When doing the first ascent of Holy Grail 
Temple with Bruce Grubbs in 1977, Triebercame 
quite close to christening Bass Tomb as the official 
North Rim boneyard. While leading Holy Grail's 
final pitch, Trieber pulled on a large rock which 
happened to be the keystone for the tons of loose 
rubble behind it. Straddling the funnel (5.8)wi th a 
hand and foot on each wall, Trieber watched in 
horror as an avalanche of sandstone debris 
rumbled and cascaded between his legs. 

Larry Trieber is alive and well today and has 
recently completed a major first ascent of the 
colossal Kwagunt Butte with team members 
Dennis Abbink, Jim Haggert, and Bruce Grubbs. 
("Sunflower" Grade IV, 5.9). Which brings me to 
my next question. What's unclimbed? And now? 

By their very nature and willingness to hump 
murderous loads of water and climbing gear over 
intimidating terrain for days on end, temple 
climbers are an understandably laconic, 
occasionally crusty, lot to deal with. Most of the 
sixty or so Canyon climbers would sooner burn 
Butchart's map themselves than have the Park 
Service display it - with all its answers. Even if! 
wanted to - which I don't - I'm underthethreatof 
death not to identify the fewer than 30 named, and 
two dozen unnamed, temples below the North 
and South Rims. I can tell you this, though, 
without fear of having my head caved in by a 
retired piton hammer. Themajorityofunclimbed 
temples require, if not a thorough knowledge·of 
canyoneering, a mini-expedition. For they are 
located, if not on the Canyon's periphery, in its 
more inhospitable and inaccessible areas. They 
also demand careful logistical planning; 
preplanned water caches; a technical ascent of one 
or more of the Big Five forrnations;and the ability 
to move Butchart-like. 

Of the 122 named temples already climbed, 
there remain countless new routes to be done as 
most of their summits have only been reached by 
their original routes. An outstanding example of 
this was the second route done on Mt. Hayden in 
1977. Under the watchful eyes of tourists and 
N.P.S. rangers, Joe Sharber, George Bain and 
Abra Watkins put up a Comici like route on 
Hayden's north side at Grade IV, 5.9, A-3. Free 
climbed at5. I0 by LarryTrieberand Frank Hill on 
the 2nd ascent during September 1977. Watkins 
claims the first Afro-American ascents of Hayden 
and Zoroaster. 

Then, of cours·e, there's always that 
immaculate, virtually unprobed, Coconino 
sandstone band - if, for some reason, you're not 
enamored with Batan Death March-type 
approaches. 



Someday, a John Harlin-like Grade VI will be 
made straight up from the Colorado River 
through all the major geological formations -
5,000 feet - to the summit of a Canyon temple. 
Then, it's rumoured, that's what it will take to do 
the last of the Grand Canyon's unsolved 
problems. 

* * * 
"You got me Annerino?" 
Bain was on the crux. If successful the three of 

us would be guaranteed a stance at the bottom of 
the final pitch; if not, he would take a sixtyfooterto 
the ledge below and pendulum into my lap, 
possibly dislodging those two blocks perched 
above us. 

"I got you," I yelled. I was tense. Ganci gave me 
one of those 'Oh shit, this is it' looks. We both 
remembered the 25 footer Bain took on the 4th 
pitch ... violently jerking me five feet up in the air 
and almost uprooting the three bushes Ganci and 
I were anchored to. Not a pleasant feeling. The 
thin line between continuing the climb and the 
three of us, all roped together, hurtling through 
space over the Zoroaster Amphitheatre to our 
water cache three-thousand feet below. A bolt 
would have precluded that feeling, that 
possibility, but we were trying to be ethical, for 
crissakes. 

Slowly, the now snow-covered dark figure 
stretched down to his right. The hold was just 
beyond his reach, an inch, no'more than two. He 
paused, ever so briefly, then relaxed. Without 
saying as much, we all realized this was Zero 
Defect country. He had to get himself together. 

I was detached. If it happened, there was 
nothing to be doneaboutit. Ganci seemed equally 
resigned. Bain ... well, I could feel the clonus from 
his right leg resonate back down the rope into my 
cold palms. My only conscious worry was Chris, 
my lady waiting for us down below. Could she 
negotiate her way down through the Hermit and 
Redwall bands? I thought she could; she assured 
me she couldn't, not without a rope. Then she 
could always hail one of the dozen or more Bell 
Ranger helicopters that periodically swept 
through, and frequently landed on (albeit 
illegally), the Brahma/Zoroaster saddle each day. 
Our only reminder that we weren ' t alone in this 
special place. That there were others trying to 
experience the Canyon's incomparable splendor, 
its monotony. 

Bain had to do it now; we all knew it. 
As if prompted by some internal, atavistic cue, 

Bain stretched back down even further than he 
had before. There, he grasped it, politely at first to 
make sure it wouldn ' t come off in his fingers. 
When Bain realized the hold was sound, I could 
feel the relief reverberate back down the length of 
perlon. 

"You fucker, Annerino 1" 

That small hold, we all realized, was the key to 
the 'twilight traverse. ' Without it, our passage 
would be barred. We'd wanted to do the first 
ascent of the Southwest Face all nuts, all free, so 
we purposely didn ' t come equipped for any aid 
climbing. 

I turned and looked at Ganci, still holding his 
guts. "Guess it's my turn," I said. He nodded 
silently. 

Once Bain tied off, I started up, easily seconding 
what it'd taken our friend several hours to lead. I 
didn't bother removing any of the protection he 
had taken so much care to place. There was no 
time for that. The approaching threat of night 
would soon be our uninvited guest. Once atop the 
pitch, I grabbed what remained of the gear rack 
from around Bain's neck and slung it around my 
own - much like a condemned man. 

"Your turn," he said. 
"Glad I didn ' t lead that. ;, I said, squeezing his 

shoulder like a brother in hopes that he 'd be 
caught up by the camaraderie of the moment and 
volunteer to lead the last pitch as well. 

But no such luck. 
"Wait till you see the off-width," he said, trying 

to laugh off the last of his fears. 
" l don't want to look, George." He laughed 

again, then lit up a left over piece ofstogie. 
It was midnight when Ganci finally reached us. 

The wind was still blowing, covering our thighs, 
eyelashes and handholds above with snow. He 
was barely strong enough tojumar, so there'd be 
no trying to pimp him into leading the final pitch 
even if I'd wanted to. 

Hastily, 1 tore the flashlight out of Ganci 's 
mouth and inserted it in my own. It was my lead, 
Ganci's belay. There was no time for back 
slapping. We were losing a grim third race with 
fatigue - we'd already lost the second. Bain had 
since crawled between two rocks, like the iguana 
he is, out of the blowing snow and into a 
sandstone womb. After such a terrifying lead, he 
deserved it He knew, as we all did, I wouldn't 

Left to right: Annerino, photo: Chris Keith; Bain, 
photo: N. J. Sharber; aerial Ganci, photo:JejJKida. 

exactly sprint up what I would come to know as the 
'midnight crack. ' 

Cautiously - to say the least - I started up, the 
small duracell powered beam shining the way; it 
was now as much a part of me as a Lhasa Apso's 
rhird eye. Even with the aid of the light, I was on 
ground more suitable for ice axe and crampons, 
not slick soled P.As. The mud on thedividing line 
of Coconino sandstone and Toroweap limestone 
being too soft and crumbly to make a genuine 
purchase with either boot- or fingertips. Had I 
anything in my stomach, it would have been all 
over the rock in front ofme; any moisture left in 
my tear ducts, they would have been running 
freely. Not real happy. Yet I'd have to amuse 
myself somehow before the situation grabbed 
hold of me completely. 

An interesting problem, no doubt about that, I 
thought to myself. I'll take it a foot at a time ... no 
sense going after the head of the beast in the dark. 
Not with Ganci sleeping on belay. 

Carefully, I took the light out of my mouth and 
shouted into the night. 

"Dave! You awake?" 
I couldn't do this alone. 
" ... huh ... yeah ... I gotcha ... " 
Or could I? 
I tugged the rope and continued groping, 

occasionally looking down on the Long Arm of 
Buddha for some sort of spiritual guidance; there 
was none. I wanted desperately to sleep; fatigue 
was about to drop the hammeron me. I wanted to 
be warm; cold was knifing its way into my very 
being. I didn't want to be alone; but there was no 
other choice now. If I can just stay awake long 
enough to finish the lead, I thought, the three of us 
might make it. I carefully took a fold of my upper 
lip and shoved it between the plastic flashlight 
casing and my eye teeth. So whenever fatigue 
darted in from its ever-toughening circle, all I had 
to do was bite down until I could feel the pain, the 
warm trick.le of blood. I was climbing for my life. 

Each foot I gained, I'd yell to Dave - flashlight 
in mouth. "Dave ... hey Dave ... you awake ... " 
But it always took the second or third cry to pry 
him from his sleep. " ... yeah ... yeah ... I gotcha .. . " 

"Just checking!" Onceoverthemudarete, there 
was no backing off. I was committed. 

I arrived at the base of the chimney and decided 
to place a bolt, the fourth such bolt I'd placed 
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during our 18 continuous hours of climbing. 
Normally, screaming, scatalogical inner-dialogue 
would ensue as to the merits of placing or not 
placing such 'unnatural protection.' Now, there 
was none. My mind's opposing forces, though 
whimpering independently, were still. Fear had 
since trampled over me. I was far above my 
sleeping belayer with no anchors between us, 
except for two medium sized nuts 30 feet below. 
But even when I'd placed them, I knew they were 
only psychological pieces, just enough to cajole 
me into climbing the next five or ten feet to 
"easier" ground. 

I fumbled for the bolt driver, to which I'd 
already attached a bolt, and commenced 
hammering. I remembered the last time I'd 
debated the aesthetics of placing a bolt I was 
doing a new route in the Superstition Wilderness. 
Back and forth the argument raged within me, 
until common sense finally won out. Shortly after 
I'd placed it, a handhold pulled off and I fell fifty 
feet into my belayer's lap. That bolt had prevented 
a grounder. 

The bolt now placed, I clipped into it and fought 
my way into the chimney. 'I'm safe here,' I 
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thought once mside, 'no exposure ... no exposure 
at night, anyway. So what are you thinking?' I was 
getting groggier, so I bit down harder. Using my 
kneecaps and the palms of my hands in front of 
me, my heels, buttocks, and shoulders behind 
me, I started shinnying my way further up. More 
often than not, I'd slip a half-foot back for every 
foot gained. 

A series of Alien-looking chock stones loomed 
menacingly over me. And before struggling past, 
I'd carefully thread each of them with a runner 
wondering how much weight it would take to pull 
the whole bloody works down on top of me. 

I moved up again, cursing, grunting, biting 
deeper into my lips. If I fell here within the 
chimney, and didn't avalanche the chock stones, 
there would be no need to rely on my belayer -
even if he were awake. Because nothing would 
slow me down quicker than some wedged femurs , 
compounded fractures, perhaps a dislocated hip. 
There was comfort in that sullen fantasy, so I 
didn't waste what little energy I had left trying to 
keep my belayer awake, as well. 

If I were lucky, the chimney would continue 
widening above me and end in a comfortable, 

Left: Mt Hayden from Point Imperial. Photo: 
Treiber. 

foetal cave leading to the summit I followed it, 
wondering if this dream would come true. But the 
higher I climbed the more disoriented I became. I 
had no real sense of up or down; only that this was 
the way I'd entered the chimney, so that's the 
direction I continued to travel - head first. 

When my helmet smashed on theceilingabove, 
my worst fears were confirmed. A deadend. 
There'd be no caving to the summit on this route. 

Nausea stood shoulder-to-shoulderwith fearas 
I started back down, retracing thirty of the hardest 
feet I'd ever climbed. There was no need to down 
climb. As long as I could control it, gravity would 
work to my advantage. All I had to do was provide 
enough friction with my wadded up body to 
prevent The Fall. 

The Long Arm of Buddha was no longer with 
me, though that's exactly what it was going to take 
to do the crux. I could see nothing below me 
except northern Arizona's own Black Hole, 
precious Ii ttle above me except night. If I were 
going to die, I was going to try to do it in control -
climbing as I never had before. For above was .that 
off-width Bain had spied from below, the crux of 
the Midnight Crack. And itwasarching up and out 
over me, defying me to enter it The ultimate 'up 
yours.' 

Firmly believing I was about to die, I threaded 
the last chock, inserted my left handandarm in the 
overhanging crack above, and squeezed and con
torted them both until the pain brought a certain 
sense of clarity to me: an almost pleasurable pain. 
I mean when ajam hurts that much, you know it's 
going to hold your entire body, even in the 
unlikely event you fell asleep. 

Drawing in all mymentaland physical energy, I 
focused it into my leftarmandpulled; when !did, I 
felt as though I were going to pull all of Zoroaster 
down on top of me. I didn't let up; I couldn't. 
Instead I stemmed my right leg against the wall in 
front of me, repeatedly missing the crucial nubbin 
with my quivering right fool I began shaking all 
over. My left arm was beginning to dislocate, and I 
felt myself start to go. I screamed, "AGGHH!" And 
began whimpering uncontrollably, until 
suddenly the cries stopped as quickly as they'd 
begun. 

"I gotcha, John." 
"Get us off here, Annerino." 
But their voices were from another world. Both 

of them straining to see that which they couldn't, 
except that fading microdot of light. 

I held my breath and concentrated harder, this 
time grabbing my left arm with my right hand 
trying to prevent a fatal dislocation. Hanging there 
by my fist, I tried to relax my right leg as best as I 
could and focused it on that small nubbin now 
showcased by the flickering beam of light. The 
batteries were starting to go and I could taste the 
salt from the blood running out of the side ofmy 
mouth. 

Softly, the toe of my boot touched the nubbin;! 
could feel it. When the light came back on, I could 
see it I pressed against it, carressing it at first to 
make sure it would hold. When I thought itwould, 
I pushed against it harder until I could feel the 
immense burden being taken off my twisted and 
pain-wracked arm. 

Relief started to come over me like a warm, 
gentle wave when I realized I was actually 
negotiating the crux. Yet, I had to drive away this 
feeling of well being or sure-as-shit it would grab 
hold of me and leave me helpless thirty feet below 
the summit It'd happened to better men; it damn 



sure wouldn't happen to me. 
With both arms digging their way into the crack, 

my bruised left knee braced below, my right leg 
fully stemmed and torqued, I moved up. Justa few 
more feet, I thought, and I'd spit the flashlight out 
of my mouth and pull the incisors out of my lip ... 

Once over the Toroweap, I collapsed, only to be 
awakened by the numbing cold and echoes of 
screaming voices. 

"Annerino ... hey! ... you awake .. . " 
I drew up my left leg which had been dangling 

over the edge, and crawled to the nearest bush 
where I 'anchored' the rope. 

"Alright," I yelled, wiping the blood away from 
the side of my mouth, "we're up!" 

Standing there shivering in the snow and wind, 
second stage hypothermia waiting in the wings, I 
suddenly realized how right Dutton was. These 
temples were too grand to be named after mere 
mortals. 

Access & Resources 
And this is where I could get myself in trouble 

with fellow temple climbers if I gave a damn; I 
don't. Rather, I firmly believe what Warren 
Harding once said "Elitists will argue that it is 
necessary to discourage the masses from 
mountain areas. No doubt this would work quite 
well in a feudal system where a small nobility had 
complete control of the peasantry. But such is not 
the case - theoretically, at least, this country 
operates as a democracy ... All, worthyornot, have 
equal right to public lands. Again, theoretically, 
the use and preservation of our mountain areas 
would seem to depend on the vote of the masses. 
How, then, can we expect the support of the 
average citizen in conservation if he is told the 
mountains are too good for him, that they should 
be reserved for the minority of self-styled "good 
guys?" 

The shaded relief map, Grand Canyon National 
Park, (printed by the U.S. Geological Survey) is a 
valuable aid when it comes to plotting your course 
in the Canyon, as is Bradford Washburn's new 
map, TheHeartoftheGrandCanyon, (produced by 
the Cartographic Division of the National 
Geographic Society). 

To put these maps and others, and this guide, 
into better perspective, you would do well to get a 
copy of Grand Canyon Perspectives: A Guide to the 
Canyon Scenery by Interpretive Panoramas by 
Kenneth Hamblin and Joseph R Murphy. 
(Published by H & M Distributors, Box 7085 
University Station, Provo, Utah 84602). But for 
The Clues, and there are precious few of them 
written down, Grand Canyon Treks by Harvey 
Butchart is The Book. (Published by La Siesta 
Press, Box 406, Glendale, California 91209). 
Without it, you mightfindyourselfhardpressed to 
even get to a temple base. 

With or without these aids, don't expect the 
National Park Service to go out of their way to see 
that you have an enjoyable climb. Technical and 
non-technical climbing in the Grand Canyon -as 
well as river crossings and overnight camping - is 
by Permit Only. An application with a detailed 
itinerary, route description and climbing resume 
must be filed with the "B. R 0." (Backcountry Re
servation Office)at the N.P.S. amusement park on 
the South Rim even before your first aid kit and 
climbing equipment is inspecte9 by a "climbing" 
Ranger. Be patient, though, because if you haven't 
already climbed in the Canyon, as Pat Littlejohn 
so deftly pointed out in his article Grand Canyon 
Climb (Mountain 56), the delays and hassles often 
make you wonder just exactly what it is the 
National Park Service braintrustis upto. Officially 
estiiblished as a National Park on April 30, 1920, 

Thunder River, a favourite watering hole for 
climbers doing Cogswell Butte. Photo: Keith. 

... Temple climbers ... 
enter a .race with water, or 
the almost total lack of it. 
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their guidelines were to protect the natural 
environment and eliminate exploitive activities. 
And while they'll bait the publicwi th, and extol at 
length about, the virtues and human spirit of 
earlier - now bigger than life - Grand Canyon 
explorers, pioneers and adventurers, as far as 20th 
century man is concerned the Real Adventure is 
dead. Somewhere along the way, their vision g9t 
twisted. And not only does this Big Brother want 
to protect man from himself, but will only 
sanction those activities he deems worthy of the 
Canyon's image and theircoffers: like mule trains, 
which not only have the right-of-way over people 
on the Bright Angel and Keibab trails, but more 
often than not make one wonder if you couldn't 
get the same feeling by thumbing through a slick, 
coffee-table picture book while shoveling road 
apples behind a parade. Or the innumerable 
commercial airplane and helicopter flights which 
swann through otherwise remote - and once 
peaceful - bays and amphitheaters carrying fat 
cats unwilling to pay any real dues. The experience 
some climbers, hikers and canyoneers have sai dis 
more like 'walking point' through a country under 
seige, than trying to experience the once primeval 
intimacy of the most sublime and awesome 
natural arena on earth. In a manner, I might add, 
most saddle-weary dudes, goosenecking greed
heads, and Scenic Vista-bound naturalists refuse 
to. Or ... but I'd best not get carried away in print, 
lest some fervent, desk-bound Back Country 
Ranger take it upon lumselfto forever revoke my 
climbing pennit Suffice to say, is the day far off 
when the summits of the highest mountains on 
earth will be brought down to the level of every 
man, woman and child on the planet- regardless 
of their disposition and the long range 
consequences to both Mother Nature and man's 
relationship to her? 

On the other hand, as Grand Canyon climber 
and boatman George Bain carefully points out, 
"before the Park Service enforced regulations for 
river running, beaches were being trashed out 
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Above: Climbing on Zoroaster SW Face. Photo: Ganci. 

from garbage and porta-potties. Before the Park 
Service enforced hiking permits, people were 
delimbing trees and shitting in creeks. So many of 
their regulations were a response to over-use and 
abuse - born more out of people's ignorance than 
anything else. What would you do if the trailhead 
limitations for back country users were lifted and 
you wentforahikedown the South Bass expecting 
solitude, only to discover 45 other hikers down 
therewith you'!'' A good point, and I agree that the 
Park Service is not only faced with the immense 
burden of protecting this natural wonder, but a 
dilemna few of their administrators, concession
ers and users agree on. But wouldn't they really do 
better to orient and educate back country users 
than try to intimidate them? Over 40,000 people 
use the back country each year. Yet the B.RO. on 
the South Rim does not yet have a 
comprehensive, multi-media presentation which 
not only outlines the damage man can, and has, 
inflicted on this fragile, non-renewable eco
system but the inherent dangers and objective 
hazards of inner-Canyon foot travel. Had such a 
presentation been made available to every hiker 
who registered at the B. R 0., and every pontoon
rider who rafted the Colorado, last year the Park 
Service may have prevented adrowningas well as 
saved themselves the $25,000 they'd spent 
looking for one "lost" hiker. What a refreshing 
change it would be if these over-worked Rangers 
and Rangerettes greeted you with a smile and a 
"Have you seen our slide show?" - as southern 
California's Anza-Borrego State Park does so 
successfully - than their usual frown and "What 
have you done to deserve a permit in our park" 
attitude? Then, perhaps this dilemna and others 
could be put into better perspective if you 
persohally wrote: Richard Marks, 
Superintendent, Grand Canyon National Park 
Headquarters, Grand Canyon, Arizona 86023 
U.S.A 

Due to the fact that, "the North Rim is eroded 
back from the River 3 to 4 times farther than the 

South Rim," most temples are situated on the 
north side of the Colorado River: the majority 
being located within the Vishnu and Bright Angel 
quadrangle. Whether on the north or south side of 
the River, however, many temples are best 
approached from the South Rim, while others can 
only be reached from the North. This is when re
consulting the appropriate topographical map 
pays off in aces. 

It is also worth note that the North Rim is 
usually buried under a half-dozen feet of snow 
from December through April. So unless your 
objective can be reached from the South Rim 
(necessating a swim or mattress float through 
dangerous currents and 45 degree water if your 
route doesn't cross the Kaibab suspension 
bridge), be prepared to wait until the snow melts 
or make a 40 mile ski-tour one way from Jacob's 
Lake. 

Technical or non-technical objective, be 
prepared for long and difficult approaches. What 
takes Harvey Butchart 8 hours to do, most often 
takes others - encumbered with heavy packs or 
not - half-again-as-much to twice as long. And 
remember, what often looks like a feasible route 
on your map is often barred by at least one of the 
Big Five fonnations: frequently two. (Kaibab. 
limestone; Coconino sandstone; Supai 
sandstone/Hermit Shale; Redwall/Temple 
Butte/Muav limestones; and the G.C. Series 
(Tapeats and Archaen).) Lastly, be careful not to 
burn too many bridges; the inner-Canyon can be 
considered adesertforall practical purposes, it can 
be as unforgiving as any high altitude objective. 

Summary 
A historical introduction combined with a 

personal account of the climbing possibilities in 
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River, 
Arizona. Appended is a table of the summits 
within the Canyon confines. The route on South 
west Face, Zoroaster Temple is grade IV, 5.9, all 
nuts except 4 bolt stances. A 



GRAND CANYON TEMP,LES 
Name Map Kind of Rock Elevation First Known A scent 
Akar>a, Mt, (KP.l s) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 5251' George Bam, solo, 11 -5-80 
Alsap Butte. (Nkwp) Supa1 sandstone 7494' Davis 6 - 14-72 
Angel's Gate. (B T./n) Coconi no sandstone 6400' Dave Gane,. Chuck Graff 

April, 1972 
Apache Point, (H P./sl Ka1bab limestone 6000 +' Unknown 
Apollo Temple, (VT./ nl Supa1 sandstone 6000 + ' Butchart7 - 17-65 
Awatubt Crest, (VT./nl Supa1 sandstone 5403' Grubbs Pl 
Aver Point, (VT./s) Aedwall & Temple Butte limestones 5,200' Davis 
Banta Point, (VT / nl Aedwall & Muav limestones 6522' Ohlman. summer 1978 
Barbenceta Butte. (Nkwp) Supa1 sandstone 4699' Harvey Butchart 8 -2 -63 
Battleship, The. (B .A ./s) Hermit Shale 5600' + Unknown 
Bourke Point. (Nkwp) Redwall l1mestone 6542 ' Mark Ohlman & Richard 

Outton (7)3 - 10-77 
Brady Peak, (VT.In) Coconino sandstone 8107' Larry Triber, Jim Hagger! 

Chris Beal, June 1975 
Brahma Temple. (B A ./n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7553' Donald G. Davis & 

Clarence "Doc " Ellis 5 - 15-65 
Bridgers Knoll. IP P./n) Cocomno sandstone & Toroweap 6603' Johnson. Butchart 6 -3 -65 
Buddha Temple, !BA/ n) Coconmo sandstone & toroweap 7203' Mark Brown. Chuck Parker, 

Bruce Grubbs 1973 
Burro. Mt, (S./s) Toroweap & Ka1bab limestone 5684' Butchart 4 - 11 -61 
Cardenas Butte. (V.T./s) Esplanade sandstone 6269' Butchart 3 -25 -61 
Castor Temple. (H P/ s) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 6215 ' Davis & Doty, spring 1971 
Cheops Plateau. (B A. / n) Bright Angel shale 5200 +' Clubb prior to 1 960 
Cheops Pyramid. (B A ./n) Redwall & Muav limestones 5392' Clubb, 1960 
Ch1avr1a Pomt, (VT ./n) Redwall & Muav limestones 6217' Butchart 6- · 73 
Chuar Butte. (VT ./n) Hermit shale, Coconino sandstone 6394' Grubbs & Haggen 1977 

Toroweap and Ka1bab limestone !first recorded ascent) 
Chuar Lava Hi l l. (VT .In) Cardenas lava & basalt 3945' Butchart 6-10 -59 
Claude Birdseye Point. (BA./n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 6975' Doty !from Shiva) 6 - 78 
Clement Pow ell Butte. (BA.Inf Hermit shale 6400 + · Ohlman (7) 
Cochise Butte. (VT./ n) Redwall llmestone 6400 + · Butchart 6 - -73 
Cogswell Butte. (K P_/ n) Supa1 sandstone 4537' Butchart 8 - 18 67 
Colonade. The. (B.A./n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7296' Doty 1971 
Colter Butte. (VT.In) Supa1 sandstone 7256' Ohlman (solo) 5 . 10-77 
Comanche Point Pinnacle. (V.T./s) Toroweap 6800 +' Tr1eber & Grubbs. March 
Confucius Temple. (B A ./n) Coconino sandstone & toroweap 7081 ' Butchart 9 -3 -73 
Cope Butte, (B.A./s) Redwall llmestone 4538' Butchart. (?) 
Coronado Butte. (VT.ls) Toroweap & Ka1bab limestone 7108' "Captain" John Hance & 

tourist before 1900 
Dana Butte. (B.A./s) Redwall llmestone 5030' Walters. Ohlman & 

(and Peak 5232') Kershllink 1977 
Deva Temple. (B.A./nf Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7339' Doty 
Diana Temple. (H P./s) Toroweap & Ka1bab limestone 6400+' Butchart 7 -3-60 
Dragon. The. (B.A./n) Ka1bab limestone 80 15' Doty ('I 
Dragon Head, (B A i ni Toroweap. & Ka1bab limestone 7764' Butchart 9-1-64 
Duppa Butte, (V.T./n) Redwall llmestone 6400 +' Butchan 6- -73 
Ehrenburg Point. (Nkwp) Redwall llmestone 6800 +' Ken Walters 6 - 78 
Elaine Castle. (P.P_/n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7420' Davis. summer 1960 
Escalante Butte. lVT_/s) Hermit shale & Coconino sandstone 6529' Sholing & Butchart (?) 
EspeJO Butte. {VT./sl Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 6000 +' Butchart 7-17 -65 
1-ishta,I M esa, {K.P./n) Toroweap, & Ka1bab limestone 6092' US Forest Service personnel 
Fiske Butte. \H.P./s) Supa1 sandstone 4400 +' Doty 
Fossil M ountain. \H.P./s) Ka1bab limestone 6400 + · Clubb & Doty 
Freya Castle. {V.T./n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7299' Butchart & Cure.ton 
Galeros Butte, (V.T./n) Temple Butte ltmestone 6499' Hagger!(?) 
Ge1 k1e Peak, {H.P./s) Redwall l1mestone 5004' Walters & Ohlman 
Guin evere Castle, (P.P./nf Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7257' Butchart B-9-65' 
Gunther Castle (VT./n) Supa1 sandstone 7199' Butchart, Davis. Doty 

Elhs 6-4-69 
Hall Butte, (VT./ n) Supa, sandstone 5530' Ell1sjJ) 
Hancock Butte. (NkwpJ Esplanade sandstone 8200 +' Al Doty 
Haw kins Butte. (V.T ./n) Supa1 sandstone 5200 +' Ohlman 11 -26 · 77 
Hayden. Mt (Nkwpl Coconino sandstone 8372' Rick Petri11 & Bob 

Sigler 1 0 -69 
Hillers Butte, (8 .A./n) Supa1 sandstone 5600 +. Ohlman P) & Hardmg 
Holy Grail Temple. (P P_/n) Coconmo sandstone 6703' Trieber & Grubbs. October 1976 
Horseshoe Mesa. (VT.ls) Supa1 sandstone 5238' Billingsly, Mitchell , 

Butchart 12-4-66 
Horus -.emple, (BA/ n) Esplanade sandstone & Hermit shale 6000 +' Hagger!, Kronberg & 

Grubbs 1977 
Howlands Butte. (B.A./n) Supa1 sandstone 5571' Ellis 1- -70 
Hubbell Butte, (VT .In) Esplanade sandstone 6739' Butchart 6-13-63 
H,uethawali. Mt.. (H.P/s) Coconmo sandstone & Toroweap 6275' William Wallace Bass & 

tourist before 1900 
Isis Temple, {BA/ n) Coconino sandstone 7012' Ooty 1971 
Juno Temple. (VT./n) Hermit shale 6800 +' 8utchart 9 -2 -61 
Jupiter Temple. (VT./n) Hermit shale & Coconino sandstone 7081' Butch art 5 - 12 -63 
Kibbey Butte. (VT./nl Hermit shale 7600 +' Allyn Cureton. Butchart 

5 3 1-61 
Kmg Crest. (P P./nl Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 6820' Doty 1977 
King Arthur's Castle, (P P./n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7326' Clubb 1963 
Krishna Shnr.e, (V.T./n) Esplanade sandstone 6115' Butchart 9-5-62 
Kwagunt Butte. (V.T ./n) Coconino sandstone. Toroweap, 6377' Larry Trieber, Dennis Abbink. 

Ka1bab l,mestone Jim Hagger! & Bruce Grubbs 
March 1979 

l ava Butte, {VT./n) Tapeats sandstone 4242' Butchart 6 - 12-63 
Little Pup P1nnaCle. {VT .ls) Toroweap 7200 + ' Trieber. Mark Brown, Scott 

Kronberg March 1974 
Lyell Butte, (BA/ s) Supa1 sandstone 5368' Doty 
M algosa Crest. !VT.I n) Cocomno sandstone 5584' Larry Trieber & Bruce 

Grubbs March 1975 
M anu Temple. !BA/ n) Coconino sandstone 7181' Ellis 1- -72 
Marsh Butte. {BA/ s) Redwa11 limestone 4400 +' Baertlein & McCombs 10-29- 77 
M encius Temple. (BA/ n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 6997' Stevens & Price 9 -3 -73 
M onument Creek Pinnacle. (B.A./ s) Trm1tyGne1ss 3200-' Walt Gregs. Spider Herbert, 

811! Trev1th1ck 11 -06- 72 
Nankow eap Butte, (Nkwp) Sixtym1le Formation 6242' Butchart 8-28 63 
Nankoweap Mesa, (Nkwp) Coconino sandstone. Toroweap & 5430' Butchart 8 -28 -63 

Kaibab limestone 
Newberry Butte. (V.T./n) Temple Butte & Redwa l l l1mestone 5104' Butchart 11-10-63 
Newton Butte. (B A.l s) Esplanade sandstone & Hermit shale 5912' Doty 
Novmger Butte, (Nkwp) Supa1 sandstone 6800 + · Don Davis, Butchart6 - 15 -72 
Obi Pomt, (BA/ n.) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 1200· Doty 
O' Neil Butte. (BA.ls) Hermit shale 6072' British Columbia climbers 

1962 
Osiris Temple. (BA/ n) Hermit shale & Coconino sandstone 6637' Davis 1965 
Oza Butte, (B.A./ n) Ka1bab limestone 8065' Unknown 
Patt ie Butte. (B.A ./s) Supa1 sandstone 5306' Butchart 9 -19 65 
Po ll ux Temple. (H.P./s) Coconino sandstone & Torroweap 6249' Doty 1970 
Po st on Butte. (V.T_/ n) Esplana de sandstone 6600 +' McDonald 
Rama Shrine, (VT.In) Hermit shale 6 4 1 \' Butchart 9 22 -62 
Sadd le Mountain, (Nkwp) Toroweap 8424' Unknown 
Scylla Butte, (H P./s) Muav limestone 3600 +' Ohlman 1978 
Sheba Temple, (V.T/nl Temple Butte & Red..:ia11 limestones 4800' Butchart 6 -3 -70 
Shiva Temple. (B.A. / n) Herm,t shale, Coconino sandstone. 7618' Emory Kolb 1937 

Toroweap and Ka1bab limestone 
Siegf ried Pyre. (V.T./n) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7914' Don Davis 1970 
Sinking Ship, (V. T,/s) Toroweap & Ka1bab limestone 7344' Butchar t 9-25-62 
Smyala. Mt . (K P. / s) Coconmo sandstone & Toroweap 5434' U C.L.A. 195B 
Solomon Temple. (VT./nl Temple Butte & Redwall ltmestones 5070' 8utchart 6 -3· 70 
Steamboat M ountain (P P/n) Coconino sand stone. Toroweap & 7422' Butchart 10 - 18-64 

Ka1bab limestone 
Sull ivan Peak. (Nkwp) Coconino sandstone 8200 +. Dexter 10 - 11 -75 
Sumner Butte. (BA.In) Redwall llmestone 5160' Butchart. Cureton 
Swilling Butte. (V.T ./n) Supa1 sandstone 6400 +' Butchart 10- 13-73 
Tabernacle, The, (VT./nl M uav limestone 4830' Butchafl 9 -2 -61 
Temple Butte. (V.T ./nl Supa1 & Esplanade sandstones 5308' Grubbs & Haggerly 1977 
Thor Temple. (VT ./nl Esplanade sandstone & Hermit shale 6719' Doty, 1977 Fl 
Tow er of Babel. (G.CN Ml 
Tow er of Ra. (BA./nl Esplanade sandstone & Hermit shale 6076' Barbara Zmn. Art Chnstonso 

and Jim Hagger! 1977 
Tow er of Set, (BA_/ n) Esplanade sandslone & Hermit shale 6026' Hagger!, KronbP.rg & Grubbs 
Tritle Peak. (V T.In) Toroweap & Ke1bab limestone B400' Al Doty 10 24 -70 
Tyn dall Dome. (H P./s) Redwall & M uav hmestones 4800 +. Doty5-1472 
Venus Temple, (V.T ./n) Supa1 sandstone 6257' Butchart 7 17 65 
Vesta Temple. (H P_/s) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 6000 +' Doty, 1970 
Vishnu Temple. (VT.In) Supa1 and Espalade sandstones. Hermit 7529' M errell Clubb & Son 7-13-45 

shale. Coconino sanl:lstone, Toroweap 
Vulcan's Throne. (GCN MI 
Wallace Butte, (H P./s) Supa1 sandstone 5204' Doty5 •14 -72 
Whit es Butte. (BA.In) Supa1 sandstone 4871' 8utchart, Cureton 1 1-61 
Wodo. M t .. (S ./s) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 5130' Butchart2 - 13-71 
W o lf Pinnacle. (VT .ls) Toroweap 7200 + ' See Little Pup Pinnacle 
(or Cardenas Pinnacle) 
W oolsey Butte, (Nkwp) Esplanade sandstone 7200 +' Butchart 7-27 -62 
Wotan's Throne. (V. T./n) Coconino sandstone. Toroweap & 7633' Clubb, July 1946 

Ka1bab limestone 
Zoroaster Tem ple. :BA.In) Coconino sandstone & Toroweap 7128' Dave Gane• & Rick T1dr1ck 

September 1959 

Abbreviations 

Nkwp
V T.tn -
VT.ts -
BA.tn -
B A.ls -
P P/n -
H P,/n -

Nankoweap Quad rangle H P/ s - Havasupa1 Pomt Quadrangle (South Rim) 
Vishnu Temple Quadrangle (North Rim) 
Vishnu Temple Quadrangle {South Rimi 
Bright Angel Quadrangle (North Rim) 
Bright Angel Quadrangle (South Rim) 
Pow el l Plateau Quadrang le (North Rim onlyf 
Havasupa1 Pomt Quadrangle (North Rim) 

S./s - Supa1 Quadrangle (South Rim only) 
K P_/n - Kanab Point {North Rim) 
K P./s - Kanab Pomt (South Rim) 
Tkp Cyn - Tuckup Canyon 
G C N M - Grand Canyon National Monument 

Right: John Annerino on the last pitch of Days of Daze: South Rim Coconino 
sandstone. Photo: Jeff Kida 
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"Going anywhere this summer?" enquired the 
brick edge cruiser. A question well put. The 
whimpering white chalk haze which might just 
conceivably have been going somewhere this 
time hit the deck again . 

"Dhaulagiri" said I. 
"Where's that?" asked the youth, now 

revolving effortlessly around a finger nail before 
poising, purring. 

Again, a good question. In Nepal judging by 
the postmark on the card. At least it had been 
when I first met it courtesy of the Reprint 
Societies rendering of Hertzog's classic, 
'Annapurna', via my Mum's bookshelf. 

"Near Annapurna". 
The instant look of non recognition spoke for 

itself. I qualified the statement, broadened the 
base. 

"In the Himalayas". 
The lad switched into a perfect crucifix from 

opposing finger locks. Orgasmic eyes eyed 
bulging muscles until the pump gave. A neat one 
arm pull up landed him on the balcony. He 
looked down with distain. 

"Near Bolton is it?" he said, heading for the 
weights. 

**** 
The curt"Good Afternoon" from the Lady on 

my right, a statement of fact authored in response 
to my cheerful "Good Morning" might have 
melted a more sensitive man. Eyes front, but no 
relief here, the wall to wall grin of our recently 
appointed Access Officer being unfortunately 
indicative of a pre ten a.m. presence. Behind this 
newly resident Cheshire Cat, splendidly isolated 
from its surrounds by an iron curtain of garbage 
and mouldy coffee cups (a fairly exact parody of 
my bedroom, in fact) lay my realm, that of the 
National Officer. A recently installed telephone 
proclaiming to all the world the importance of 
this post, second only to the Menace who has two 
phones and even dares to ask The Lady to take 
dictation. A Yorkshire hum from the Inner 
Tabernacle suggested the Menace was in 
residence and another crisis would soon be 
unfolding about our heads. As the Sports 
Council is usually backing the other side, it is at 
times like these that the Executive Committee 
stalwarts can be found scrutinising the National 
Officer's employment contract. Thus quietly did 
that officer tip-toe to his all too exposed sanctum 
to confront once again his three tiered green wire 
tray. This object of despair had assumed the 
characteristics of a fast breeder reactor and 
despite a liberal dumping policy in the waste 
basket, or on the floor, its appetite was insatiable. 

This particular day atop the pile of 
correspondence a natty little postcard caught my 
eye. I had seen such a card once before, a few 
years ago now, on the bedsit wall ofa lass who had 
once been an apple in an old friend's eye, and 
even then had been attracted to the big 
unclimbed face that grinned at you straight out of 
the 4" by 6", a face now obscured by a mass of 
lines, spot heights, arrows and exclamations that 
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Broken English 
by Alex MacIntyre 

Above: Climbing on the East Face of Dhaulagiri. Photo: McIntyre. 

may have had meaning for the author. The 
reverse side held a clue. 
Dear Alex 
Great chance for great days on the face you see on 
the card. See you in Kathmandu, March 10th. 
Love Voytek 
PS Bring a partner. 
Voytek is a sometime electrical engineer and 
brilliant climber whose prompt action on top of 

the Walker Spur back in 1975 saved John 
Bouchard's piano playing for posterity. I first 
became aware of his conspirational anti
authoritarian grin in a Russian railway carriage en 
route for the now topical port of Termez, the 
Amu Dharia and the wild lands of Afghanistan. 
We were bound for the Mandarras Valley, but 
Voytek enthused me with tales of the East Wall 
ofKohi Bandaka, a "problem for the year 2000". 



At first our leaders refused to share our vision but 
after two weeks of relentless nagging we went our 
separate way with their blessing and our own 
absentminded co-leader, to cement our 
friendship on that wall. Thus is explained the 
Polish element. 

It was Christmas so I took mother, sister and 
card to Chamonix. The boys were there. Dire 
plans evolved down in Dutchys basement. A 
campaign was instituted. We would wage climb 
against the Grandes Jorasses North Wall. "We" 
consisted of myself, Uncle Choe, and Black Nick. 
Then local lad Rene appeared at the door and was 
promptly enlisted. An invaluable asset, he could 
ski, read French weather forecasts, and use a 
compass. 

It was an interesting jaunt. Nick dropped a ski 
boot down the North Face of the Midi and had to 
take the next frique back to bed. The less 
fortunate three took two days to "ski?" to the foot 
of the cliff We reached a climax some five 
pitches later, three men, two hammocks and a 
miserable night in a shallow snow funnel. The 
weather, as promised, broke. In an epic retreat 
Rene played a blinder while we blindly wallowed 
in his wake. He took us back to Cham in 
masterful style. Down in the bar I put my card on 
the table, photo side up, picture still obscured by a 
mass of lines, dots, question marks and spot 
heights that still only made sense to their 
author. We pondered the thickest black lines. I 
resolved to ask Rene along. He accepted on the 
strength of a hot wine, the postcard and an 
assurance that it was bound to be a giggle. 
Perhaps inside every Franco-Italian there is an 
Englishman trying to get out? 

The team finally came together on March 14th, 
1980 outside the Kathmandu customs shed. The 
fourth member was a Polish friend ofVoytek's, 
Ludwick Wilczycznsri , a musician and classical 
philologist. What a team, philologist, guide, 
computer technician and national officer, the 
first Anglo Italian Polish Expedition. Now the 
science of climbing Himalayan Hills is steeped in 
lore, and one of the cardinal precepts would 
suggest that such a racial mix must inevitably 
underline the inevitability ofWorld War Ill. But 
we have not been schooled in this discipline. We 
were not an exp~dition, we were a trip, or a 
holiday as they are wont to call it in my office. 

On the other hand we were an Expedition, the 
first Nick Estcourt Memorial Expedition. The 
award, which will be made every year to one 
expedition going for a "particu larly challenging 
project", comes from the funds of the appeal 
launched after Nick's death to commemorate his 
memory. We dedicated our route to his memory. 

Dhaulagiri stands in Central Nepal, on the 
West side of the Kali Ghandahi river, through 
which valley passed the trade route to the ancient 
kingdom of Mustang. It is also, as far as 
Muktinath, a pilgrims way. Dhaulagiri is the sixth 
highest mountain in the world, a "Mountain 
without Pity", a "Mountain of Storms". Our 
objective was the East Face, rising steeply out of 
the jumbled South East Glacier, framed between 
and formed by the North East and South East 
Ridges. 

There are two ways to the traditional 
Dhaulagiri Base Camp. For the purpose of the 
pre-monsoon season 1980 they might be 
described as a short silly way and a longer 
sensible way. Naturally we went the short silly 
way. 

Some hours above Tukuche, "a once flourish
ing town on the ancient Trade Route between the 
Indian plains and the Kingdom of Mustang" it 
snowed for a week. We put up the tents, 

dismissed the porters and took to the skis. Our 
Liaison Officer fled for sanity when his tent 
disappeared on the second day, closely following 
our Sirdar, and closely followed by the Poles. A 
passionate valley orientated interest in preparing 
for "when it cleared up" · spread through our 
team like the plague, as the roof of the frame tent 
disappeared under the little white flakes, 
excepting that is, that it never quite reached the 
Western Bloc. They hung on with vacant grins, 
multiple injuries and trusting in the unruffied 
calm ofCusang the cook, who finally called a halt 
to the proceedings with the help of a magic 
potion, courtesy of a local lama, scattered to the 
four winds one black night when it seemed the 
whole lot might go under and we were sleeping 
with boots on and open knives clasped, minds 
intent upon the rasping strains of Marianne 
Faithful. 

"Why did you do it" she said. 
, It consequently cleared up and with a group of 
hardy but record breakingly expensive porters, 
we limped into Base Camp three days later with 
half the gear, thigh deep through the snows of the 
Dampus Pass and the French Col; thankful to 
arrive at this latter point, a most pleasant spot 
which Terray had once taken a liking to - "The 
foulest looking place". 

If you are alert, sharp witted, or work at the 
BMC, you might have taken cognisance of the 
curious fact that "Alpine Style" expeditions 
manage to remain absent from their country of 
origin for at least as long as their more portly 
neighbours. Ignoring the occasional week 
conveniently but quietly lost in Bangkok or 
Warsaw, the name of the game is acclimatisation. 
This is a process which can be much assisted prior 
to departure for your mountain by one of two 
mutually exclusive processes. The first, and to 
date financially more profitable tangent, involves 
the consumption of vast quantitites of garlic, 
making love for hours on end in a series of two 
knuckle pressups and hopping up big hills on one 
toe, to the strains of Wagner from your free, 
portable lead-weighted Japanese micro-cassette. 
This conditions the body, 

The alternative approach and one better 
founded in reason, if not in medical opinion, 
concentrates on the brain. Brain training should 
not be undertaken lightly. I have even heard it 
said by cynics that the only people who benefit 
are the breweries. Not so, Sir! Climbing at 
altitude is somewhat akin to going to work with a 
monster hangover. Once the art of operating 
under such conditions has been mastered, the 
problem is licked. Otherwise known as 
Mooney's Law, this approach carries other 
benefits. The mass destruction ofbrain cells prior 
to one's arrival in the Zone of Death leaves less 
for the non-atmosphere to work on and the 
general state of ill health-attained throughout the 
year ensures that the body is well accustomed to 
the notion of oxygen deficiency, bordering on 
asphix.iation. Brain training is unfortunately, 
expensive. 

In order to evaluate our various theories we 
needed something to "get high on", As the only 
thing sufficiently large enough to be of any 
consequent benefit(i.e. ill health) was Dhaulagiri 
itself, we approached our neighbourhood Swiss 
who had had the foresight to come the "other 
way" and had set up town a couple of minutes 
down the glacier. They had come to climb the 
North East Ridge and we had obtained clearance 
from the Ministry to approach them and ask for 
permission to acclimatise on the ridge. At first, 
and understandably, a little reluctant, they 
subsequently accepted our presence on their 

ridge and for this we owe them a big debt of 
gratitude. 

Our plan, in the best of tradition, was simple. 
We would place the two natty pieces of nylon 
acquired for the purpose in downtown 
Kathmandu up on the North East Col and 
designate the spot 'Advance Base'. Always a 
good move this. The presence of a Camp l on an 
Alpine Style ascent can be embarrasing. 
However, by dint of an imaginative use of 
nomenclature quite a bit of ground can be 
gained, Rest and Recreation Camp, Operations 
Logistical H.Q., Glacier Camp, Advanced 
Mountain Base etc .... From our'advanced base' 
we would make forays up the ridge above until 
such a time as we had had sufficient rare air to be 
declared fit, whereupon we could belt up the face 
and go home. 

Base Camp life made the best of a good job, 
with the kitchen sandwiched between East and 
West Blocs. A brisk trade in detent ensued while 
we plotted against our common enemy, 
generally from a horizontal, static position, one 
eye on the progress of the Swiss,and the other on 
the Cherry Brandy, 

The period of static acclimatization ended, as 
chance would have it, about the same time as the 
Swiss lads managed to wade up to the col. The col 
is the wrong end of a nasty ice fall and a long 
avalanche threatened glacier valley. It is a wide, 
flat, featureless spot where one can wander 
around for hours in a white out looking for the 
tent. Needless to say no one had brought a 
compass and consequently we did. Due perhaps 
to our scorn for traditional logistical pyramid 
concepts our first spell at the col was enlivened by 
a general abundance of porridge and spaghetti 
and a general absence of salt and sugar. Over the 
ensuing weeks forays were mounted against the 
Ridge until the team, suitably accustomed to the 
view (and in my case at least severe indigestion 
and headaches) was declared nearly, almost, 
possibly fit enough for the face. 

For the face we had to struggle. On the col, in a 
vision of blitzkrieg the evening before, we 
unpacked the not quite bulging sacs and ejected 
all manner of essential items. A little after 
midnight we struggled out of our sugar coated 
frosties into a night of rare beauty, awash in 
moonlight and clear to the ends of the earth. The 
East Face, dressed for the occasion, beckoned 
cold and blue. A chill breeze whipped across the 
col. We promptly disappeared back into the tents 
to repack the ejected items before disappearing 'a 
la' The Wild Bunch, four abreast down into the 
snow basin and away to the back of the 
amphitheatre in search of our climb. Day break 
caught us dallying on a compact rock buttress, 
trying to force a slim sliverofice, which melted all 
too fast but not quite fast enough and we were 
through onto the slabs above, threading and 
twisting through this compact formation by 
utilizing runnels and funnels and fields of snow, 
as we did for much of the time which followed. A 
mid-day brew was enjoyed on a small rock knoll 
so out qf character with the rest of this face. High 
white whisps scudded in from the west. We 
consoled ourselves with our knowledge, "an 
afternoon deterioration, only to be expected", 
and carried on up while a cauldron formed on the 
upper wall. The thunder rolled in, the view rolled 
up, it began to snow. Acres of the stuff fell on the 
face above and the whole caboodle dumped itself 
on our heads. On cue the breeze stiffened to a 
gusting gale. 

Sanctuary was sought, out to the right of the 
main fall line, beneath an inadequate little rock 
wall which failed to do its job and offered us no 
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protection. Half cooked ganders as some hours 
later in the same spot the realization dawned that 
we were standing on our beds. Anxious 
fashioning produced little in the way of a home, 
for the ice adheres to the tile like formation of this 
rock in no great quanitity, and both teams 
enjoyed a poor night, speculating on the foresight 
of the Argentinian lads back in '54 who had used 
dynamite to produce a home, or the ingenuity of 
the Swiss in '58 who used bedframes to build 
platforms, an apparantly usable solution to this 
commonly shared problem of sloping campsites. 
A poor night, but not so bad in retrospect. The 
next was an absolute horror. The day had started 
O.K., dawning sunny and hanging on in there 
with passing blue patches but deteriorating fairly 
quickly into a mean parody of a Scotsmans winter 
holiday. The evening crescendo left Ludwick and 
I stranded high, but none too dry, on steep brittle 
ice, battered by a fiery spindrift flow, unable to 
move up and unwilling to be moved off down. 
Forty mean motionless finger frozen minutes. 
Then a lull let usgo and a struggle put us out onto 
the mixed ground to the right where we had 
hoped to take out a mortgage on a decent doss. 
Nothing, no ice, no ledge, no bed,just more loose 
snow and compact rock. We worked into a bitter 
night but to little ava_il. In the end Rene, Ludwick 
and I shared one two man sac in a claustrophobic, 
oxygen starved atmosphere endured in a variety 
of cramped, tortuous positions. Constrained in 
the middle and suffocated by the nylon I had the 
good idea of cutting open the sac to get some air 
but fortunately could not find the knife. A 
request to Rene to borrow his got me it, after 
some mild disbelief, and a zip being opened to let 
in fresh air and the inevitable spindrift. Luxury! 
Voytek could only manage a solo effort, perched 
on crumbling snow and half slumped in slings 
with a bivi sac over his head and unable to get in 
the sleeping bag, all on a face awash with wind 
driven powder. 

We fled this spot at the first hint of daylight to 
the unwelcome sight of fresh banks of clouds and 
struggled on up through fresh snow to the 
comparative shelter of the lee side of a large rock 
buttress to the left of which we had to pass. 
Here we had a brew, standing like early morning 
commuters in a daze sipping luke warm cups of 
tea, before shuffling on up, and finally out of the 
face in the last of the evening light, stumbling 
over the mixed ground to a bivi site underneath a 
large boulder on the ridge, and the full fury of 
Dhaulagiri's winds. 

The Summit preparations began early. We 
brewed through much of the night in an effort to 
recoup our water intake, and were out of the tents 
by daybreak. But the bid faltered. We stood 
where a large slab of snow had once lain and eyed 
its cousin through the gloom. With more clouds 
rolling in this fracture line above was the straw 
which finally induced the camel to realism and 
we called it a day, bailing out and off down the 
ridge to the welcome arms of Cusang, cabbage 
and paraffin. 

We went back a week later in pleasant, 
certifiably survivable conditions and topped out 
to a blue sky and a clear view, and then beating it 
back to Jomson to await what is not the most 
reliable air service in the world. 

Summary 
A personal account of one of the major new 

Himalayan climbs done in 1980, the East Face of 
Dhaulagiri 1 (26,975ft). 
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West Karakoram 
by Phil Bartlett 

I suppose it lived up to it's reputation for 
meanness; but not in quite the way we'd expected. 
Ten days out from base camp and I think we all 
expected to beat the summit and back to England 
within a month. If something did go wrong it 
would be logistics or unforeseen difficulties on the 
route. In the event it was neither. 

Steve and I planned a lightweight expedition to 
the West Karakoram in the Collister vein. (It had 
great notepaper though.) Dave "Gnome" Wilk
inson was doing even better: he had "The British 
West Karakoram Expedition" in tow, various 
grants in the pipeline and Kunyang Kish on his 
permission paper. What he was short of was ex
pedition members - in fact to date there was just 
Dave. A curious situation. 

In retrospect, it was a sign of the times. I phoned 
up various likely people, all of whom knew about 
the trip already but had too much on their plates. 
Alan Rouse was typically enthusiastic. "I'd go 
myself except ... " and he reeled off the year's ex
peditions. 

I drove down to Birmingham to look at the 
pictures; Alan had called it a good hill which could 
mean several things. I need hardly have bothered, 
as it all appears in the John Cleare Picture Book. 
While I looked, Dave outlined his theory of 
Hii:nalayan climbing. The gist of it seemed to be 
that there was no point in going unless it was to 
tackle something sizeable. Whatever one did all 
the bureaucratic headaches would still be there, 
porters to hire etc. etc. For the slightly lower stuff 
one might as well be in Peru. 

Ah, Peru 1 His eyes took on a kind of glazed 
dreamy look one was to come to know well. It was 
even more noticeable when we got to Pakistan, 
where Peru was the Gnome's main topic of con
versation. The potatoes come in 57 varieties, the 
donkeys don't argue and sports plans succeed. I 
thought mainly about what a great place 
Derbyshire is, particularly if you never bother to 
climb anything. Steve - he had a lotoftroublewith 
his gut and spent hours thinking about that. 

One has good memories of many of the people 
who helped us, which is more than can be said for 
the porters of Nagar. The porterage problem is 
one of the real drawbacks of an expedition to the 
I lispar area. In contrast, just across the road live 
the admirable men of Hunza, whose praises we 
sing, as have all other· travellers to the area since 
the 19th century. A tribal rivalry exists however 
and expeditions cannot use these people on the 
walk-in for fear of starting a local War. The 
Nagaris have a virtual monopoly of the work 
(there is no free market with labour coming in 
from outlying villages as apparently exists in 
Skardu) and are determined to keep it. I arrived at 
Base Camp feeling that whatever the reason one 
goes to these God-forsaken spots, it certainly ain't 
for the pleasure of hobnobbing with them what's 
of a different culture. 

Kunyang Kish is not particularly impressive at 
first sight. One can see that the South Ridge, the 
way the Poles climbed the mountain in 1971, is 

inordinately long. To me this was one of the 
surprises of the Karakoram, though with a little 
thought I suppose it's obvious: the big mountains 
here are not immediately more impressive than in 
the Alps. When you drive up Hunza valley 
Raksposhi rises nearly 20,000 ft. from the valley 
floor. So what? It's good, but seems no better than 
the Blanc from Courmayeur. The scale'~ 
impos~ible to grasp. The 19th century pioneer 
J.D. Forbes said that it was the scale of the Alps 
which made them so suited to our aesthetic 
senses. Their scale, "was sufficiently great to 
afford to at least nine-tenths of travellers the most 
majestic conceptions with which such objects can 
at all inspire them." 

Kunyang Kish is more impressive from the 
north, on the photographs it looked a real 
problem. But experience showed otherwise. 
There turned out to be a perfectly feasible route; 
not only feasible, but technically quite straight
forward. Climbing it, I wondered why the Poles 
never went this way. There was appreciable 
avalanche risk, but then the south ridge had 
apparently had that too. And this route was 
probably shorter. Aridgeall the way, it was a really 
good line. Back in England we had had some 
thoughts about the North West Face but in the 
event hardly gave it a thought. There were many 
avalanches and no obvious bivouac spots, but 
quite apart from that the whole thing looked un
attractive. No real line anywhere, just an 
amorphous face. It appeared much better in the 
picture book than in reality. 

The line we opted for had other advantages. 
Being easy it could be soloed; which meant no 
hanging around. That had a great attraction for us 
of the pathetic circulation (Steve and I). As for the 
Gnome, he never seemed to get cold despite only 
having gaiters; but then he had more fat on him 
than us! 

A second plus was the scope for snow holes. 
This had obvious advantages over using tents, 
more especially as we didn't have any. (We had 
one initially, but it suffered badly from fibreglass 
fatigue.) One's main memories are of digging 
holes, then sitting in them and watching the roof 
sag for days on end. The bad times were due in part 
to our building them in daft places, whereas if 
competently done they work very'well. The snow 
cuts out the sounds of a storm completely and we 
were able to drift happily to sleep serenaded by the 
bubbling of the chemical factory in Steve's 
stomach. 

After a fortnight of gradual acclimatisation we 
climbed to the crest of the North Ridge .. Here it 
became clear that our aerial photograph was 
misleading and we'd have to climb over a small 
peak we had thought we could by-pass. Gnome 
immediately christened it S.L. peak. (Sod's Law.) 
All the same, we could see no major problems and 
felt highly optimistic. A few days later we climbed 
over S.L. peak which was dangerous but not 
difficult, and established snow hole number 3 
over 22,000 ft. All the way to the summit, the 



Right: Trivor from Camp 1. Below: North Side 
Kunyang Kish. Route marked SL =Sods Law Peak. 
Photos: Bartlett. 

terrain looked very much like that we'd already 
climbed. We took to the snowhole full of 
optimism as an afternoon snowstorm came over. 

Unfortunately though it was one of those that 
lasts for 4½ days and deposits 3 feet of new snow. 
Life became rather monotonous, broken by the 
necessity of digging out the entrance, and feeding 
times. Steve's a good cook so the endless talk of 
food could be extended by getting him to recite 
recipes and lecture on the finer points of Cordon 
Bleu. 

When the weather eventually cleared we 
emerged. With so little rock on the route nothing 
looked much different, but of course it was. Trying 
to move upwards was a farce, moving at all was 
difficult, so our thoughts turned reluctantly to 
descending. It all seemed so stupid, standing there 
at 2 o'clock in the morning talking about 
descending, but trying to go on soon brought one 
back to reality. Even the descent would need care. 
I wanted out, but the Gnome was more careful, 
arguing we should wait a day to give the 
avalanches time to shift. It had a reputation for 
them this hill, there hadn't been an expedition 
here which hadn't lost a life. We waited. 

The descent was dicey, with breaking cornices 
and small windslabavalanches. Evidence of some 
real big ones was everywhere. Back at base we all 
felt the storm to be a freak, so we went back for 
another go. 

And exactly the same thing happened~ except 
this time we had Birmingham Library's copy of 
"The MagicMountain"with us. Nice heavy going 
so it lasts a long time, but not very appropriate in a 
way. The subject matter all seemed a bit close to 
home. Steve's diary would have made a change, 
but I never got my hands on it. After the standard 5 
days - or was it four? - the storm had exhausted 
itself, as had our prospects. We were all weeks 
overdue, and the food situation at Base Camp was 
not over-healthy. The Dhal, shipped in in vast 
quantities, came in four exciting colours, each 
more gaudy than the last. There was only one type 
of dried apricot. These had seemed perfectly 0. K. 
in Gilgit but for some reason never appealed to 
anyone's taste buds thereafter. The only other 
alternative was a large supply of Porridge, nicely -
packed in air-tight tins with the dead beetles • I 
already inside. After we had packed for the return 
journey and the loads were distributed we spent 
an amusing hour watching our 5 porters dividing 
the"booty". There was a lotofhagglingbutalways 
fairness in the end. The tins of oats too were 
eagerly distributed. Then without a word they 
stood up, emptied them out on the ground, and 
stowed away the tins for future use. 

Summary 
An appraisal of the special attraction of 

Himalayan climbing and some first impressions 
of the actual problems of climbing a major 
Himalayan peak, Kun yang Kish (25, 760ft). 



Big or Small 
or another summer on ·K2 
by Joe Tasker 

Most people like concise definitions. In 
current mountaineering there are two definitions 
in common usage - the "big expedition ascent" 
and the "alpine style ascent". Most of the 
discussion on "style" seems to take place 
amongst people who don't do any mountaineer
ing, but who feel that they have the right to 
express an opinion, and create debate on the 
relative merits of various ascents. 

It is questionable what purpose is served by 
classifying ascents anyway, but any attempt at pat 
definitions on the biggest mountains is futile . 
The mountains are so varied in themselves and 
subect to such changeable conditions; the 
mountaineers are so different that a competent 
team will approach a mountain with a view to 
climbing it in the manner which seems to them 
most appropriate. 

The optimum period of time for acclimatizing 
and reaching the summit of one of the highest 
mountains seems to be in the region of five to six 
weeks. Performance in the fourth or fifth week is 
markedly different from performance in the first 
week. It can be difficult to distinguish between 
making a decision out of disinclination or out of 
wisdom, but it is not an admirable trait to drive 
oneself too hard during the period of 
acclimatization. Over exercise during 
acclimatization is much more likely to lead to 
oedema, than a steady approach within one's 
capabilities. There is no mystique involved, even 
in reaching 8,000 metres, one just goes as far as 
one feels capable of going and turns round to 
come back when the effort becomes too great 

Opinions differ on how to occupy the time 
needed for acclimatization. If the route to be 
climbed isn't too difficult it may be possible to 
climb a smaller peak. However it is not always 
possible to obtain the permission necessary and 
on the positive side there are definite advantages 
in spending time on a mountain. Even a smaller 
peak can soak up a lot of one's energies and 
enthusiasm and thus detract from the single 
minded drive and focussing of resources which 
are essential to success on a big peak. The often 
tedius repetition oflower pitches and preparation 
of particular passages is a major contribution to 
the success and safety of a team. 

On K2 the route which we came to know best 
was first seriously attempted in the 1930's. The 
fact that two teams in that period reached 
26,000ft lulled us into a false estimation of the 
route. There were accounts of steep rock walls, 
ice walls, the infamous House's chimney, which 
was climbed with hemp ropes, one of which was 
left in place with knots tied in it for them to climb 
hand over hand. 

Having attempted the West Ridge of K2 and 
sampled the difficult walls of rock up which the 
route would have to go we transferred our 
attentions to the south east ridge, more 
commonly known as the Abruzzi Spur. Being fit 
and acclimatized and equipped with gear much 
superior to earlier expeditions we felt that the 
ascent of the ridge would be straightforward. 

It was interesting to pick over the remnants of 
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previous expeditions to and attempts on the 
ridge; bits of rope, a ruined tent, odd damp 
packets of food a mountaineering 
archeologists paradise. 

We weren't adopting any specific style for the 
ascent After an initial foray onto the ridge which 
was beaten back by continuous winds and snow 
storms, three of us, Pete Boardman, Dick 
Renshaw and myself returned with heavier loads 
than desired and spent a week reaching the crest 
of the Abruzzi Spur. Our initial thoughts ofbeing 
able to climb in one continuous push to the 
summit were changed due to the difficulties we 
encountered and the complexities of the route. 
Bad weather, which was to continue for most of 
July, kept us pinned in our tents for days ata time. 

It was not unusual, due largely to excellent 
clothing, for us to continue climbing upwards in 
storms. Ifwe had only climbed in fine weather we 
would have made no progress. An accumulation 
of experience on big mountains over the last few 
years probably facilitated the mental adjustment 
necessary to living for sustained periods of time 
at high altitude. 

The only weather forecast, relayed to us over 
tiny walkie-talkies, was a brief one line statement 
covering the whole of Pakistan . It bore no 
relation to our circumstances on the mountain 
and K2 seemed to make its own weather. 

The pitches, which we had read about in 
Houston 's account of his attempts o'n the ridge, 
never ceased to amaze us. House's Chimney 
must have been the most difficult pitch in the 
Himalayas for its altitude, and had they managed 
to reach the summit in 1938 the ascent would 
have been a monumental step forward in 
mountaineering. The Black Pyramid, an area of 
steep, slabby rock, was hard and protectionless; 
the ice traverse in 30 years had become a serac 
wall. The efforts of Houston's team to retreat 
with the injured Gilkey from 24,700ft took on a 
much greater significance. It is hard to imagine a 
party of fit men retreating with an injured man 
down 7,000ft to safety, let alone seven men worn 
out with altitude, storm and accident. 

We camped at the high point from which they 
had retreated and made another camp at 
25,400ft on the prominent shoulder below the 
summit pyramid. It was not unusual , given the 
weather conditions of the last week, that we 
should be held up on the shoulder by bad 
weather, but on the second evening an unusually 
detailed weather forecast gave us hope that we 
might still have a chance of reaching the summit 

On the eleventh day after leaving Base Camp 
we dug out a small ledge at 26,500ft, one hundred 
feet below the wall of rock barring the way to the 
summit We judged the slope of snow above, 
littered with protruding rocks, to be safe and 
although it was by this time snowing heavily, we 
hoped to be on the topofK2 in 12 to 15 hours next 
day. 

The avalanche at 1.30 a.m. could easily have 
swept us from the mountain. Dick ended up 
suspended by the tent fabric 10,000ft above the 
Godwin Austin Glacier, I was unconscious and 

only Pete managed to crawl free to pull Dick to 
safety and the two of them to dig me free. We 
survived a second avalanche and at dawn 
started struggling down slopes which we expected 
at any moment to avalanche, until we reached the 
safety of the shoulder we had left 24 hours earlier. 

There is no skill in surviving an avalanche; but 
having survived one could call it skill or just 
accumulated experience, instinct born or long 
preparation, which enabled us to escape from the 
mountain. It took us three days to descend nearly 
10,000ft and, although we sometimes dropped 
our guard sufficiently to talk of another attempt 
during the descent there was hardly a snow slope, 
stretch of rock or ice which we could descend 
with any certainty of reaching safety. No 
avalanche manual or seminar programme 
counsels on how to mov~ on an avalanche slope 
- the only counsel is prohibition - keep off. We 
had to descend slopes thigh deep, sometimes 
waist deep in new snow, in visibility of20ft and 
continuous blizzard. Like Houston's team in 
1953, had we stayed in the "safety" of our camp on 
the shoulder we would have become very weak 
from lack of food and fuel, so that even ifwe had 
been able to descend eventually the risk of 
accident would have been high. 

We emt';rged from the shoulder at 25,400ft 
unscathed because Pete had spotted a line of 
rocks down which we managed to make our way. 
Our line of ascent was a slope waist deep in snow, 
steepening to a wall of ice and for us possibly 

Above & Right: House's Chimney, even wi1h 
Japanese Ladder s1i// 1101 easy especially in sno11·. 
Pho/Os: Tasker. 

oblivion. But no Hinterstoisser tragedy for us, 
the rib of rocks was a canny soluti on. 

We did reach safety after fourteen days on the 
mountain, emerging with scars etched deeply on 
the mind. Punch drunk or resilient we went back 
after fi ve days rest to 26,000ft and lay there for the 
ninth and tenth nights ach ing with hunger after 
stretching out a week's food to allow us to stay on 
the mounta in in the hope of a fine spell and the 
summit, but we cou ld barely stand in the wind 
and hardly sec more than a hundred feet in the 
snow storm. 

We descended 9,000ft in e ighteen hours - a 
speeded up replay of the previous retreat - rock 
rib in a blizzard, 300ft traverse with snow slid es at 
every step and long tedious abseils tor thousands 
of feet. 

As we left Base Camp next day 2½ months 
after arriving the cloud cap on K2 concea led the 
summit. Sometimes from the valley one longs to 
be up on the tops, but not this time. We knew it 
too well, we had learnt a lot and would be back 
but not for a whi le. ' 

Summary 
.Thoughts on the nature of climbing in the 

111malayas, occasioned by, and with reference to, 
an attempt on the Abbruzzi Spu r Route on K2 
(28,250ft). 



Today the Himalaya are an Alpine playground 
for many, with mountaineering projects launched 
thick and fast and brought to fruition in the best 
traditions of the Alpine Club. It was this way in the 
beginning when in 1883 W.W. Graham went out 
to the Himalaya, "more for sport and adventure 
than the advancement of scientific knowledge". 
During this, the first Himalayan season, 
accompanied by three alpine guides, Graham 
climbed peaks in Sikkim, the Garwhal and after 
the monsoon back east for adventures around 
Kangchenjunga. As early as 1895 the first 8000m 
peak was attempted when Mummery, Hastings 
and Collie, three of the finest alpinists of the day 
came out from Britain to take on Nanga Parbat 
they were joined by Bruce and two Sherpas. This 
bold undertaking was brought to an untimely end 
when Mummery and one of the Gurkhas 
disappeared probably in an avalanche around the 
21,000ft level. 

Ten years later Tom Longstaff reached a height 
of 24,800ft on Gurla Mandhata (25,355ft) after 
several excursions in the Garwhal and into Tibet. 
He was back in 1907 to attempt Trisul (23,360ft). 
With two Italian guides and a Gurkha they 
reached the summit climbing up nearly 6,000ft 
from a I 7,4501i camp on the last day. It was al that 
lime the highest peak evcrclimbed although in the 
same year two Norwegians, Carl Rubenson and 
Monrad Aas, attempted Kabru (24,000ft) and 
nearly made the summit but for the last sixty feet 
of vertical height. 

The Aberdonian doctor Alexander Kellas 
began his Himalayan exploration and climbs in 
1907 and continued until his death on the Everest 
approach march of 1921. He mostly climbed with 
locally recruited Sherpa Porters. On his 1910 visit 
lo Sikkim he made some ten ascents above 
20,000ft the highest being Pawhunri (23, 180ft). 

This should be sullicient indication or the 
li1scination and interest that the I limalaya held 
for British alpinists at the turn of the century. 
There were many others particularly during the 
inter-war period with Shipton and Tilman the 
most prominent climbing numerous peaks in 
alpine style and with very little support In the last 
few years lightweight alpine ascents have taken 
place on Broad Peak, Hidden Peak, Jan nu, Nanga 
Parbat, Nuptse, Kangchenjunga, Dhaulagiri and 
many others of a lesser height. During the 
monsoon of I 980 Messnersoloclimbed Everest's 
North Ridge from the East Rongbuk Glacier to the 
summit in three days - a milestone in the 
development ofworldalpinism. It is interesting to 
speculate if in the near future the big Himalayan 
faces will be ascended by climbers moving fast and 
free offixed ropes. 

Now it is known that theuseofoxygen has been 
an aberration all these years that is one obstacle 
out of the way. Objectives for Alpine style ascents 
are the Kangshung Face and South West Face of 
Everest; The North, North West and Western 
flanks ofK2; the East FaceofKangchenjunga; the 
horrendous rock walls on the South sideofLhotse 
and Lhotse Shar; the West Face of Makalu; the 
South faces of Dhaulagiri, Cho Oyu, Annapurna, 
Shisha Pang ma etc. And what of the long complex 
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Himalaya-
an Alpine Playground 
by Doug Scott 

ridge systems which may be just as comitting? 
Such as the West and North East Ridges of 
Everest, the East Ridge.of Lhotse via Lhotse Shar, 
the Sou th East Ridge ofMakal u to name bu I a few, 
and not forgetting the 'Everest Horseshoe' -
Nuptse, Lhotse, Everest i111egra/e! No climbers 
have succeeded in climbing continuously steep 
ground above the height ofsay,24,000ft without 
resorting to 's iege tactics'. In other words the big 
problems still await alpine-style ascents. 

Heavyweight Expeditions appeared on the 
Himalayan scene as early as 1892 with Conway's 
Karakoram exploration, and again in 1909 when 
the Duke of Abruzzi with twelve other Italians 
marched up the Baltoro Glacier assisted by five 
hundred Balti Porters to attempt K2 and Bridge 
Peak. It was not until the 1920's and 1930's that 
siege climbing became really established mainly 
upon the flanks of Everest, Kangchenjunga, K2 
and Nanga Parbat. On these mountains porters 
were engaged to stock camps and fixed ropes were 
often used to facilitate the movement of men and 
supplies up and down the mountain. This trend 
has continued right up to modern times 
culminating, perhaps, with the Italians on Everest 
in 1974. They used two thousand porters to reach 
Base Camp, one hundred Sherpas and sixty-four 
Italians for the normal route. The cost of that 
Expedition was only exceeded by the Japanese 
who in 1977 paid over US $1,000,000 for a repeat 
of the original route on K2. During the last few 
years the organisation of siege climbing has been 
brought down to a fine art particularly in 1975 on 
the South West Face of Everest. Vastly improved 
equipment has played a part in this; particularly 
ascenders, lightweight oxygen sets, winches, box 
tents, gortex material, down suits, neoprene 
overboots, plastic double boots etc. The stage has 
now been reached where it may be said that no 
potential route may be considered impossible 
before an experienced and determined 
Expedition of siege climbers. 

With the "murder of the impossible", to coin a 
phrase, the move to climbing in alpine style has 
only accelerated, for, as everyone knows, the 
margin of safety has to be kept satisfyingly narrow. 
Like it or not taking risks, by a total committment 
to the mountain and the vagaries of the weather, is 
essential for the greater satisfaction to be derived 
from mountaineering. The risks are so greatly 
reduced whilst a connection with the ground is 
maintained, and in effect the ground is only left 
when the end of the fixed ropes is left behind. Only 
those climbers who are chosen or who happen to 
be in position, will go beyond the fixed rope to 
break the remaining ground to the summit and 
have that ' ultimate' experience. It will be a very 
"hollow victory" for the rest of the team who never 
knew such "committment", out on a limb a 
million miles from home, never went really 
hungry moving between well stocked camps, 
were n~ver shaken out of the usual conditioned 
responses to life situations and return as they 
came to brood over what might have been. 

Only when a team moves up the mountain as a 
self-contained unit do all its members have the 
chance to break trail to the summit - one of the 

main advantages of the Alpine style approach. 
The reduction of uncertainties is but one factor 

counting against the big siege climb. They are 
invariably very expensive resulting in much that is 
superfluous to the actual climbing. Contracts are 
entered into on behalf of the climbers with film 
companies, publishing houses, T. V. news 
programmes, newspapers and major sponsors. 
All of this to a degree stands between the climber 
and his climb and thesummiteersand the rest, not 
lo mention the leader and his team. 

Having painted such a gloomy picture of siege 
climbing itisonlyfairto note that there has been a 
spin-off in terms of better equipment and more 
funds avai lable to expeditions. Then again not all 
big expeditions have taken a sledge hammer to 
crack a nut. The 1970 Annapurna South Face 
Expedition used only eight climbers on the Face 
and the outcome remained uncertain until the 
very end. However it was not until the major 
difficulties had been passed that the fixed ropes 
were left behind. Those climbers pushing alpine 
style climbing up ever steeper terrain have yet to 
tackle such faces. Perhaps there is a compromise 
solution. 

On the face of it what Chris Bonnington 
christened a "capsule style" of ascent would allow 
climbers to make that vital break with the ground 
yet give them the means to shuttle substantial 
loads up the mountain to weather storms etc. 
This works by employing enough rope to stretch 
between any two camps, perhaps between 2,000-
4,000ft depending on the height of the mountain 
and the steepness of the route. Once a camp has 
been stocked the ropes are pulled up and pushed 
out towards the next camp site. There are 
unfortunately inherent problems which the actual 
use of this technique bring to light, particularly 
when used on the highest peaks. On mixed, 
scrambling terrain it takes four climbers at least 
three days to run out the ropes between say Camp I 
and the site for Camp 2. It will-take another two 
days at least to move all the gear and food to 
establish Camp2 by which timetheteamwill need 
a rest from excessive load carrying. Hopefully the 
inevitably snow-fall or storm will occur at this 
juncture, but most probably bad weather comes 
just as the team is ready to pull the ropes up. 
Eventually this is completed and the route and 
ropes are pushed out towards a Camp 3 site. Now 
unfortunately loads have to be reduced with 
altitude and the team starts to worry about the 
diminishing food and fuel supplies. At this point 
one or more of the members will possibly be 
suffering from the accumulated affects of 
remaining high for such a long period - and Camp 
3 has not been reached never mind Camps4and5. 
Although this style of ascent has not been pushed 
to the limit it would seem there are practical 
problems which rather count against it. Capsule 
climbing is also very boring. For days, even weeks, 
on end there is no excitement, no air of expectancy 
as to where the day will end, there is only the 
tedium of humping loads between the same 
camps. At least the all-out siege is fast and 
efficient. There is another factor which counts 
against capsule and siege climbing and that is the 



rather senseless sort of risk that is involved here -
namely passing over the same dangerous 
avalanche slope, or under an area of potential rock 
fall timeaftertime - riskthat may be acceptable the 
once but not a half dozen times or more. 

The speculations that follow on alpine climbing 
are as subjective as those above seeing as how the 
self is the yardstick on which they are based. An 
alpine ascent of say, the West side ofK2 would be 
finely balanced, so much at the mercy of the 
weather, so prone to fatigue, illness, accident and 
dissentions that every possible measure must be 
taken to turn problems into solutions before the 
climb has begun. With hindsight it would seem 
that the key factor is proper acclimatisation on a 
rather grand scale. How many good intentions to 
'alpine' a route have flounded on poor 
acclimatisation? Usually the weather gets the 
blame or a bad back; rarely the aching legs, 
splitting headache and a lethargy pervading body 
and soul that results from an impetuous rush to be 
on the big one. Going up high two or even three 
times a year helps those climbers that can do it to 
maintain a high level of physical and 
psychological adaptation to high altitude. 

They could no doubt benefit from re
acclimatising which could run on the following 
lines depending upon the country and peak 
involved. In Nepal it is possible to 'book' peaks of 
21,000ftand 25-26,000ftas well as the bigone. For 
K2 the Pakistan Government is an unknown 
quantity in this direction. Hopefully they would 
give permission for one of the Baltoro Spires 
(20,000ft) Skyang Kangri (24,350ft) or Broad Peak 
(26,400ft) before the climbers tackled, say, K2. 
Between each climb it would be essential to 
recuperateatas low a level as possible i.e. 14,000ft 
on the Baltoro Glacier and 16,400ft at K2 Base 
Camp from which Skyang Kangriand Broad Peak 
are accessible. The Base Camp should be 
comfortable and adequately stocked with fresh 
foodstuffs particularly vegetables with a good 
man to cook them. The team would benefit in 
other ways from this settling in period, sniffing 
around the main objectives, familiarising 
themselves with theclimbingsystems, shaping up 
on rock and ice and getting to know each others 
little quirks. If this is peak bagging then there is a 
lot to be said for it. Should. it not be possible to 
'book' other peaks then acclimatisation could take 
place on and around K2 itself by walking up to 
various 21,000ft cols and by visiting the Shoulder 
at 25,500ft on the Original Route, this would be 
especially useful if a traverse of the mountain were 
contemplated. This is in effect what happened on 
Dhaulagiri East side last Spring. 

It should be noted that acclimatising is a very 
individual business and something not fully 
understood by the medical profession judging by 
the number of research projects that take place 
each year in the Himalaya. The hairbrained 
scheme outlined here is for those climbers whose 
next move is this one, whose psychological 
barriers are down to this level of comminment. 
The composition of the team is here so very 
important with no margin for error. Any 
argument on the route wi 11 mean energy down the 
drain and the team down with it. Disagreements 
and intolerance to each other become magnified 
out of all proportions the higher the climb 
progresses. Basic agreement must be reached 
before departure on the choice of training peaks; 
where to place advance Base Camp; whether or 
not to use some fixed rope on the lower part; what 
equipment to include, food, fuel and how to move 
it; whether to go public or remain private; on 
having a major sponsor knowing you could fail on 
the way; on raising the funds in other ways. When 

Above: The.first 8,000m. peak to be climbed by a small ream, Broad Peak. Phoro,.fi-0111 Wesr Rid!!,e K2, 
Doug Scarr. 

everything is right the team can move as one in 
harmony with themselves and with their 
surroundings. Such a team should remain 
'psyched up ' for the big one even after the 
pleasures of the training climb for in this situation 
there is always the danger of early retirement. If 
such a team is stopped before the top they will have 
few regrets if they know that they reached the 
summit of what was possible for them in the 
prevailing conditions. It is after all a game of 
chance and despite giving themselves every 
advantage only occasionally does the mountain 
allow climbers through to the highest places. 

Going to the Himalaya will always be a special 
event, far more so than going to the Alps. It takes 
time, costs more, there is slow communication 
home, there are locals living their lives at a 
different tempo, peculiar diseases and the 

extremes of height and climate to contend with. 
But there is a constancy in whichever snowy range 
is visited - the thin fresh air, the good feelingjust 
to be there, the psyching up, the committment 
pushing through fear, overcoming dangers and 
difficulties and the delicious feeling of a clear head 
and of returning strength after the climb. 

Yes, it is a playground like Europe's. But 
playgrounds are notjust to play in but to learn - far 
more so than in the classroom. Playgrounds exist 
after school wherever people come together as a 
family, at work or here out in the Alps or the 
Himalaya whether sieging, capsuling or going 
alpine. It's all the same really. 

Summary 
An examination of strategy and tactics for 

'p laying' in the Himalaya. ._ 
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Crag and Pub: S ix 
Japanese Climbers in 
Britain 
by Yoshikazu Takahashi 

Yoshikazu Takahashi (35), a 
director of the Japan 
Mountaineering Association, led 
Naoki Toda (30), Kiyoshi Hinotani 
(28). Akira Nishimura (30), 
Yasuhiko Furukawa (24) and Tetsu 
Kimoto (24) came to Britain in 
September 1 980. It was the first 
Japanese party to the country 
aiming at climbing . Thanks to the 
warm hospitality and the well 
arranged climbing tour by Dennis 
Gray and friends from the BMC 
which invited them, they could 
enjoy rock climbing and at the 
same time learn much not only on 
the rocks but also from "after
climbing" life. 
The party arrived in Manchester in 
the evening of Sep 7, Sunday, and 
were taken to Millstone Edge. The 
old sandstone quarry reminded the 
author of a Japanese "Geriinde" 
Takatoriyama near Tokyo. But it 
was impressive that all the pitons 
there had completely been 
removed. Five Japanese except the 
author, formed pairs with British 
climbers and attempted 2-5 routes 
there. A member recalls. "I felt 
sharp eyes of audiences in curiosity 
behind me. They must have been 
interested whether we would use a 
top rope, or would be quite bad on 
the rocks, I'm not sure which. But I 
think they were reassured or 
disappointed to find that we did 
climb in the same manner as the 
British climbers". Actually, they 
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found an introductory story in the 
Observer Newspaper headlined, 
"Six Kamikaze Climbers have 
camel" with a cartoon which 
illustrated an oriental climber 
falling crying 'Banzai!'. 
Next morning they had a visit from 
a TV crew. Two·members 
demonstrated climbing for the TV 
programme on Embankment route 
at Millstone. They were asked to 
wear Japanese-style "headbands .. 
(hachimaki in Japanese) . It was 
strange as no Japanese do this 
when climbing at homel But they 
realized that the crew could not 
identify them as Japanese without 
"hachimaki". The ridiculous style 
was a proof that they were 
recognized as normal climbers in 
British terms. 
The second place they visited was 
Stanage Edge. It was an amazing 
scene, only 60ft high, but the rocks 
are 4 miles long. They were most 
impressed to hear that more than 
500 routes have been climbed 
there. Another impressive scene for 
them was that they found many 
boys and girls wearing helmets 
practising climbing in their outdoor 
class. In Japan the authority 
prohibits climbing for high school 
students (15-18 years old) as the 
sport is dangerous. The rough 
sandstone rocks provide many 
cracks. Jamming technique, which 
is the least developM skill among 
Japanese climbers, was fully 
examined. The "Soft fingers" of the 
Japanese were easily injured, and 
bled. But it was a pleasant time of 
discovery for most of the members 
to see ·colourful' jamming 

Above: Japanese climbers in Britain; Left to right: Tetsu Kimoto, Ak,ra 
Nishimura. Yasuhiko Furukawa, Naoki Toda, Kiyoshi Hinotani, Yoshikazu 
Takahashi filming. Photos: Bernard Newman. 

techniques used by British 
climbers, and to challenge them by 
doing it themselves. 
The third place visited was High 
Tor, another famous spot in the 
Peak District. The limestone rocks, 
180ft high provided technically a 
little bit more difficult routes than 
the former two places. The author 
rnalized that 5a here was harder 
than at Millstone or Stanage Edge. 
N. Toda seconded Super Sonic 
which was led by Cubby 
Cuthbertson. 
They moved to North Wales next 
day. The bad weather forced the 
party to abandon climbing in 
Snowdonia so they visited 
Tremadog. Craig Bwich -y-Moch, 
which is owned by the BMC, and 
Craig Pant lfan were visited. 
Climbing, then rest in cafe by the 
road, the cafe selling climbing gear 
and guidebooks, moreover 
climbers allowed to sleep on the 
floor; all these were quite 
impressive for the author. 
The fifth place seen was Gogarth. 
The party attempted to climb on 
the sea cliffs, but heavy rains 
prevented them. They returned to 
Manchester and next day on the 
12th, they enjoyed another old 
sandstone quarry Wilton. Although 
rather exhausted, the author felt 
members seemed to have become 

accustomed to the British crags. 
The could rather easily climb 
routes of 5b standard. 
The author, "an old Himalayanist", 
who several times organised 
expeditions to Manaslu and other 
high peaks, was strongly 
impressed that for him personally, 
the traditional Japanese 
mountaineer' an "all-round" 
mountaineer who is capable of 
being good at rock climbing, tough 
in ridge walking with heavy loads, 
strong in snow, and patient in 
sawanobori seems to have become 
out of date. He saw rockclimbing 
so fully developed that it was 
pursued as an objective in itself. As 
an officer of JMA, he was 
impressed that the BMC is 
effectively functioning to assist 
climbers. And its activities are 
based on the frequent gatherings 
of British climbers at night. Their 
accommodation was arranged in 
huts. club houses, and the National 
Mountaineering Centre. In every 
place they were welcomed by many 
climbers and could have a good 
time with them. There is a social 
climbing circle in Britain. 
Other members, all are "Bugs on 
rocks" by Japanese standards were 
also impressed.; 
"I have regarded tiny rocks merely 
as the training places for 'genuine' 



Right:Japanese gymnastic skill on 
Stanage Edge, Congo Corner direct. 

big rock routes. But now I find that 
the short routes themselves are 
targets we can pursue, 'extreme 
climbing"' (Kimoto). 
"If once we regard the short 1 20ft 
route as our "purpose" we can feel 
limitless possibilities to challenge 
over 1 20ft: 'pure' rockclimbing 
emerges before us." (Furukawa) 
"I felt that an adequately set nut 
was quite reliable. British climbers 
seem to feel reassured just like we 
Japanese do for pitons. Their bold 
climbing is protected by nuts." 
(Nishimura) 
"Their hands are used as 1 -7 
'Friends'. Their jamming 
techniques were amazingly skilful. 
Also I learned how to utilize nuts 
for protection. I think we have 
much room to develop, and we 
should do." (Hinotani) 
"I realized fully that to lead 30ft of 
extremely difficult rock requires 
more physical power, durability 
and mental durability than to lead 
an easy 300ft." (Kimoto) 
"But, the most enviable of all for 
British climbers, is that they can be 
jobless relatively easily. I thirik I 
would get to lead 6b or more, if I 
could stay here for three months." 
(Toda) 

Other comments from lwa to Yuki 
79 on the impact of the visit. 
"Many seem to stress too much the 
aspect of "power climbing" when 
they talk about hard free climbing. 
It is a highly mental game, e.g., I 
concentrate to find the way how to 
reduce the burden on my arms 
when I intend to climb a roof", says 
Nacki Toda. He is a leading 
rockclimber in Japan, and has been 
freeing former aid routes after his 
trip to Colorado and Yosemite last 
year. His good jamming technique 
surprises many Japanese climbers. 
Supersonic on High Tor was his 
first attempt on a 6a climb. 

- "Cubby" Cuthbertson led the route. 
The author could not imagine the 
difficulty at all. He took his camera 
hung around his neck and Cubby 
irritated with his loose belaying. He 
could not solve the problem in his 
turn, and rushed, but the corner, 
slightly inclined to the left easily 
defeated him. A long reading and 
several rehearsals were needed to 
climb the section. The chocks 
skilfully set by Cubby above the 
corner were impressive. Toda was 
exhausted and the final face was 
rushed as his arms became too 
weak to climb it carefully. "I could 
not lead the route myself", he said. 
Cubby later advised the author to 
go down, rest where you can, and 
think the problem out. Toda's 
ethics made him reluctant to go 
down the section once climbed 
because of difficulty. But Super 
Sonic opened Toda ' s eyes to the 
fact that he needed to find a 
precision climbing technique 
which looks for routes on the rock 
face. 
Alex MacIntyre comments in his 
interview that Japanese climbers 
are not good at "reading the line", 
and poor in finding the route on 
rock. "Use your brain more." 
This criticism is worthy enough of 
consideration by Japanese 
climbers. "Japanese rocks are 
fragile, not suitable for free 
climbing" won't be a persuasive 
excuse any more. 

Translation by !TY 
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IDE 
by Alan Barton & Giles Morrel 

The Huntsmen 
It had haunted our thoughts all afternoon yet 

only now did we turn our attention towards it. 
Furtively we checked The Guide and then, with 
growing certainty, referred to The Supplement. 
The line did not exist or did it? 

As we gazed at that wall of sandstonethesimple 
curving line jumped out at us like some neon sign 
- screaming and demanding attention . Yet still we 
stood impassive and within our minds assessed 
and considered every flaw and minute defect. 
Seeking those wrinkles which make any climb 
possible yet without which the climber' s downfall 
is certain and the climb may stand aloof and sneer 
at our pathetic attempts to reach its upper regions. 

Slowly we formulated an idea of the difficulties 
and gradually came to the conclusion that to leave 
without at least failing would be unbearable. Our 
egos truly came into play as we considered how we 
would feel should it appear in a future guide but 
not as a result of our efforts. This thought gave us 
the necessary impetus we needed and we 
prepared to suffer the sneers should our attempt 
be repulsed. 

Eventually we ran out of excuses for our 
inactivity and Ian picked up the rope and tied on 
with a little more care than usual and gradually 
began to leave the earth . His upward progress was 
quite smooth until he reached the prominent flake 
about two thirds up the route. Below it Ian paused 
to check it's stability;an act which he immediately 
regretted as he found it to rattle like a pair of badly 
fitting dentures. Howeverthekeytotheclimbwas 
the move which would bring one to an upright 
position standing on that very flake! Not a 
particularly enviable position, but by no means 
boring. 

Slowly Ian inched his way up onto the flake but 
each time as he seemed balanced upon the brink 
of success he skittered back down to below that 
rattling, nerve wracking flake. Finally, after one 
final energy sapping attempt Ian returned to earth 
to rest. 

'My turn?,' I asked questioningly. 
'Yeh, I suppose so - I nearly cracked it mind you . 
'Mmm, I know' , I murmured as my mind 

gradually worked it's way up the wall to the flake, 
where the answer to the route lay. But standing on 
the ground was not going to solve it so I tied on and 
made a pretence of leaving the ground. Eventually 
no excuses remained and I was obliged to head for 
higher places. 

The first few moves were easy enough and then I 
had to step sideways to below the flake . My hands 
moved sideways whilst my feet searched, 
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seemingly in vain, for an edge to stand on . After 
several abortive attempts I made the move and felt 
a great feeling of relief stemming from the fact that 
Ian had floated across the move . Another few 
moves brought me to the main problem - the flake, 
and, as I moved up I realised why Ian had paused -
it rattled like an old car with which we had had a 
short affair. Definitely worrying! 

As I stood there a communication drifted up 
from below and my technical adviser told me notto 
worry and to remember that glass only breaks 
when it is treated like glass. Unconvinced I 
tentatively made to move onto the flake but some 
how my mind got in on the act and I stayed where I 
was. After several rather similar attempts, 
accompanied with a definite lack of commitment, I 
finally decided to make a positive effort. 

Quickly, before any thought of retreat could 
impinge itself upon my conciousness, I brought 
one foot up level with my hands and as I tried to 
bring my other foot up, I felt myself going off 
balance - backwards. However the celebrations 
below some how kept me in contact with the rock 
and I soon joined in as I finally stood on the flake. 
However I did not jump for joy! 

The final moves were uneventful but the exit up 
45 degree mud was the most gripping part of the 
whole experience. So finally the shivering flake 
had permitted the first ascent of the line. 

As we coiled the rope the mellow winter sun 
slowly dropped in the sky spreading it's warm 
glow deep into the recesses of the dank quarry and 
painting the wall behind yellow with it's light. 
Slowly across the wall a small shadow was 
spreading like a black stain, emanating from 
behind the flake . The sharp lines of the shadow 
gave the route it's name for there on the wall was 
the silhouete of a gundog pointing at it's prey: thus 
'Hunting Dog'. 

Summary 
An emotive account of the first ascent of an 

insignificant route in an insignificant quarry 
somewhere in Lancashire. The route wil I probably 
fall down due to its inherent looseness! 

Alan Barton 

Mutinous Mutterings of a Crag-Snail 
Rumoured to rise rapidly into the air unless 

securely anchored, P.J .'s yellow brick jostles 
gently at its moorings in the crack behind my ear. 
From above, a stream of powdered lichen wanders 
earthwards, i ts gentle fall frequently interrupted 
by turbulence from P.J .'s urgent farts, joined at 

,,,.. 

intervals by tufts of more macro biology. 
Meanwhile, clou.ds tumble in the rarethermals of a 
Langdale autumn. 

The Rope's millimetric advance can hardly be 
discerned . To pass the time I muse on problems of 
aesthetic philosophy, but, occasionally at first and 
then with increasing frequency,' am drawn into the 
contemplation of rock on bum. 

Far below, the buxom acolytes of Hard Men 
scurry across the screee marking out the start of 
the afternoon's Directissimas. An ominous tide of 
gutteral Yorkshire accompanies this activity, 
washing to and fro along the base of the crag 
probing possibilities for climb and apres-climb. 
In the unexpected heat many new jock-cum-sit 
harnesses are on view. I feel vaguely anxious as 
these purple and green creations move to start 
their selected lines. At least three point like arrows 
to my belay. Long association with a stance is likely 
to produce a deep loathing of its every particular 
but this fails to prevent an intense jealousy of 
intruders. With little sign of life above I gaze down 
nervously and sniff the rising stench of burning 
rubber from frenzied eebees hurtling towards me 
and outer space. 
Interlude: a faint groan from P.J . : "This can' t be 
MVS, can it?". The Lad's suffering from Doubt. 
Another cloud jumps into Langdale. Birds cry. 
Just how does one signify hostility to a face 
expressing bovine contentment and totally 
preoccupied - if not with chewing the cud - then 
with something equally visceral? Fulmars are 
practiced at this kind of discouragement. But this 
is Langdale, after all ; I might get banned. 
No need to worry; the crag-rat goes straight past 
trailing his double rope like vapour trails. He is 
soon obscured by flurries of artificial snow deftly 
distributed from the bag dangling scrotally below 
his waist . I ponder the idea of 'coke bags'. I under
stand from my more ,extreme friends that it is 
possible to absorb powdered cocaine through the 
skin of the palms. The drug not only solves sweaty 
hands but also produces the clarity of vision 
essential for psychomagnifying minuscule 
scoriae (scratches) into jam cracks and rugs into 
jugs. Any residue left on the rock is supposedly 
licked by the second thus avoiding the serious 
addiction of crag -snai Is, which species includes -
alas - myself. I wonder if P.J . would appreciate a 
bag for Christmas ; I sometimes feel that any aid 
would be worthwhile if it permitted one of our 
climbs to be completed in daylight. 

In the ensuing minutes more assorted climbers 
arrive on, over and through my stance and -
incidentally, it seems, - myself. A gimlet-eyed 
hairy flings an irridescent sling about my calf: 
another, invisible behind his smirk, insinuates a 
nut. My bootlace is 'borrowed' for some 
emergency repairs . But all this is bye the bye: I am 
lost contemplating the poorly charted wastes of 
Ethical Consideration for the Lesser Man . I am 
strong and silent. I am humil iated. I have suffered 
blitz -climb . 

And so, as the sun settles behind Crinkle Crags 
and early bats begin trawling the clouds of biting 
insects rising from the darkling heather, the 
murmurings from P.J . in the Gods having finally 
ceased in the intimacy of dusk, I untie, traverse off 
and stumble down the interminable scree, 
dejected and alone . I slink past the Hotel to the car 
park. Tomorrow I shall burn my multi -coloured 
'Collins' socks . 
Giles Morre/ 



"/ can't remember who I'm belaying ........ " 
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OBITUARY 

Tobin Sorenson 
One of America's best climbers, 
Tobin Sorenson, died October 5 
while attempting a solo ascent of 
the North Face of Mount Alberta in 
the Canadian Rockies. He had 

apparently reached the rock band 
on the upper part of the route 
when he fell and pulled his belay 
anchor. 
Tobin established an amazing 
record of extreme ascents during 
his eight year career. A naturally 
gifted climber, he progressed 
quickly when he began at Tahquitz 
and Suicide Rocks in California. 
Within one year he completed an 
ascent of the test piece of the early 
seventies Valhalla. Over the years 
he was responsible for many new 
routes and free ascents at these 
crags, but none exemplifies his 
audacious style better than The 
Edge at Tahquitz. There Tobin led 
out on continuously difficult 
laybacking up an imposing arete, 
hoping to find a place to stop 
where he would be ablre to drill a 
bolt. He finally found one after forty 
feet, and subsequent leaders 
invariably marvel that he was able 
to stand on a single tiny foothold 
long enough to place the bolt. 
When Yosemite beckoned, Tobin 
spent a series of summers on the 

LETTERS 
Right of reply 1 
from Ivan Ghirardini 

Before accusing somebody of 
being a liar, anti-social, or I have no 
idea what else, you ought to get 
the facts straight. If you wish to 
accuse me of being a liar, prove it. 
Establish the truth because I have 
nothing to hide. 
I am after glory! What are all the 
other climbers doing on all the 
other mountains in the world? 
The Himalaya and very high 
altitude is not a problem, so far we 
have behaved like trembling sheep 
at their base. The true spirit of 
alpinism knows no regulation, as 
witness the courage of the 
Germans who went to climb the 
Eiger when people wished to ban 
them because it was too 
dangerous. 
In this affair people have wrongly 
accused me and I defend myself. I 
have no need of having my exploits 
presented in an elitist magazine. I 
am for a boycott of of the 
Himalayas in 1 983 to be organised 
internationally. 
In accordance with the right of 
reply I ask you to publish this letter 
in the same way that you published 
the accusation. 

Ivan Ghirardini, Chateau Arnoux, 
France 

The right of reply 2 
from Yannick Seigneur 

Dear Sir, 
I was very astonished to read the 
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article which appeared in Mountain 
75. 
I thought your magazine, to which I 
am a subscriber, to be a serious 
publication dispensing reasoned 
and factual information but:-
1. To my knowledge Ghirardini is 
not banned from Pakistan but has 
received a fine of 26,000 FF 
(£2,750). 
2. When I presented my film of 
Broad Peak at Trento I personally 
said that the summit sequences 
were taken on a suitable summit in 
the Oisans. There is a difference 
between making a film and making 
a climb; one can be successful in a 
climb and fail in the film or vice 
versa. On Broad Peak our camera 
froze up on the second bivouac at 
around 24,500ft which put an end 
to filming. 
3. I have never thought to lie as 
you indicate. As to your aspersion 
that I did not get to the summit of 
Broad Peak, that really is just 
journalism. I find it deplorable that 
with your reputation amongst 
climbers you should cast these 
aspersions. 
A discussion with Kurt Diemberger 
who knows the summit region of 
Broad Peak will readily clear the 
matter up. 
But in reality your opinion is 
unimportant. I do not climb for 
others but for myself and in that 
respect I have a real passion for 
conquest and pleasure at high 
altitude. I ask you to print this letter 

big walls and severe cracks gaining 
experience that was to be valuable 
in harsher climates elsewhere. He 
was always eager to travel to new 
areas, but he was never one to 
warm up on the easy classics. 
Upon hearing of fabled routes in 
Colorado, he and a partner 
hitchiked directly to Eldorado 
Canyon. After stepping out of a car 
and asking local climbers to point 
out the Naked Edge, they 
proceeded to make of the first free 
ascents of the route to the 
astonishment of the onlookers. 
A trip to Canada in 1975 produced 
the first free ascent of the South 
Howser Tower in the Bugaboos and 
whetter his alpine appetite on Mt.· 
Edith Cavel/. In 1977, after an 
enforced layoff of nine months due 
to an injury, Tobin journeyed to 
Europe with an evangelical 
Christian group in order to 
smuggle Bibles into Eastern Europe 
countries. Almost as an after
though, he had brought his 
climbing equipment and when the 
group went home, Tobin hitchiked 
to Chamonix. There he began one 
of the most remarkable seasons of 
climbing in_ the history of the Alps. 
In rapid succession, he made the 
ti rst ascent of the Dru Couloir 
Direct, the second ascent of the 
Desmaison route on the Grandes 
Jorasses, ti rst ascents on the West 
Face of the Aigui//e de Plan and the 
Col de Requin, the fourth ascent of 
the Harlin route on the Eiger, and 

in your magazine because I find the 
whole thing rather banal and 
certainly not to your advantage. 

Yannick Seigneur, Chamonix 

Concerning Mr. Ghirardini, it is to be 
noted that the Pakistani Authorities 
have fined him for his breach of 
regulations, an adequate 
punishment. 
Concerning Mr. Seigneur, before 
publishing the comments we had 
discussed the matter with both 
Georges Bettermbourg, his climbing 
partner and Kurt Diemberger. They 
indicate that Seigneur had 
reached the rock summit (c.8,030 
metres) which is separated from the 
main summit (8,048 metres) by a 
summit ridge some 1,000ft long. 
The behaviour of both these 
climbers, as they rightly say, is their 
own concern but they must expect 
critical judgement as well as 
justified praise for their successful 
climbs. Ed. 

Climbing in Ch,ina 
from Sir Doi.Jg/as Busk 
Dear Sir, 
The reports by Rouse and 
MacTaggart in Mountain 76 are of 
high interest, but let us get things 
straight. The Kongur Project is an 
M.E.F. run expedition. 
For umpteen years the M.E.F. has 
been trying to penetrate Chinese 
Central Asia (not Everest, well 
known to the British since 1921 ; 
nor Minga Konka, known since 
1932; nor Gosainthan, under any 
name). Exploration of new ground 
is the objective. 
In 1979 the M.E.F. met Chairman 
Hua and offered several worthy 
objectives north of the Himalaya 
and Karakorum. The Chinese then 
offered Kongur, which was 
appropriate as the group had first 
been penetrated, mapped and 
photographed by Skrine in 1924 
and later by Shipton and Tilman in 
1947. 
The leader of the Project appointed 

finally, a winter so lo ascent of the 
North Face of the Matterhorn. 
His activities during his last three 
years illustrates his mastery of both 
modern rock gymnastics and more 
traditional alpine climbing. During 
this period, he accomplished two 
new routes on the South Face of 
Mt. Hicks and a first winter ascent 
on Mt. Kitchner in Canada, and a 
little known solo ascent of a new 
route on Huandoy in Peru. 
It's an impressive list, to be sure, 
but it says nothing of what really 
made Tobin so unique. His 
constant smile and honest, gentle 
manner made friends-wherever his 
went. One was fortunate to know 
him because just as he spared no 
effort in his climbing, he held back 
nothing in his generosity and 
kindness to others. In the mid 
seventies, he became deeply 
religious and thereby found a way 
to make a use of his talents beyond 
the self-centred sphere of 
competitive climbing. At lectures 
throughout the world, he told of 
his mountain adventures as a way 
to communicate his religious faith . 
Tobin's death leaves an emptiness 
in the countless lives he brightened 
during his travels through four 
continents. If a life is measured by 
its intensity or by its contributions 
to others, Tobin's twenty-five years 
comprise a rich and complete 
existence. 

by the M.E.F. is Michael Ward and 
Bonington will be in charge of the 
actual attempt on the summit. 
Other members will be Boardman, 
Clarke, Milledge, Rouse, Tasker, 
Williams. All are participating in 
the scientific programme, as well 
as in climbing. We hope for 
Chinese participation and three 
Chinse mountaineer/ scientists will 
be the guests of the M.E.F. for a 
week in Britian in February 1 981. 
The M.E.F. is very grateful to 
Jardine Matheson for offering to 
underwrite the costs of the Project, 
but the main financial burden falls 
on the M.E.F. and any eventual 
profits will be devoted to further 
expeditions in China and 
elsewhere. 
Ward's team is due to leave on 
May 1 0 and should reach base on 
the south side of Kongur on May 
23. It is understood that a 
Japanese team will attempt the 
north side after July 20, by which 
time the M.E.F. party will be 
leaving for home. It will be nice if 
they get to the top, but the 
scientific results are more 
important in the long run. 
Thereafter the M.E.F. will hope to 
obtain permission to explore very 
worthy objectives in the Kuen Lun 
and Tien Shan, but Bogdo Ola (not 
strictly speaking in the Tien Shan) 
has already been mapped and 
explored by Shipton and Tilman 
and can be left to less ambitious 
trippers. It is anyhow not high 
enough for the scientific 
programme. 

Douglas Busk, Winchester 

In praise of Tilman 
from Robin Hodgkin 

Readers who appreciate Jim 
Perrin's lively pen might be inclined 
- after reading his review 
(Mountain 75)- not to get John 
Anderson's biography of Tilman, 
High Mountains and Cold Seas; 
unless that is, they had paused to 
wonder about the unrealistic, even 



high falutin, stance which the 
reviewer took. Read it and then 
look back at the review. The book 
may have faults but they are not 
serious. A great deal of Tilman, in 
all his stages of development, 
comes across and the two war time 
chapters are particularly interesting 
with much new Tilman material 
incorporated. A genius may come 
along some day and do the job 
better but I don't advise you to wait 
that long. 

Robin Hodgkin, Falmouth 

A defender 
from G. Blunt 
Dear Sir, 
Re. Rowell's rebuke (Mountain 76) 
I think you have a job to do viz. sell 
and you do it well. We're all in that 
boat. By producing something of 
interest and delight, you deserve to 
succeed. Here are some vain 
offerings:-
1 . In Defence 
Is it so surprising that the fighting 
spirit in climbers is reflected in the 
columns of Mountain, be it Alaska 
or Rowell? The one unforgiveable 
sin is to bore. Who accuses 
Mountain of that? 
As one who has only touched the 
hem of the garment of mountains, I 
am detached from the climbing 
scene. But as we accept and see 
through the fau lts of men - e.g. 
the infalliably falliab le Messner
so I derive in my valley from 
'M ountain's ups and downs and 
va ried weather a true essence of 
the hil ls: Joy. 
2. Heights 
Let not the hunters who through 
chi m neys stalk swift clouds, or like 
eag les from buttress and rocknose 
chase the elusive light, look down 
on those who merely wander and 

worship as they walk: 
A pilgrim in the valley may in his 
soul see the glory of a mountain 
and see it whole. 

G. Blunt, Wembley 

Craig-y-Forwyn access 
from Chris Lyon 

I must bring to the attention of 
Mountain readers the access 
problem at Craig-y-Forwyn. 
The farmer below the crag has 
agreed to allow access to those 
climbers who show sufficient 
respect for his property to ask 
permission. Those who fail to ask 
permission are inevitably 
confronted by him and refused 
access. A recent step has been that 
a charge of£ 1 per climber per day 
from December 1 st was to be 
made. Whether or not this has 
gone ahead I don't know, but it is a 
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unique situation. The farmer has 
been upset by the lack of respect -
litter, stoves. dogs etc. shown by 
the climbing community. On top of 
that, the foul language emanating 
from the crag has upset many of 
his guests on the caravan site. He 
appreciates that no-one is perfect, 
and that the occasional expletive is 
inevitable in a situation of stress. 
However there are those who 
substitute such words whenever 
their imagination fails them in the 
search for a more suitable phrase. 
Only the other week my brother 
and I were witness to some 
shameful behaviour towards the 
farmer by three climbers from 
Wigan. We ended up siding with 
the farmer in the argument and 
came within an ace of being 
thumped. We had pointed out that 
the farmer's son had been killed in 
a tractor accident and that the 
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inquest was only the previous 
week. Consequent to this the 
farmer is in a highly emotional 
state - everything seems to have 
hit the guy this year. Anyway, 
having pointed this out to these 
three (in the farmers absence) and 
asked them to be a little more 
respectful and understanding 
towards the farmer, they indicated 
that this meant nothing to them. 
"Where's your compassion?" I 
asked: "F .. k compassion ... that 
c .. t" etc. etc. the ringleader replied! 
To be fair, only one of these guys 
was terminally aggressive. the 
attitude of the others wou ld have 
won the farmer round initially I 
think. The upshot is to please point 
out that access is conditional, at 
the moment, upon asking 
permission politely. 

Chris Lyon. Llandudno .A. 
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P. 0. DOX2131 / DENVER. COLOIW>O 80201 / (800)525-8102 

LIBERTY DELL ALPINE TOURS 
Star Route 7 Mazama, WA, 98833 

(509) 996 - 2250 
We offer unique opportunities to explore the mountains and explore 
yourself. Our camps are high in the North Cascades Mountains 
where we climb in seldom visited areas with many first ascents . Our 
emphasis is on small gorups and individually tailored mountaineering 
courses, snow, ice and rock schools , and private climbs . 
Our brochure describes our trips and courses in the Cascades, Canada 
and Alaska as well as our very special programs such as our 'Hot 
Rock' seminar taught by two of Americas top climbers . In addition 
we offer backpacking trips, whitewater raft ing , kayaking , and gu ide 
training courses as well as cross-country ski trips. 
If you'd like to know more, please write or call today. 

The price increase as notified in 
Mountain 76 has been delayed for 
one issue, and it should be noted 
that from Moutain 78 the cover 
price will be S0p/$2.50 

Subscription commer1cing with 
issue 77 onwards will cost:-

Britain £5.50 
Overseas £6.00 
U.S.A. & Canada $17.50 
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For the fast mover! ••• 
HotRock 

••• on lce1 Rock I or the Fells. 
Two new designs from karrimor combining a streamlined body profile with lightness and stability. 

HOT ROCK 
An ultra lightweight sac weighing only 560g. yet having a 
carrying capacity of 30 litres. It is ideally suited to the 
orienteer, X-C skier, distance fell- runner, and specialised rock 
climber, where stability and lightness are important factors. 
Made from Red nylon with a Navy Blue KS-l0Oe front 
panel for durability, its features include: •Quick release 
buckles for easy access to the interior •Flap pocket for 
storage of maps, books etc. •Lightweight waist strap •Chest 
strap available as an optional extra. 

HOTICE 
Having a larger capacity than the Hot Rock (35 litres) this 
sac is aimed primarily at the Alpine climber. Made entirely of 
KS-l00e it is similar in design to the Hot Rock but offers a 
number of additional features:• Stability strap with quick 
release buckle. • Bivi extension• Profile straps for carrying small 
loads without loss of stability• Available in Navy Blue and Blue, 
or Red and Green colour combinations. 

KS-1 00e is a registered trade mark of karrimor International Ltd. 

Features common to both sacs are :-•ice axe fittings • flap accessory straps for attaching universal or crampon pockets 
• "Fitted with Sitmat": Can also be fitted with karrimor "fformat" frame. 

ID 

-.cl 
SERIES 

1'71 karrimor ... leaders in U technical excellence 

The 7th Grade Range also 
includes ..... . 
The Pinnacle II, Tatra IIIp, 
Atlas, Super Atlas, Joe Brown .3, 
Joe Brown 5, Joe Brown 7 and 
Outward Bound II. 

karrimor Intematonal Ltd. Dept. M.72 Avenue Parade, Accrington, Lanes. England. 
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SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping. Mountaineering and 
Sk, -ing Equipment. 

AUSTRALIA 
AC.T.: Canberra 
Bushgear Australia P/L, 
Shop 6 Caga Centre, 
38 Akuna Street, 2601 
Tel. (062) 47 - 7153 (M)(S) 

A.C. T.: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd., 
46 Northbourne Avenue, 
Civic. Tel. 47.8949. (C) (S) . 
N.S.W.: Hornsby 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd ., 
222 Pacific Highway, 2077. 
Tel. 476.3242. (C). 
N.S.W.: Milsons Point 
Caving Equipment, 
P.O. Box 230, 2061 
Tel. 02.929.0432. 
N.S.W.: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd., 
69 LiverPool Street, 2000. 
Tel. 26.2685. (C) (S) . 
N.S.W.: Sydney 
Mountain Designs 

NEW ZEALAND 
Auckland 
Alp Sports (Auckland) Ltd., 
2nd Floor, Corner Victoria & 
Kitchener Streets, 
Tel. 374764 
Christchurch 
Alp Sports Ltd., 
200 Madras Street, 
Tel. 67.148 
Christchurch 
Mountain Equipment Ltd. 
384 Montreal Street 
Tel. 793-747 (C) (M) 
Christchurch 
Oscar a Coberger 
15 Cranmer Square 
Tel. 795 174 

Dunedin 
The Wilderness Shop, 
101 Stuart St .. 
Tel. 773.679 

CANADA 
334 Kent Street, Alberta: Calgary 
Tel. 291231 The Hostel Shop, 
N.S.W. Sydney 1414 Kensington Rd.,N.W.41 
Mountain Equipment Pty., Ltd., Tel. 403.283.5551. (C) (M) (S). 
17 Falcon Street, Crows Nest . Alberta: Calgary 
Tel. 02.439.2454. Mountain Eqpt. Co-op 
Queensland: Brisbane .131 • 12th Ave. S.E. 

Tel. (403) 269.2420 
Jim The Backpacker 
Shop A21, Queen's Arcade B.C.: Vancouver 
77 Queen St ., 4000 Mountain Eqpt. Co-op 
Tel. (07) 2296609 1820 Fir St., V6J 3B1 
Ou::::_e_e_n-sl:-a-nd...,.:-B"'"r...,.is...,.ba_n_e ____ Tel. (504) 733·9194 (M) (S) 

Mountain Experience, 
224 Barry Parade, 
Fortitude Valley, 4006. 
Tel. 07 .52.8804 or 52 .8894. 
South Australia: Adelaide 
Thor Climbing E!iuipment, 
98 Fullarton Road. 
Norwood 5067 
T~I. 08.332.7793 (C) (M) (S). 
Tasmania: Hobart 
Outdoor Equipment, 
212 LiverPool Street, 7000. 
Tel. 002.346213 (C) (M) (S). 

Victoria: Box Hill 
The Wilderness Shop, 
1 Carrington Rd., 3128 
Tel. (03).88.3742 
Victoria: Heathmont 
McPhee's Wilderness Sports, 
115 Canterbury Rd ., 3135 
Tel. (03) 729.7787 (C) (S) 
Victoria: Kew 
Bush and Mountain Sports 
146 High Street, 3101 
Tel. 86.2:1801 
Victoria: Melbourne 
Bushgear Australia P/L, 
377 Little Bourke Street, 3000 
Tel. (03) 67 - 3354 (M)(S) 

(03) 67 - 7966 
Victoria: Melbourne 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd., 
55 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.4845 
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GERMANY 
Munich 33, 
Sport - Scheck, 
Sendlinger Str . 85 
P.O. Box 880 
Tel. (089) 21 66 - 1 
Telex . 524 742 spsch d 

HONGKONG 
Hong Kong 
Hong Kong Mountain Services. 
(Mountaineering Division of 
'The Action CorPoration'). 
402 Li Po Chun Chamber. 
Des Vouex Road Central. 
Tel. 5-435063 
Mail. Tsat Tsz Mui 
Post Office. Box No.73 

INDIA 
0 

Delhi 
M/S West Coast Manufacturers 
& Traders (Regd.) 
92 UB. Jawahar Nagar, 110007 
Tel. 223900 & 229539 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall, 
302 George Street. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 0224.636952 

Aberdeen 
Rad sports, 
30 Market Street. (S) 
Tel. 0224.572504 
Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climber's Shop, 
Compston Corner, 
Tel. 09663.2297 . 
Aviemore 
Speyside SPorts. (S) . 
T.el. Aviemore 629. 
Belfast 
Jackson Sports, 
The Outdoor Centre, 
70 High Street, 
Tel. 0232.38572 . 
Birmingham 
The Mountain Shop, 
18/19 Snowhill Queensway,4. 
Tel. 021.236.6816. (S). 
Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Shop. (S) . 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180. 
Birmingham 
Blacks Camping & Leisure. (C). 
34 Edgbaston Shopping Centre, 
Hagley Road . 
Tel. 021.454.8771 . 

Blackburn 
A.B .C. Gear Ltd ., 
39 Darwen Street, 
Tel. 0254 .663235. 
Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307. 
Bolton 
Alpine SPorts, 
117 Bradshawgate. (S). 
Tel. 0204.25087 . 
Bradford 
Allan Austin Mountain SPorts, 
4 Jacob Street, 
Manchester Rd . 5. 
Tel. 0274 .28674 
Brentwood, Essex 
Field & Trek (Equipment) Ltd .. 
25 Kings Road . 
Tel. 0277.221259. 
Brighton 
Alpine Sports 
138 Western Road. (S) 
Tel. 0273.26874. 

Bristol 
Ellis Brigham, 
162 Whiteladies Road. 
Tel. 0272.311157 . 
Bristol 
Blacks Camping & Leisure. 
41 a Colston Street. (S) (C) . 
Tel. 0272.23166. 
Burnley 
SPortak, 
25 Hammerton Street. 
Tel. 0282.36816. 
Buxton 
Jo Royle, 
High Peak Outdoor Centre. (C) . 
22 High Street. Tel. 0298.5824. 
Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0223.53956. 
Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop, 
:!!I. 06904.205. 
Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham, 
Mountain Centre. (M) (S). 
Tel. 06904.232. 

Cardiff 
Y.H.A. Shop, 
131 Woodville Road, 2. 
Tel. 0222.31370. 
Cardiff 
Outdoor Action, 
12 Wyeverne Road, Cathays, 
Tel. 0222.28892. 
Cardiff 
Up and Under Outdoor Gear 
148 Ninian Park Road, 
Tel. 0222.390531. 
Carlisle 
Dennis English, 
141 Lowther Street. 
Tel. 0228.30239. 
Chester 
Ellis Brigham. 
7 Northgate Street. 
Tel. 0244.318311. 
Chesterfield 
The Adventure Centre, 
7 Shepleys Yard, Saltergate, 
Tel. 0246.38660. 
Coventry 
Mountain Sports (Coventry) 
61 Empress Buildings 
Binley Road 
Tel. 0203.441241 
Derbyshire/Hope 
Magic Mountain, 
93 Castleton Road. 
Tel. 0433.20516. 
Derby 
Derby Mountain Centre Ltd., 
85 King Street. 
Tel. 0332.365650. 
Derby 
Powers Sports, 
Green Lane. 
Tel. 0332.48311. 
Derby 
Prestidge, 
350 Normanton Road. (S). 
Tel. 0332.42245. 
Derby 
Outdoor Shop, 
201 Normanton Rd .. DE3 6US 
Tel. 0332.45204. 
Doncaster 
Smith, Beyer Ltd., 
38 Kingsgate, 
Waterdale Centre, (C) (M). 
Tel. 0302.21297. 
Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd .• 
21 Commercial Street. (M) (S). 
Tel. 0382 .24501/2. 
Dundee 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
93-117 Princes Street. (C). 
Tel. 0382.43766. 

Edinburgh 
Blues/Alpine Sports, 
1 Wemyss Place, 
West End of Queen Street. (S) 
Tel. 031.225.5640 
Edinburgh 
Spindrift Mountain Gear. 
46 Dairy Road . 
Tel. 031 .337 .2332. 
Elgin 
Bill Marshall, 
11 Commerce Street. 
Tel. 0343.44073. 
Exeter 
Blacks Camping & Leisure . 
181/182 Sidwell Street. 
Tel. 0392.76423. (C) (S). 
Fort William 
Nevisport 
131 High Street. 
Tel. 0397 .4921/4922 



Glasgow 
Alpine Sports, 
450 Sauchiehall Street. (S) 
Tel . 041 .333.0809 

Glasgow 
Greaves, 
23 Gordon Street. (S) . 
Tel. 041.221.4531/2 . 
Glasgow 
Highrange Sports, 
99 Great Western Road . 
Tel. 041 .332.5533. 
Glasgow 
Nevisport, 
261 Sauchiehall Street, (M). 
Tel. 041.332.4814 . 
Glasgow 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
132 St . Vincent Street. (S) . 
Tel. 041 .221.4007 . 
Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports, 
47 High Street. (S) . 
Tel. Grantown 246. 

Halesowen, W. Midlands 
Casac Equipment, 
3 Hagley Road . 
Tel. 021 .550.9748. 
Huddersfield 
Smith, Beyer Ltd., 
28 John William Street. 
Tel. 0484.23165. (C) (Ml. 
Inverness 
Clive Rowland, 
60 Academy Street, 
Tel. 0463.38746. 

Keswick : Cumbria 
Mountain World 
28 Lake Road 
Tel. 0596.73524 . 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson. 
Mountain Craft Shop. (C). 
5 New Road . Tel. 0524.66610. 
Leeds 
Centres port/ Alpine Sports, 
Merrion Centre, (S) 
Woodhouse Lane, LS2 8LX. 
Tel. 0532.452917 

Leeds 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
21/22 Grand Arcade . (C) . 
Tel. 0532.458634. 

Leeds/Bradford 
Guiseley Mountain Sports 
Towngate, 
Guiseley, LS20 9JA. 
Tel. 0943 75846 
Leicester 
Roger Turner, Mountain Sports, 
52A London Road (S ). 
Tel. 0533.551952 
Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham, 
73 Bold Street, 1. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 051 .709.6912 . 
Liverpool 
Smith Beyer Ltd. 
43 Harrington St., 2 
Tel. 051 .236.0525 
Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street. 
Tel. 028682.327 . 
London 
Robert Lawrie Ltd., 
54 Seymour Street, W.1. 
Tel. 01. 723.5252. 

London 
Alpine Sports 
10-12 Holborn, E.C.1. (S) 
Tel. 01.404.5681. 

London 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
6A Leather Lane, E.C. 1 
Tel. 01.405.4426 
London 
Blacks Camping & Leisure , 
53-54 Rathbone Place, W. 1. 
Tel. 01 .636.6645. (Cl . 
London 
Y.H.A. Shop, 
14 Southampton Street, 
WC2E 7HY. 
Tel. 01.836.8541 /7 . 
Luton 
Out & About, 
20 Stuart Street, 
Tel. 0582.38952. 
Macclesfield 
The Pennine Centre, 
(Camping & Caravan 
Distributors Ltd .), 
Elizabeth Street. 
Tel. 0625.20167 . 
Manchester 
Ellis Brigham, 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
Tel. 061.834.0161. (C) (M) (S) 

Manchester, Altrincham 
Nick Estcourt Outdoor Sports, 
84 Stamford New Road, 
Tel. 061 .928.6613. 
Manchester 
Y.H.A. Shop 
166 Deansgate, 3. (S) . 
Tel. 061.834.7119. 
Manchester 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
202-204 Deansgate. 
Tel. 061 .833.0340. 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel. 0629.3750. 
Middlesbrough : Teesside 
Cleveland Mountain Sports, 
98 Newport Road . 
Tel. 0642.248916. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre Ltd ., 
34 Dean Street . (C) iS) . 
Tel. 0632.23561 . 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Montane Ltd ., 
12 Grey Street. 
Tel. 0632.24941 . 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner , 
Mountain Sports, 
120 Derby Road . (S) . 
Tel. 0602.47230. 
Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite, 
128-130 Yorkshire Street, 
Rhodes Bank . 
Tel. 061.620.3900. 
Oxford 
Camping and Outdoor Centre , 
17 T url Street. 
Tel. 0865.47110. 
Penrith 
Mountain Craft, 
4 Castlegate. 
Tel. 0768.64513. 

Penzance 
Ellis Brigham. 
Market Jew Street. 
Tel. 0736.5828. 
Perth 
Radsport 
21, George Street. 

Portmadoc 
Madoc Sport 
118 High Street 
Tel. 0766.3617 
Portsmouth 
Safari, The Tricorn. 
Tel. 0705 .29410. 
Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd., 
40-41 Lune Street. 
Tel. 0772.21903. 
Reading 
Carters Camping Centre, 
99 Caversham Road, 
Tel. 0734.55589 
Rochdale 
Paul Braithwaite Outdoor 
Sports, 
99 Yorkshire Street. 
Tel. 0706.525196. 
Rotherham 
The Adventure Centre, 
The Guardian Centre, 
Tel. 0709 68660. 
Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
9 Charles Street. 
Tel. 0742.27525. 
Sheffield 
Don Morrison, 
343 London Road . 
Tel. 0742 .56018. 

Sheffield 
Thomas & Taylor Ltd ., 
24 Fitzwilliam Gate . (M). 
Tel. 0742.25631. 
Shipley 
P & S Outdoor Shop, 
73 Leeds Road . 
Tel. 0274.592422. 
Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street. 
Tel. 0756.4305. 
Stockport 
Alpenstock 
2 Port Street. 
Tel. 061.480.3660 
Stockport 
Base Camp, 
89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. 061.480.2945. 

Stoke-on-Trent 
Jo Royle, 
25 Brunswick St ., Hanley . 
Tel. 0782 .266137. 
Tremadog 
The Bespoke Cobbler, 
llanfrothen, Penrhyndendraeth 
Tel. 0766.770673 
Wasdale Head 
The Barndoor Climbers Shop 
Tel. 09406.229 
Wind1!rmere: Cumbria 
The Fellsman, 
2 Victoria Street. 
Tel. 09662.4876. 

York 
Camping and Outdoor Centre , 
14 Goodramgate . 
Tel . 0904 .53567 . 

NORWAY 
Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering 
Equipment, 
N 3560 Hemsedal. 
Tel. Hemsedal 117 . 

Oslo 
Sport Co. A/S, 
Mountain and Ski Equipment , 
Roald Amundsens Gt.6 . 
Tel. (2) 110363.447381 . 

DENMARK 
Aalborg 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Borgergade 5, 9000. 
Tel. (08) 13.87 .33 

Arhus 
Spedjer Sport (Scout Shop) 
Aboulevarden 54-58, 8000 C. 
Tel. (06) 13.36.13 

Copenhagen 
Dolfi sport, 
Snemandsvej la, 2730 Herlev. 
Tel. 02.94.87 .94. 

Copenhagen 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Nr. Farmagsgade 39, 1364 K. 
Tel". (01) 12.55.22 

Lyngby 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Hovedgaden 57, 2800 
Tel. (02) 87 .04.67 

Odense 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Kongensgade 55, 5000 C. 
Tel. (09) 11.24, 18 

UNITED STATES 
Alaska: Anchorage 
Alaska Mountaineering 
and Hiking 
2633 Spenard Road, 99503. 
Tel. 907.272.1811. (C) (M) (S). 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 94705. 
Tel. 415.548.1371 . (C) (S). 
California: Berkeley 
Marmot Mountain Works, 
3049 Adeline. 94703. 
Tel. 415.849.0735. 
California: Campbell 
The North Face, 
349 E. Campbell Ave., 95008 
Tel. 408.374.5205 (C) (M) (S). 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet, 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 
Tel : 213.790.2717 . (C) (S). 
California: La Habra 
Sports and Trails, 
1491 W. Whittier Blvd., 90631 . 
Tel. 213.694.2164. (Cl (MHS) . 
California: Palo Alto 
The North Face 
383, University Ave., 94301 
Tel. 415.327.1563 (C)(M)(S) . 

California: San Diego 
Stanley Andrews, Sporting Gds., 
443 12th Street, 92101 . 
Tel. 714.232.2167. (C) (M)(S). 
California: San Diego 
Adventure 16 Inc., 
4620 Alvardo Canyon Road, 
92120. Tel. 714.283.2374. ► 
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California: San Luis Obispo 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering 
871 Santa Rosa Ave., 93401 . 
Tel. 805.541.1533. (C)(M)(SI . 

California: Santa Barbara 
Granite Stairway Mtneering, 
3040 State Street, 93105 
Tel. 805.682 .1083 

California: Sonora 
Sonora Mountaineering, 
3251 Mono Way, 95370 
Tel. 209.532.5621 (Cl (SI 

California: Upland 
Pack and Piton, 

Michigan: East Lansing 
Great Lakes Mountain Supply, 
541 East Grand River Ave ., 
48823. 
Tel. 51 7 .351.2060. 

N.H. : North Conway 
International Mountain 
Equipment 
Ma in Street , 03860. 
Tt<I. 603 .356.5287 . 

New York : Ithaca 
Nippenose Equipment, 
215 N. Cayuga , Dewitt Mall , 
Tel . 607 .272 .6868 . (C)(M)(Sl . 

1252 W. Foothill Blvd ., 91786. New York : New Paltz 
Tel. 714 .982.7408. (Cl (Ml (Sl. Rock and Snow, 
California: Ventura '14 Main Street, 12561 . 
The Great Pacific Ironworks, Tel. 914.255 .1311 . (SI. 
235 W. Santa Clara, 93001. Pennsylvania : Bryn Mawr 
Tel. 805.643.8616. J D Sachs, Wilderness 
Colorado: Boulder Outfitters, 
The Boulder Mountaineer, 880 W' Lancaster Ave ., 19010 
1329 Broadway, 80302 . Tel. 215 .527 .3616. 
Tel. 303.442.8355. (Cl (Ml (SI. Pennsylvania : Yardley 
Colorado: Boulder J D Sachs, Wilderness 
Neptune Mountaineering Outfitters, · 
2020 30th Street, 80301 1 Op V II D · 19067 
Tel. 303.442.3551. (Cl (Ml (S) . enn a ey rive, · Tel. 215.493.4536. 
Colorado : Colorado Springs Utah : Salt Lake City 
The Cobbler , Timberline Sports Inc., 
10 South 25th Street, 80904. 3155 So . Highland Drive , 84106 
_Te_l_. 3_0_3_.4_7_5_.7_6_2_6_. ____ Tel. 801 .466 .2101 . (C)(M)(Sl . 
Colorado: Denver Washington : Leavenworth 
Forrest Mountaineering Ltd. Der Sportsmann , 
1517 Platte Street, 80202. 837 Front Street , 98826. 
Tel. 303.433.6419 (C)(M) (SI . Tel. 509 .548 .5623 . (M)(S) . 
Colorado: Durango Washington : Seattle 
Pineneedle Mountaineering Recreational Equipment Inc., 
835 Main Ave., Suite 211 , 1525 11th Avenue , 98122 . 
81301 . (C) (Ml (SI. . Tel. 206.323 .8333. (C)(M)(S). 
Tel. 303.247.8728 . 
Colorado: Estes Park Washington: Seattle 
Steve Komito, Swallow 's Nest , 
Davis Hill (Box 2106) 80517 3320 Meridan Ave ., N ., 98103 . 
Tel. 303.586.5391 . Tel . 206 .633 .0408 . (M)(S) . 
Colorado: Fort Collins Washington: Seattle 
The Mountain Shop, North Face, 
126 W. Laurel, 80521 . 4560 University Way N.E., 
Tel. 303.493.5720. (Ml . 98105. 
-Co-lo-r-ad_o_:_la_f_a_y_ett-,----- Tel. 206. 633.4431 . 

Lowe Alpine Systems, Washington : Spokane 
802 South Public, 80026. Selk irk Berg sport, 
Tel. 303.665.9220. (Cl (Ml (S) . W.30 International Way , 99220. 

Tel . 509 .328 .5020. (C)(M)(S) . 
Connecticut: West Hartford 
Clapp and Treat, Wisconsin: Madison 
672 Farmington Ave ., 06119 . Erewhon Mounta in Supply 

878 (cl (s) State and Gorham , 53703 . 
Tel. 203.236-0 · · Tel. 608.251 .9059 . (C)(M)(S) . 
Idaho: Moscow 
Northwestern Mountain Sports, Wisconsin: Madison 
41 OW. 3rd Street, 83843. Petrie Sports, 
Tel. 208.882 .0133.(Cl(M)(S) . 644 State Street 53703. 
Illinois: Chicago Tel. 608.257.1347 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, Wisconsin: Milwaukee 
1252 West Devon, 60626. Petrie Sports, 
Tel. 312.262 .3832 .(C)(M)(S) . 95 N. Moorland 53005. 
Massachusetts: Boston Tel. 414.786.9000 
Eastern Mountain Sports Wyoming: Jackson 
1041 , Commonwealth Avenue, Teton Mountaineering , 
Tel. 617.254.4250. (C)(M)(S). Main Square , 
Minnesota: Minneapolis (P .O. Box 1533) , 8300l. 
Midwest Mountaineering, Tel. 307.733.3595 . (C)(M)(S). 
309 Cedar Ave . South, 55454 . Wyoming : Laramie 
Tel. 612 .339.3433. (Cl(M)(SI . Rocky Mountaineering , 

211 Second Street, 82070 . 
Tel. 307.742 .31-91 . (S)(C) . 
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BACK ISSUES OF MOUNTAIN 
Copies 1 to 75 (includ ing No .8) Offers to D. Faulks , 
Sec . N LMC, 35 Eversleigh Road, London N3 1 HY . 

Talkczcztna Air Taxi 
High in the vast sculptured snow and ice of the Alaska 
Range are sights that will awe and astound the most 
weary and jaded world traveller. ... Fly with a pilot who 
brings expeditions to mt. McKinley daily, who knows 
the mounta in, it's climbers and all its lore and legend. 
We offer expedition air support, aerial photography and 
high alt itude glaci er landings. 

For more information, please contact: 

TALKEETNA AIR TAXI 
Box 73, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676 (907) 733-2218 

'THE EBDC. 
THE STRONGEST MOST ADVANCED 
ICE TOOL AVAILABLE . 

Pick & Hand le are continuous , one piece , 
certif ied steel . All points are differentially 
heat treated to prevent brittleneu . 
Available in 47° straight droop or curved 
pick . (Wt . 1 .6oz .) 

Spt1Cify scraighr or curved pick 

For free informat ion write or call I.C .E. 
714 · 5325954 

INTERNATIONAL CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 
421 Rancho Santiago, Orange, CA . 92669, U .S.A . 

"T 
1 he ultimate of all 

bedside climbing books ... 
exudes life, charm, and 

vitality:' 
-Off Belay 

Ken Wilson's hefty 
anthology brings 
together 100 of 
the best American 
and British moun

taineering articles of 
the last 20 years. 

688 pages. 5¾ x 8 ½. 35 b/ w 
photos, 10 maps, 15 cartoons, index. 
$9.95 paper 

A SIERRA CLUB BOOK 

PATTERNS FOR POLAR JACKET, overboots, gaiters, mitts, 
anorak, overtrousers, b ivitent. All materials/ accessories to make 
them. GoreTex, ventile, dunlopr ufe, stretch breeches fabric, 
tent fabric , polar fabric . For prices, stamp please-
Tor (M ), 5 Lyndon Grove, Runcorn , WA7 5PP, Great Britai n. 

FREE CLIMB: THE NORTHWEST FACE OF HALF DOME 
A spectacular free climbing film featuring Jim Er ickson and 
Art Higbee pushing the limits. Directed by Robert Godfrey. 
Narrated by ROBERT REDFORD. Cameramen Tom Frost 
and Greg Lowe. 50 Minutes. 16mm., color/ sound . Rent or 
purchase. Free brochure from ALPINE FILMS, Dept.,M, 
873 8th St., Boulder, Colorado 80302, U.S.A. 
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Alpine Technology 
l. The ~ALEWA quick-fit crampon binding with safety 

band. This binding is fitted in seconds, has no straps 
to restrict blood supply and can be used with welted 
boots. 

2 . The Salewa hollow karabiner is unique and is lighter 
by approximately one-third than other karabiners of 
comparable strength. 

SALEWA OF MUNICH is the world leader in crampons. This 
position is assured by design, quality and technology. Salewa's 
technical managaging director is Hermann Huber, author of 
"Bergsteiger Haute", a leading publication on modem climbing 

techniques. 

10-VEAR GUARANTEE 
Salewa technology and quality control is so well advanced that a 
10-year unconditional guarantee that any broken part will be 
replaced free of charge. Every part is individually tested and 
automatically stamped ONLY if the hardness is within the set 
parameters. 

* The Chouinard Rigid Model is NOT covered by this guarantee. 

This year KARRIMOR-SALEWA introduce a new NO-RNET 
crampon strap - quickly fitted and removable it has visible 
security and a spare piece can be fitted in moments even on the 

mountain. 

Also new on some models is the new SALEWA coated finish- tough 
and durable it adds to the usual Salewa quality appearance. 

Contact KARRIMOR for a free copy of "Alpine 
Technology" -the KARRIMOR-SALEWA Technical 

Guide to equipment. 

'71 karrimor ... leaders in U technical excellence 

4. The crampon range is from instep to tungsten-tipped 
expedition crampons. All except the Chouinard rigid 
model carrying the SALEWA 10-year guarantee 
against breakage. The "Everest" mcxiel is rapidly 
achieving a top market position because of its total 
adjustability making it a true 1 size model. 

5. Salewa rock and ice hammers are also precision 
tools made for the highest standards of performance. 

6. Salewa and Chouinard ULTRA ice screws are the 
standard equipment for serious mountaineers. 

7. The sticht plate is the most widely used belay device 
in the world. 

DEPT. MS1 karrimor International limited, AVENUE PARADE, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE. Tel: (0254) 385911. 
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THE 
ALASKA 
CONNECTION 

EXPEDITIONS 
WILDERNESS TOURS 
CLIMBING SEMINARS 

The Swallows' Nest, the Northwest's 
most respected mountaineering store, 
offers a complete program of 
instruction and climbing in Alaska , the 
Pacific Northwest and South America. 
-Ready to meet your individual or 
expedition equipment needs. 

For more information , visit or write to: 

SWALLOWS' NEST 
3320 Meridian Avenue N. 
Seattle, WA 98103, USA 
Tel. (206) 633-0408 

The 
Springs 

of -· . __ -) 
Enchantment 
JOHN EARLE _,. 1 
The fascinating account of climbi?'g 
and exploration in Patagonia, ancf 
the story of some legendary pion~er ./ 
settlers in the remote wild r · ' .·.· · 
Tierra del Fuego. 

·= ....... .--

continuing 20 years ol guiding & alpine 1nstruct1on 

ustrated 
7.95 

&:-,toughton 

PALISADE SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEERING 

P.O. Box 694G Bishop, CA 93514 (714) 935-4330 

Printed in England by Loxley Brothers Limited, Sheffield and London 



Perfection by Design 

For details of Britains finest range of walking boots write to: 

£UROfM RI Ann Street Kendal, Cumbria. 



Makes Great Looking Climbers 

PETER STORM ALSO MANUFACTURES: 

SUPER TOUGH PVC FOUL 
WEATHER GEAR 
"NO SWEAT" FOUL WEATHER GEAW 

-f PROOFED PURE 
WOOL SWEATERS AND CAPS 

AT CLIMBING AND SPORTING SHON EVERYWHERE. 

/ 
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